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Abstract

Number sieves are special-purpose devices used. for solving certain problems in computa-
tional number theory. In this thesis we give a brief history of number sieves. We describe
a single-chip sieve device, called the Scalable Sieve Unit (SSu), which has been 

'serl 
to

implement a parallel sieving device, called the Manitoba Scalable Sieve Unit (MSSU).
The MSSU achieves sieving rates at least an order of magnitude greater than those of
previous sieves through the use of parallelism and a tighily-coupled cleclicated control
processor' We discuss ihe design of the hardware ancl software components which make
up the MSSU sieving system.

A number of applications of sieving are described, including many recent results ob-
tained using MSSU' Some results on problems of quadratic character are presente¿, ex-
tending results of Lehmer, Lehmer and Shanks. The iist of known pseudosr¡uare val'es
is extended, and some eviclence is presented which suggests that the growth of this se-
quence is sufficiently rapid to ensute that primality testing can be performecl in ¿etermin-
istic polynomial time. New results are presented with regard to quadratic polynomials
with high asymptotic densities of prime values. We also extend the numerical inves-
tigation of Shanks on Littlewood's bounds on the Dirichlet L-function L(r,Ð. Some
results on other problems are presented, including a search for a successor to Euler,s fa-
mous prime-producing polynomial, further computations of the Erdös-Selfriclge function,
a new pseudocube value, and computation of pseudopowers for bases 2, 3, 5 and 7.

A new method of employing parallel sieves is clescribed which we call muiti-variable
sieving' We use this method on the MSSU to find three new solutions to the sums of
three cubes problem, finding representations of the integers 110, 435 and 47g as the sum
of three integer cubes.

An investigation into waring's problem for cubes presents new evidence to
that all numbers are representable as sums of four positive or negative c¡bes, anrl
numbers greater than approximately 1013 can be representecl as the sum of four
cubes.

suggest

that all

positive

lv
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Chapter X.

lntnoductíon

L.1- The sieve problem

Consider the simple problem of determining LT,where z7 is theleast positive non-s(ruaïe
integer such that

L7: 1(mocl 8),

L7 : 1(mod3),

Lz : 1or4(mod5),

Lz : I,2 or a (mod 7).

The solution of this problem is Lz - 1009. This is a solution, for the primes less than
or equal to 7, to an important problem in number theory known as the gtseudosq,ares
problem' Later, in chapter 6, we shal criscuss this probrem in detail.

This problem is also an instance of a much larger problem known as the Generalized
Sieving Problem (GSP), in which we are given:
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bounds A,B with B > A;

,t moduli Trl1,rÍù2,,rr13r...,mt (m¿ ) 1,i- I,2,g,...,k) which we usually assume
are relatively prime in pairs;

å sets of acceptable residuesF*¿ : {r¿j l0 < r¡¡ < rni} (i = L,Z,J,...,k).

We are then to determine all c € Z such that

A{r<B

and

ø (mod rn¿) e R4 (i = 7,2,9, . . .,1í).

Some problems may place further rest¡ictions on o in adclition to satisfying this set
of ]inear congruences; in our example we want ø to not be a perfect sq¿are. Other
possibilities include restricting c to prime values, values for which 12 - N is a perfect
square' or just about any other mathematical condition. The process of searching for
values of ø satisfying such additional restrictions is called filtering an¿ is consiclered a
problem apart from the GSp itself.

We call this a sieve problem because each successive modul u.s rmi can be regarclecl

as acting like an ordinary kitchen sieve with an increasingly finer mesh, thereby further
restricting the possible solutions to the problem. Notice that the well known sieve of
Eratosthenes for finding primes is an instance of the GSp. In this case, if we have B :
p? + r where p¿ is the kth prime, we see that the problem of finding all the primes
between á and B is that of solving the GSp for m; - p; and R; : {1,2,J,...,p;_ I}
(i= 1,2,3,...,k).

Patterson [Pat9lb] has shown that, when translated into a decision problem, the GSp
is NP-complete and is therefore likely to be a very clifficult problem in general. Certainly,
there is no efficient method known for solving the GSp. The best methocls that are

1.

2.

3.
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currently available involve the construction of mechanisms which automate the process
of searching for solutions. In order to see how such a device might be constructecl, we
will now discuss some of the principles of sieve automation. For further information on
this we refer the reader to [patglb] and to stephens and williams [swgO].

L.2 Frinciples of Sieve Automation

Consider the problem mentioned at the beginning of this section and observe the tableau
below.

x012345671009
modS x ./ x x x x x x ./
modS x ,/ x x ,/ x x ,/ I
modS x I x x ./ x ,/ x ./
modT x ./ ./ x I x x x ,/

For each of the moduli 8, 3, 5, 7 we have put a check mark (/) uncler the acceptaSle
residues and a cross (x) under the others. When we find a value of X for which there is
a column consisting only of check marks, this value of X represents a solution candidate
to the problem. In this example, the solution candidat e X = 1 is rejectecl beca'se it
is a perfect square, and it is not until X : 1009 that we find a valicl solution. The
difficulty with this approach is that we may have to go a very long way before we finrl a
solution, particularly if we have many moduü. We can solve this problem by noting that
each row of the tableau exhibits a cyclic pattern corresponding to the list of acceptaSle

and non-acceptable residue classes for its associated modulus, information that can be

compressed by the expedient of recorrling the results for each modulus only once. Any
column of the original table can be generated by shifting each of the rows to the left in
order to advance the appropriate set of residues to the frrst column, the leftmost resid'e
wrapping around to the rightmost encl. In general, then, column ú can be obtaine¿ bv
performing ú of these shift operations.
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To see how a machine that performs this sieving operation can be fabricate¿, we

note that each modulus rn; can be represented by a loop or ring which is clivided into
r¿t positions. Those positions that represent acceptable residues are tagged. in some
mannel to differentiate them from non-acceptable residues, and the machine examines
one position from each ring at a fixed location calied a wind,ow or tap. The rings are
advanced in unison and a solution is detected when the window is filled exclusively with
tags identifying the residues as being acceptable for all the rings ofinterest. A trial cottnter
records the number of shifts performed by the machine. Thus, the machine can be set

up to start searching from some point trl by setting the ith ring such that /rr (mocl rn;) is
in the window when the mechanism is turned on; after s shifts the value being teste¿ is
1ù + s. A device of this type is called a number sieue or,, frequently, i..st a sieue.

1-.3 Some Terms and Measures

Before we can continue in our discussion of sieve clevices, it is important to ¿efine some

terms and measures which will aid our discussion.

1.3.1 Basic Components of a Sieve Device

Inherent in the design of all sieve devices are three basic components: the character.,istic

uector generator (CVG)' a solution detector, and a trial counter. The CVG correspon¿s
to the rings discussed above. The purpose of the CVG is to generate the patterns of
residues corresponding to our sieve problem. Solution taps route residue information from
the CVG to a solution detection mechanism. In most digital logic implementations, the
solution detector is a wide AND-gate having one input per ring. To prevent the countel.
value from being out of synchronization with the residue information, the shifting of the
rings is kept in lock-step with incrementing of the trial counrer.
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1.3.2 Measuring Sieve performance

To avoid confusion, we shall define two measures for describing the speed of a sieve device:

Definition 1.3.1 We define úåe canvass rate of a sieue problem to be the numlter of
ualues of æ included wíthin a specifi,ed sieuing range, A L x < B, diuided by the number
of seconds required to sieue that range.

Because sieving problems can be subject to various optimizations ancl transformations
which we will discuss later, we also define a measure of the raw sieving rate of the
underlying sieve hardware in order to make valid comparisons between vario¡s clevices.

Definition 1'3'2 We define úåe maximum hardware sieving rate to t¡e tl¿e muxirnurn

number of ualues tested per second by the solution detection mechanism. This ualue is
giaen in terms o/trials per second.

I-.3.3 Density of Sieve Problems

Clearly, the ratio of acceptable to non-acceptable residues will have an effect on the
solution rate of a given sieve problem. Often, it is useful to clefine some measure of the
density of a sieve problem, and for this it is useful to compare the density of a given
problem to that of a quadratic sieve. Although we shall not discuss quaclratic sieves lntil
chapter 6, it suffices to say that the mrmber of acceptable residues per moclulus of a
quadratic sieve problem is 1 for modul's 8, and (n; - t¡¡z for the odcl primes p¿ { p*,
where p¡ is the largest modulus specifiecl by our sieve problem. From this it is verv easv

to see that the density of solutions for quadratic sieves is

thP'-t
8!J 2

Lehmer [Leh53, p' 8] and Cantor et al. [CEFT62, p. 151] have usecl the quariratic

sieve as a benchmark when discussing the solution density of sieving problems, identifying
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problems as being "less than quadratic" or "more than quadratic,,. For our purposes we

shall consider the quadratic sieve to be a moderøúe density sieve problem. We shall call the
extreme of one residue per modulus, equivalent to a Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT)
type of problem, a sparse sieve problem. At the othe¡ extreme, when all but one residue
per modulus is acceptable, as is the case with the sieve of Eratosthenes, a problem shall
be considered a dense sieving problem. In between these extremes we define ,,moderate

to low density" sieves and "moderate to high density', sieves.

1.3.4 The Filter Mechanism

When filtering is required, a very high solution rate may overwhelm the resources available
for filtering and cause a sieve problem tobe filter bound,. When a problem is filter bo.nd,
the sieve will operate at a much lower speed than the maximum hardware sieving rate,
as the process of filtering, or merely outputting solutions, becomes a bottleneck.

Commonly, there are two different types of filtering mechanisms employecl by sieve

systems' Wilh on-line filtering, frltering is performed almost immediately after the gen-

eration of a solution candidate by using a computer connectecl directly to the sieve. This
is in contrast to off-line filtering, where the solution candiclates are collecte¿ in a batch,
and at some later time transferred to a computer system for processing. Clearly, before

the advent of digital computers, all solution filtering was performed off-line, using manual
methods such as hand-computation.

Often' even when on-line solution filtering is provided, some off-line post-processing of
the data may be required' For example, it may be necessary to perform primality testing
of solutions' a process generally too time consuming to be performed on-line. Instead, a

fast probable-prime test can be performed on-Iine, with the much slower primality test
being performed off-üne.
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L.4 ûptimizations

The performance of this basic modei can be improved further by testing for solutions

in parallel. We can improve the sieving rate by a factor of ú by using ú sieves, starting
each at a different point in the range to be sieved, or by constructing a single sieve

with a Ú position solution window. Using an idea which originated from the work of
Cantor et al. [CEFT62], it is possible to test ú solution taps at once. This winclow woul<l

test I consecutive positions from each ring instead of just one and then the sieve wo¿¡I
advance the rings by f positions. However, in order to support ú solution taps, a ring
must accommodate more than I positions, hence many such rlesigns support very small

moduli with rings corresponding to prime powers (see [patg1b, pp. 112-114]).

1.4.L Single Residue Optimization

We can often increase the sieving rate even more by making use of the iclea of single

residue optimization. Possibly, the best way to illustrate this iclea is to look once again at

the example at the beginning of this section. Notice that if we combine the mo<luli which

have only a single acceptable residue, we need to find a value for X such that X : I
(mod 2a). Since X - 1 + 24Y, instead of sieving on X, we coukl sieve on y. In this case

all residues modulo 8 and 3 are acceptable for Y and we simply rearrange our remaining

residues modulo 5 and 7 so that

Y : 0or2(mod5),

Y : 0,1 or 5 (mod 7).

This simple idea, known to Lehmer (see [Leh53]), effects a 24 fo\d, speeclup for the
problems because any solution Y can easily be converted to one for X by complting
X : I + 24Y and the sieving range has been reduced by a factor of L124. An algo-

rithm to perform the required residue reordering for single residue optimization will 6e

presented in Section 4.4.3.
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I.4.2 Multiple Residue Optimization

The idea of single residue optimization can be applied to multiple residues to obtain an

additional increase in the sieving rate. This idea was used by Lehmer [Leh28, p. 8g1] to

divide a factoring problem into two separate sieve problems based on the congruerce ø :
2,3 (mod 5). BV separating results into two cases and using single residue optimization

on both subproblems, a speedup factor of 512 was achieved over that of a single run.

In 1975, Stark [Sta75, p. 301] used this method to divide a quadratic type problem

into 30 subproblems with respect to the implicit modulus mr : 8 . 3. 5 . T . LI = 9240.

Using single residue optimization modulo 9240, each subproblem achieves a speedup of

9240130 over a non-optimized problem, not including any additional costs incurrecl in

running multiple subproblems over that of a single problem.

1-.5 F'actoring using Sieves

One of the earliest applications of sieve devices was in the factoring of integers. In fact,

it was the interest in factoring which spurred much of the early development of sieve

devices. Although modern factoring algorithms programmed on present-day computers

have made factoring by sieving obsolete, up until about 1970, sieving wâ.s the fastest

general method available for factoring large integers [SW90, p. 43]. In orcler that the

reader is not left with the impression that sieves are only of historical interest, we shall

be presenting examples of contemporary sieve applications in Chapters 6 and 7 of this

thesis.

The factoring algorithm we shall describe is based on an idea which began with Fermat

in 1643 [Dic66] who suggested that if one can frnd a representation for a number y'{ as a

difference of squares, *2 - g',then one can easily rletermine two factors of trf. Assuming

N : U.I/, where U ) V, ar'd, U, V are both odd, then we can define

11*:õ(U+V), u:;(U-V),
þ4
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and see that

U=(x*A), V=(r-y),
and

1[:(ø+y)(n-y):*'-y2.

Stated as a sieving problem, we must find a value ø such that x2 - N is a perfect sqrlare.

It is a fairly straightforward matter to specify the necessary congruence relations.

For example, in 1938 Lehmer [Leh39, p. 137] used a mechanical sieve to factor the

integer /y'1, where

, _ (zt'o + r) (zt + t)i' : þ2*¡ffi = 18518800563e24r07527.

fn fact, an examination of Lehmer's unpublished sieve log shows that he employed a goocl

deal of mathematical ingenuity to restrict the possible values of ø to numbers of the form

806400fr + 4304146561 or 806400k + 4902188161. Nevertheless, the following rlescription

will suffice to describe the general method.

Recall that we determine the set of congruences modulo p¿ which mlst be satisflecl

so that n2 - N is a perfect square. We start by tabulating values of r, n2 ancl ø2 - 1f

modulo the small primes p¿. These calculations for small values of p¿ are shown below.

We have crossed off those va,lues of r which correspond to values of x2 - tr/ which cannot

possibly be perfect squares.

P¡r a2 (raod p¿) ,V (mod p;) æ2 - N (mod p¿)

2 0,7 0,1 1 0,1

3 þ, 1,2 0, 1, 1 1 2,,0, 0

5 0, l, þ, þ,4 0,r,4,4,1 1 4,0, þ, ß,0
7 þ, L,2, þ, A,5,6 0, r, 4,2,2, 4, r 4 þ, 4,0, þ, þ,0, 4
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From the above, we see that modulo the primes 2, 3, 5, and 7 the resulting congruences

t : 0,1 (mod 2)

r : L,2 (mod 3)

r : 0,,7,4 (mod 5)

r = 7,21516 (mod 7)

If we continue this process for all modu[ up to and including the prime 22g, ancl mn

this problem on a suitabie sieve device, the first solution occurs for z : 23651256161.

This corresponds to a y-value of 23256972480, which yields the two factors (J = , r tt :
46908728641, and V = u - A - 394783681.

We note that the complexity of this method is O(/f ); however, variations on this

method were developed by Lehmer and Lehmer [teh33b] that were o({ñ)

1-.6 }listory of Sieving

It appears that F.W. Lawrence [taw96] in 1896 was the first inclividual to actually consi<ler

constructing a number sieve. This device, which could be used to factor integers (see

Williams and Shallit [WS]), was to be made up of from 15 to 20 rings. These rings,

representing the small primes p; (p, = 2, pz - B, . .. p*), would be wooden or carclboarcl

gears with p; (or, when p¿ is very small, some power or multiple of p¿) teeth, with the

distance between these teeth being the same for all. As these gears must be of rliffering

diameters, it would be necessary for each of them to be supported by a different axle in

order for all of them to engage a common driving gear. The teeth on each of these ring

gears would be numbered and acceptable residues inclicated by a brass stucl just within
the appropriate tooth and projecting through the gear on both sides. The machine was to

be set up in such a way that the ring gears were side by sicle but spread out in a slightly

10
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fan shaped arrangement in order that they be close together where they were to 6e turned
by the common driving gear, but were farther apart at the other side. This would ensute

not only that the brass studs would pass easily unde¡ the supports of the clifferent axles,

but also that they would all come in contact with each other near the driving wheel
when a solution occurred. This line of contact of the brass studs at a solution coukl be

indicated to the operator by having it complete an electrical circuit which would cause a

bell to ring or the rotation of the driving gear to cease.

Lawrence did not build this machine, but was content merely to give a very brief
sketch of how it might be constmcted. Very lìkely it woukl not have worked weil at hish
speeds because of the lack of precision implicit in its design.

Later, in 1910 Gérardin publìshed a French version of Lawrence's paper in his montlily
mathematical review, Sphinr'Oedþe. This appears to have acted as a stimul.s to Kraitchik
who announced (see Gérardin [Gér12a]) in February of 1g12 that he hacl constmcterl a
model of a number sieve. This device, made of wood, is described more fully by Gérardin

[Gér12c] and much later by Kraitchik [Kra22, pp. a}-aa]. It was composed of 15 gears

with differing numbers of teeth representing the moduli: 64, b4, 50, 49,44, s2, s\,57,
46, 58, 62, 37 , 4r, 43,47. These gears were mounted on a single shaft ,4, but could turn
freely about this shaft. A second grorlp of 15 gears, each with 64 teeth, were mounted on
another shaft ,4 and fastened on that shaft. The radii of the gears on shaft á ancl those
of their corresponding gears on shaft ,4.' were fixed at 200 mm. This meant that the two
shafts could be arranged in parallel with the gears ïepresenting the mocluli engage¿ by
the gears on shaft ,4. The radii of the gears were also cletermined such that the gears

representing the moduii would all turn at the same rate when driven by rotating shaft A.
For example, if 11 is the gear radius of a gear on shaft .4 ancl 12 is the raclius of the gear

on shaft ,4.'corresponding to it, then we woulcl want 11 irz = 200 mm ane 11f r.2:64/m
where rn is the number of teeth on the gear of raclius 12.

A numbered hole was placed a fixed distance (60 mm) from the centre beneath each

11
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gear tooth of the gears on shaft .4/. For a given sieve problem the non-acceptable resiclues

(mod rn) had the holes corresponding to those on the gear with r¿ teeth pluggerl. A light
source was placed at a fixed point near the end of shaft At and. a screen was place¿ at

the other end. As shaft .4 rotated, a solution would occur when a set of unplugged holes

on the 15 gears lìned up; this would be detected when a spot of light appeared on the

screen. While this mechanism probably worked reasonably well at low speeds it wolftl
very likely have been useless at high speeds because the gear teeth, being of clifferent

sizes, would produce meshing problems. In any event it seems that Kraitchik abanrloned

his sieve shortly after he constructed it.

In March 1912, Gérardin [Gér12c] reported that P. Carissan had developecl a machine

for factoring and that he (Gérardin) had sent a posting to the French Association for

the Advancement of Science describing a sieve which he had constructerl. Although

the subsequent paper [Gér12b] is rather vague, as aïe all of Gérardin's papers on his

machines, some information is provided in his note [Gér12d]. From this we are informecl

that his mechanism was made up of an unspecified number of strips, likely of paper (see

[Gér12b]) ancl each represented a ring for some modulus. A strip representing mo{slls
?rt was marked off in a multiple of zn spaces of fixed size. These spaces were colorrred

white or black according to whether the residue represented by any particular space was

acceptable or not. A solution to a sieve problem which required several of these strips

would be indicated by a completely white column. The strips were set up to be almost

equal in length, usually about 3 meters, and were wound up between two similar rollers,

with an operator checking for blank columns. This is certainly not as sophisticated a

device as Kraitchik's, but it was likely useful for small problems.

Carissan's machine, constructed by his brother E.-O. Carissan, is describecl very inad-

equately in [Gér12c] and mentioned only in passing by Gérardin [Gér13]; but in Carissan

[Car20a] we learn that it was made up of hanging, flexible morlular loops (rings) which

were driven simultaneously by a groovecl roller and scanned for solutions by eye. We are

also informed that it was rather inefficient.

12
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All three of these machines suffered from the same inadequacies: they were inefficient,

existed only as prototypes, required the human eye to scan for solutions, ancl proclucecl

no significant result. Thus, it is difficult to regard them as being anything other than

experiments that failed. In the next section we will discuss some successfully completed

number sieves.

L.6.1 Early Sieve Devices

In 1913-14, E.-O. Carissan, who \¡/as a lieutenant in the French infantry, began his clevel-

opment of an automatic sieve device. Unfortunately, his work was interruptecl by Worftl

War I and not completed until 1919. The resulting precision machine, fabricatecl by the

firm of Chateau Frères of Paris, incorporated 14 circular brass rings representing the mocl-

uli:19,21,,23,26,29,3r,34,37,41,43,47,53,55and5g. Theseringswereclrivenatthe

same linear rate by a pinion gear underneath them. A ring representing moclulus m had

zn studs on its top side with the spacing of these studs being the same for all the rings.

Non-conducting caps were placed on those studs which represented acceptable resi{1es

for the modulus zn. These caps would press on contact switches which were mountecl on

an arm placed above the rings. The switches were connected in series and the completion

of a circuit (each stud under the arm is capped) would cause a sound to be ma¿e in a

telephonic receiver placed over the ears of an operator, alerting him to a solution. The

mechanism was driven by hand, canvassed numbers at the rate of 35 to 40 per seconcl

and displayed solutions in a 6 digit counter. Further details on this remarkable machine,

together with example problems, can be found in Carissan's well-written and cletailecl

paper [Car20a].

Carissan had plans for improving this device such as driving it by means of an electric

motor. Indeed, in an unpublished manuscript [Car20b] he refers to it as a first moclel ancl

provides a list of 4 possible improvements that could be made to subsequent versions.

Unfortunately, no further work seems to have been done and this machine was totallv

13
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forgotten until fairly recently; this was very likely the result of the premature deaths of
both P' Carissan (in 1923) and E.-O. Carissan (in 1925) and the rather obscure journal

in which [Car20a] appeared. What is, nevertheless, particularly remarkable is that this

beautifully constructed machine, the earliest example extant, of a special purpose a¡to-
matic mechanism for solving number theoretic problems, still exists today. It was recently

donated by a daughter of E.-O. Carissan, France Silber of Grenoble, to the museum of
the Conservatoire Nationale des Arts et Métiers in paris.

L.6.2 Lehmer's Sieves

The next important clevelopments in sieving technology are almost exclusively clle to
D. H. Lehmer. As his several devices have been fully clescribed elsewhere (see [SWgg],

[Pat9lb] and Lehmer [Leh28], [LehBBa], [LehJ4], [teh80]), we wilt only provi<le brief

descriptions of some of them here. Lehmer's first sieve, completed in 1g27, was made up

of 19 bicycle chain loops containing the following numbers of links: 64,27,2b, 49,22,26,
77, 19,23,29,31r 37,4r,43,47r 53,59, 61 and 67. These loops were suspenclecl from

a common shaft with 19 1O-tooth sprockets to engage the chains. The zero link for each

chain was painted red and acceptable residues were indicated by the presence of a small

pin (a piece of chicken wire, actually) attached to their corresponding links. The shaft,

driven by an electric motot, rotated at the rate of 300 r.p.m. (50 tinks per seconcl). When

a pin projected above the shaft it pressed on a spring loaded contact. As in Carissan,s

sieve (of which Lehmer had no knowleclge until 1989) the contacts were connecte{ in series

and completion of the circuit would trip a relay which shut off the power to the motor. A
revolution counter on the shaft was used to determine the solution value. This machine

was used for a year or so, but was disassembled by Lehmer in anticipation of a move to

Providence, R.I. Regrettably, it was stolen before it could be used. again. The machine

has recently been reconstructed by Robert Canepa of CMU (see Pomerance [Pom82]),
and this model is now in storage at the computer Museum in Boston.
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In 1932, encouraged by the success of the Bicycle Chain Sieve, Lehmer went on to

construct a much more ambitious device: the Photoelectric Sieve. This mechanism rep-

resented the fruition of the somewhat impractical ideas of sieve construction put forward

by Lawrence and Kraitchik. As in Kraitchik's model, a modulus rn is representerl by a
gear of rn teeth' The 15 driving gears all had 100 teeth and weïe mounted on a common

shaft. Each of the 30 modulus gears had an individual axie and meshed with one of the

driving gears. The gears were arïanged in two sets of 15 on either side of the driving

gears with two modular gears engaging one driving gear. A hole was drillecl at a fixe{

distance beneath each modulus gear tooth, and a toothpick was usecl to plug holes that
represented unacceptable residues. A light source was placed near the encl of the driving

shaft and so was a photodetector, with a pair of prisms used to reclirect the light beams

from the first set of 15 modular gears to the second. When a solution occurred, there

would be an alignment of the unplugged holes, allowing the photodetector to trigger a

series of amplifiers and relays which ultimately opened the circuit breaker for the electric

motor which drove the gears. This sieve, which had gears representin g 64, 2T , 2b, 4g ancl

the primes from 11 to 113, performed at the rate of 5000 numbers per seconcl. The main

difficulties with the machine, which performecl some very impressive feats of calculation

[Leh33b], were: (1) it was very difficult to transport because of its size ancl sensitivity,

(2) loading a complete problem took over two hours [Ste89, p. 17], (J) its photoamplifier

system, which amplified the light signal by a factor of over 7 x 108, was at the very fore-

front of the technology available at the time, causing all kinds of difficulties in mnning

the device (see D. N. Lehmer [Leh33]).

Two years later Lehmer developed another sieve with about the same simpücity, speecl,

capacity and cost of the Bicycle Chain Sieve, but it was much more compact anrl easy

to move' In the Movie Film Sieve the chains were replaced by 18 loops of 16mm movie

film, with quarter inch holes punched in the loops to represent unacceptable resid¡es.

Adjustable rollers (one for each loop) were used to provide tension at the bottom of

the loops which were driven by a conducting brass drive shaft 18 metallic brushes were
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attached to a brass bar mounted above this drive shaft. When there were no holes in
any of the film loops as they passed over the drive shaft, none of the brushes woulcl be

in contact with the shaft, resulting in a shut-down of the driving motor. It was this
simple device, very reminiscent of Carissan's first attempt at a sieve, that Lehmer usecl

to produce his table in [Leh37]. We should also point out that a year after this, Gérardin

[Gér37], apparently totally unaware of Lehmer's previous work, constructed a number
sieve. Although there is a photograph of this machine which suggests that it was based

on an adding machine, the description provided is both vague and all too brief. We are,

howevet, informed that it was electric, automatic, able to print and execlterl at the rate
of about 25000 operations per working <lay.

1.6.3 Electronic Sieves

Up to this point, the sieve devices which have been discusserl were primarily mechanical

devices, with chains' gears or loops for moving parts. Although, Lehmer,s photo-electric

sieve made use of rather sophisticated electronics 1, this was strictly limitecl to the ¿e-

tection of solutions. Obviously, the speed of mechanical sieves was greatly limite¿ by the

constraints imposed by moving parts.

It was not until the advent of electronic computers in 1945 that Lehmer experimented

with the problem of implementing sieves in software ancl producecl several pr.ograms

which implemented sieves on various computers. In fact, experience with the ENIAC
(the Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator) causecl Lehmer [Leh 6] to propose

the construction of what he called an Electronic Sieve. This device woulcl have used

vacuum tubes to achieve an estimated sieving rate of about 100000 to 200000 numbers

per second. In this same proposal, he also discussed the possible construction of an

Acoustic Sieve in which the periodic element would be a tube of ethylene glycol with a

havebeenthefirstinstanceinwhichthe<ligitalflip-flopwas
used in computing (see [LehBO])
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piezo-electric crystal at each end. This instrument would, if constructed, sieve at the rate

of 108 numbers per minute. Lehmer's plans for the Electronic Sieve were quite advancecl,

but his proposal was apparently not funded, as the device was never constructed.

Software Sieves

The next twenty years saw a lull in sieve building, as Lehmer and others concentratecl

on implementing sieves in software on various digital computers. In the 1g50's, Lehmer

[teh53] programmed the Standards Western Automatic Computer (SWAC) to solve the

GSP. This sieve implemented 17 rings in software and canvassed at a rate of approximately

1450 trials per second. In the 1960's, Brillhart [8567] used an IBM 7094 to achieve

a canvass rate of 150000 trials per second with a software sieve supporting 21 or 22

congruences. A much faster software sieve would later be implementecl by Lehmer on

the experimental ILLIAC IV supercomputer in the early 1970's. This single instmction,

multiple data (SIMD) architecture computer contained 64 processors an{ was able to

sieve at a rate of 15 million trials per second.

The Delay Line Sieve

In 1965, Lehmer would build one of his most successful sieves, the Delay Line Sieve (DLS-

127). This machine made use of delay lines as memory elements. Delay lines transmit

electrical pulses at a fixed speed; these were used to build loops whose lengths were

proportional to the sieve moduli. By carefully initializing each loop with p¡lses for the

acceptable residues, solutions would be indicated by the simultaneous arrival of pulses

from aII the delay line taps. Circuitry would carefully resynchronize and reshape the

pulses, allowing the ring data to recirculate indefinitely without loss of information. The

first version of the machine used the primes or powers of primes less than or ec¡ual to L27

as moduli; Iater, in the early 1970's the machine was renamed the DI,S-152 when 6 more

moduli (constructed from shift registers instead of <Ielay lines) were adclecl. This rlevice
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was very cheap to construct, was very flexible and ran at the rate of 106 numbers oer

second.

Loading of problems on the Delay Line Sieve was automated by a program on an

IBM 7094 computer which accepted punched cards containing the specification of a ¿io-

phantineequation Í(r,U)=0,where/wasapolynomialofarbitrarydegreewithinteger
coeffcients of arbitrary size (see [teh66]). Using this information, the Z0g4 would pro-

duce a punched paper tape suitable for input directly to the Delay Line Sieve. After
outputting a solution, the sieve would automatically load the next problem molntecl on

its paper tape drive, allowing multiple sieve problems to be enclueued.

The Delay Line Sieve featured a solution counting modeased. to output the number of
solutions within a specifled range without actually outputting inriividual solutions. This

mode was found to be useful for certain problems. For example, for the pseudosquares

problem, filtering could be avoided by predicting the mrmber of perfect sqlares in the

search range and comparing this with the observed solution count. A rliscrepancy wollcl
alert the operators to the pïesence of a solution. This was a particularly valuaþle featlre
for this sieve because solution filtering was performed off-line.

The Movie Film Sieve, parts of the Photoelectric Sieve, anrl the DtS-157 are also now

in storage in the Computer Museum in Boston.

Cantor, Estrin, FYaenkel and Turn

One of the most impressive early proposals for the construction of an electronic sieve

device was provided by Cantor, Estrin, Fraenkel and Turn [CEFT62] in 1g61. This callecl

for a sieve to be built from basic digital building blocks similar to those which were being

used in the transistorized digital computers of the time. Basing the speed of the sieve on

the shift times required by the IBM 7090 digital compnter, Cantor et al. envisionecl that
the shift registers would be clocked at a rate of 5 megahertz (MHz), or one shift every

0.2psec. They also state that the sieving rate would have been in excess of 1010 numbers
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per minute' or 167 million per second. From this we assume that 82 solution taps per

ring were planned.

Ciearly, this machine would have required the use of the latest state-of-the-art com-

ponents in digital electronics and would have been extremely expensive to build; neveï-

theless, it is clear the technology existed at that time to build such a device. As it turnerl
out, the proposal was not acted on, and it would be another 20 years before a machine of
similar capabilities was to be built. Several revolutionary ideas were put forwarcl in this
proposal, including the idea of multiple solution taps, which Cantor et al. referre¿ to as

obseruation posts, and the idea of combining a sieve with a digital computer as part of
a "fixed plus variable" (,t'f V) structure computer system. A conventional cligital com-

puter represented the fixed part of this architecture, while the variable part consiste¿ of a

set of reconfigurable modules or digital building blocks which acted as a special pur.pose

computer. In this case, the special purpose computer would implement a shift-register

sieve.

A major advantage of the (F +V) architecture is that the conventional computer can

be used to simulate in software those rings which are not implemented in hardware. Using

our own terminology, the computer implements airtual rings corresponcling to mo{uli
not supported by the hardware rings. Somewhat surprisingly, in [CEFT62] there is no

mention of how a digital computer system connected directly to the special purpose sieve

hardware could also be used to perform a filtering function (in particular, perfect square

testing), nor how it could greatly simplify the loading of sieve problems and the gathering

of solutions.

The SRS-181

Lehmer went on to develop a sieve that used only shift registers to implement the moclqlar

rings, the Shift Register Sieve, SRS-181, but unfortunately this uncompleted machine was

mistakenly scrapped when Lehmer was away from Berkeley. According to Morrison an¿
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Brillhart [M875, p. 199], the SRS-181 was expected to be operational by the en¿ of 7gT4.

From several descriptions of the machine (see [Lehg0], [patg1b, p. z0], [stegs, pp. 22_

23]), it appears the SRS-181 was intended to be a stand-alone machine, with a complex
array of displays and switches to allow operator control of the device. It was capable of
operating in both regular search and solution counting modes. The sieve was to feat.re
42 hardware rings corresponding to the primes less than or equal to 1g1. The shift-
registers were constructed from off-the-shelf 8-bit shift-register integratecl circuits (ICs).
The original design called for a single solution tap with a shift rate of 16 million per
second resulting in a hardware sieving rate of 16 million trials per second.

UMSU

A more sophisticated version of the shift-register sieve, called the University of Manitoba
Sieve Unit (UMSU), was constructed by Patterson and Williams [pWgJ] in 19gJ. Origi-
nally, it was planned that this project would simply reconstruct the SRS-1g1 [patg3, p.
8]' However, these plans would be modified to allow the sieve to be connectecl clirectly to
a minicomputer host, initially a DEC PDP-11/03, as an attacherl processor. This woulct
be the first realization of the "fixecl plus variable structure" sieve system as proposecl by
Cantor et al.

The eventual design boasted a complement of more than 500 meclium-scale integration
(MSI) integrated circuits using readily available transistor-transistor-logic (TTt) compo-
nents' The electronic circuitry was constmcted on three wire-wrappecl circuit boarcls
interconnected via a backplane. Shift-register rings corresponding to the first 32 primes
were implemented with the first four rings corresponcling to the prime powers 26 = 64,
3a = 81, 52 = 25, and.72 :49' A shift clock rate of 16.67 Mìfrz,or 16.67 million cycles
per second, combined with eight solution taps per ring, resulted in a maxim¡m harrlware
sieving rate of 133 million trials per second.

UMSU was the first sieve to implement virtual ring emrilation, on-line flitering, ancl
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automatic problem restart following a power-failure. A special feature callecl checkpointing

served the dual purpose of periodically testing for hardware errors and recording the
hardware state of the machine. In the event of a hardware error or power-failure, the sieve

problem could be restarted using the state information of the last successful checkpoint.

Testing for the presence of a hardware error was performed by predicting the contents

of the shift-register rings based on the initial contents of the rings and the counter value

and comparing this to the actual ring contents.

A simple user editable file format was used. for specifying the congruences of a sieve

problem, as well as various parameters including: start ancl stop counter values, speci-

fication of a filter function, and the interval to be used between successive checkpoints.

These problem.¡1les could be edited using a text editor on the multi-user host system ancl

submitted to a problem queue for execution.

OASiS

All of these sieves described above have the disadvantage of operating with fixe¿ mocllli.
In 1985, Stephens and Williams [SW90] constmctecl a variable modulus sieve callecl the
Open Architecture Sieve System (OASiS), which utilized 16 8K RAM chips. This would

permit the user to employ up to 16 arbitrary combined moclulì, each of which could be

no larger than 8192. For example, up to 37 moduli corresponding to all of the primes

Iess than or equal to 157 could be frt into the 16 rings, with the moduli S, T,II anrl 18

being combined in one ring of modulus 5005. The OASiS design has a shift rate of 18.3

MHz, with 16 solution taps, resulting in a hardware sieving rate of 215 million trials per

second.

The major advantages of OASiS over its predecessor, UMSU, are its enhancecl speerl,

variable size ring capability and modular clesign. Designecl with future expanclabilìty in
mind, a second OASiS sieve was constructecl in 1991 at minimal cost using a spare set

of printed circuit boards. The modular design aliowed "board swapping" to be lserl to
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isolate faults, simplifying maintenance.

The major shortcoming of OASiS is the very low bandwidth connection of 9600 Bits
Per Second (BPS) between OASiS and its host computer system, a microVAX IL For
example, it can take as long as 10 minutes to load and verify a problem, clepencling

on the size and number of rings required by the particular problem. Even worse, since

the consistency check portion of checkpoints are actually performed by the host system,

checkpoints can take up to 10 minutes as well. For problems such as the pseudosq¡ares,

which required a significant amount of filtering, the slow communication path between
sieve and host, combined with the relatively low CPU performance of the microVAX II,
result in filtering being a significant bottleneck.

The Bronson and Buell Sieve

Very recently, Bronson and Buell [8893] have made use of Fielcl Programmable Gate
Array (FPGA) technology to develop a very fast number sieve. The Bronson ancl Buell
sieve consists of an attached processor, called SPLASH, interconnected via a VME ìrus

interface to a Sun workstation host. SPLASH is ¿ reconfigurable systolic array processor,

developed at the Supercomputing Research Center in Maryland, which consists of a linear
array of 32 early generation FPGA chips. These FPGA devices consist of a large number
of logic building blocks which can be dynamically rewire<l to perform variols functions.
The possible circuit combinations are limited only by the number of available logic blocks

and the interconnectivity of the specific FPGA devices. Reconflgurable architectures such

as SPLASH blur the conventional distinction between hardware and software by allowing

a designer to write "code" which specifies a hardware architecture.

The real power of this sieve architecture is that it allows a designer to theoretically
custom configure the hardware resources for the problem at hand. In Lehmer's [Leh46]
preliminary proposal for an Electronic Sieve using vacuum tube technology, he advocated

designing the ring circuitry utilizing several hunclred identical iogic mo¿ules allowing
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the ring configuration to be changed via physically plugging and unplugging moclqles

and cables, as required. The proposal of Cantor et al [CEFT62] states that, ,,by an

appropriate rearrangement of the building blocks, problems with different moduli can be

run"' FPGAs allow such reconfiguration to take place on-the-fly, at hardware spee¿s.

Bronson and Buell [8893] have implemented a sieve using SPLASH which possesses

shift-register rings whose moduli correspond to 22 primes, or powers of primes, Setween

3 and 127. This sieve has 64 solution taps and a shift rate of 16 million per second, for
a maximum hardware sieving rate of 1024 million trials per second. This is the highest

rate ever achieved by a single sieve, and is almost 5 times faster than the Drevious record

holder, OASiS.

1.6.4 A Summarv

In Table 1.1 below we present a very brief summary of the history of sieve construction.

The Scalable Sieve Unit (SSU), which appears near the bottom of this table. wilt be

described in detail in the following chapter.
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swAcf
rBM 7094t

DLS-T27
DLS-157
IrIAC IVt
Shift Register 1975 42

UMSU
OASiS
Sun4/280t 1989 32

SSU 1991 30

Sieve Systems

Machine Year Rings TttgltÆ::-

E. Carissan --rgrg-rg r4 35-40

Bicycle Chain lg27 19 50

Optical Gears lg32 30 5'000

fO** Movie Film 1936 18 50

A. Gérardin 1937 t ?

1950's ?

1960's 2l ot 22

1966 31

1e6e(?) 37

1960's 64

1,450

100,000

1,000,000

1,oo0,ooo

15,000,000

20,000,000
133,000,0001983 32

1989 16 variable 215,000,000
2,0oo,ooo

192,000,000

1,024,000,000Bronson, Buell 1992 22

tDenotes software running on a general purpose computer

Table 1.1



Chapter 2

The Vlanitoba Sca1abtre Sieve

Llnit Architecture

The Manitoba Scalable Si,eue [/nif (MSSU) is the third of a succession of sieve units

designed and built at the University of Manitoba. As discussed above, the first such

device was the UMSU sieve [Pat83], completed in 1982, and the seconcl was the OASiS

sieve [Ste89], completed in 1988. The first MSSU sieve was completed in 1993. Soon

thereafter, a second MSSU sieve was built, and now both devices are in operation at the

Computer Science Department at the University of Manitoba.

2.L Motivation

From the outset, the goal of the MSSU design was to achieve a sieving rate of at least
i

an order of magnitude faster than that of OASiS, which at the time was the worlcl's

fastest electronic sieving device. The pseudosquares problem was chosen as a benchmark

by which to measure sieve performance, both for its mathematical importance and for

its great computational difficulty. It is also representative of a larger family of problems

known collectively as problems of cluadratic character.
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Since 1988, first UMSU, and later OASiS, were used to extend the known list of

pseudosquares from L1s7 to L26. In 1991, in an attempt to extend the pseudosquares

search further, a second OASiS sieve was constructed, and both OASiS sieves were use{

to compute the values of the pseudosquares L227 and L22s. At that point it was obvious

that a further pseudosquare search using OASiS would be futile since we coukl expect to

wait months, if not years, for the next solution.

At about this time, Cam Patterson at the University of Calgary was completing the

fabrication of a small number of VLSI circuit devices which essentially placed an electronic

sieve device, similar in many respects to UMSU, on a single chip. It was clear that by

operating many of these sieve chips in parallel, a veïy fast sieve device could be blilt.
The original outline of the design envisioned a parallel architecture consisting of 16 VLSI

sieve devices, a powerful control microprocessor capable of performing solution-filtering

without intervention of a host computer, and a multi-user host computer which would

provide file storage for specification of problems and for solution capture.

2.2 The Scalable Sieve Unit

In [Pat91b], Patterson describes the Scalable Sieue Unit (SSU), a Very Large Scale In-

tegration (VLSI) implementation of an electronic sieve device. The SSU combines the

circuitry for hardware rings, a counter, a solution detector, and associated circuitry onto

a single integrated circuit, or "chip". A simplified block diagram taken from Figure b.18

of [Pat9lb] is given in Figure 2.1.

The SSU utilizes shift-registers to implement the hardware rings. Eight solution taps

per ring are routed to separate solution detectors, allowing eight solution candidates to

be tested per clock cycle. Each VLSI chip possesses hardware rings whose size correspond

to the first 30 prime numbers (2 through 113). However, to accommoclate the solution

taps, the size of the first four rings are larger than the corresponding primes. These rings

are of size 2a = 161 32 = 9,52 = 25, and 72 : 4g.
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Figure 2.1: SSU Block Diagram

A pipelined solution register (PtR) is utilized to store the outputs from each of the

solution detectors (SD). By gating this register with the sieve clock (CLK), a simple

two-stage hardware pipeline is formed. In the f.rst stage, solutions are cletected using

the 8-input AND gates and clocked into the pipeline register. In the second stage, the

interrupt request output (IRQ) is generated through the 8-input NOR gate. By divicling

the required operations into two stages as opposed to one, fewer gate clelays are inclrrerl
per clock cycle, allowing a greater clock rate to be used. A minor disadvantage of this

approach is that when the interrupt recluest is generated, and the clock is gaterl off, the

counter (CNTR) will have advanced by one count beyond the corresponcling solution.

A solution countet of 44 bits is provided on-chip. The most significant bit of this

counter is reserved for indicating counter overflow; thus, the terminal count is limitecl to

243. This is sufficiently large that we can expect several clays of continuous operation

between counter-overflow interrupts. Since one or more solutions may be present during

counter-overflow, it is important that the contents of the pipelinerl solution register be

tested for solutions. The contents of the pipelined solution register are referred to as the

Solution Mask.
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Figure 2.2: SSU Scan Paths

The contents of the SSU rings, counter, and pipelined solution register can.5e reacl ancl

written using one of two so-called scan paths. These are shown pictorially in Figure 2.2.

One scan path is formed by concatenating the contents of the rings, while the other

consists of the solution mask concatenatecl with the value of the counter. Both scan

paths are read in a bit serial fashion using a fast synchronous serial link operating at a
data rate of over 1 MBPS. The data is clocked using an external bit clock referred to as

the Slow Clock Pulse (SCP). This is to differentiate it from the Fast Clock pulse (FCp)
which controls the shifting of the rings. With each pulse of SCP a single bit of the selectecl

scan path is input via the Serial Input (SI), while simultaneously one bit is outplt via

the Serial Output (SO).

During operation, the SSU is said to be in one of two states. In the inst¡rction srare,

the SSU accepts one of four commands via control signal inputs ancl FCP is gatecl off to
the shift-registers and counter. In the search state, the SSU will search for a solution 5y

clocking the shift-registers and counter using FCP. A transition to the search state will
only initiate a search if there are no pending solutions in the solution register, the counter

has not overflowed, and the most recent command was not a disable search command.

CMDO CMD| Cornmand

00
01
10
11

Scan Rings
Scan Counter
Disable Search
Enable Search

Table 2.1: SSU Commands

SSU is not a stored program computer, it cloesAlthough the accept commands via
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two signal inputs, CMD0 and CMD1. The Execute (EXt) signal is used to initiate the

command specified by the CMDO and CMD1 inputs when in the instruction state. The

commands, listed in Table 2.l,ane divided into two groups of twoinstructions each. The

two scan instructions are used to simultaneously read and write either the contents of

the rings, or the solution mask and counter. The remaining two instructions enable or

disable search mode. When search mode is enabled a transition to the search state will
initiate sieving for a solution. When it is disabled, the chip is essentially idle until a new

command is received. Once a solution is found, or on a counter-overflow, the chip will
assert the Interrupt Request (IRQL) signal and search mode is clisabled.

The Chip Select (CSL) control signal input is used to select between the instruction

state and the search state. When CSL is deasserted, the SSU enters the instruction state

and the IRQL output is placed into a high-impedance state, essentially disconnecting the

SSU from the IRQL signal, and the SO output is active. When CSL is asserterl, the SSU

enters the instruction state and the SO output is placed in a high-impeclance state, while

the IRQL output is active.

The Clear (CLRL) signal is used to perform an asynchronous reset by clearing the

pipelined solution register and counter, and disabling the search mocle. A complete list of

the input/output signals required for interfacing to the SSU clevice is given in Table 2.2.

The SSU VLSI devices were implemented using a channeled gate array with a circuit

complexity equivalent to 10,000 gates. These gate array chips were constructe{ using

a Z¡t'm CMOS double-metal process. This technology was considerecl mature, even by

the standards of 1991, when they were first manufactured. The dies, 1 cm2 in size, are

mounted in a conventional ceramic 48-pin Dual Inline Package (DIP). The SSU rlevices

were designed and tested for a maximum clock rate of 33 MHz, but, as we shall see in

Section 3.2, due to excessive power dissipation at these speed.s, normal operation is at

somewhat lower clock rates.
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Signal Function Type

CtRt
CMDO
CMDi
CSt
EXL
FCP
rRQr
SCP

SI
SO

Clear(Reset)
Command 0

Command 1

Chip(Mode) Select

Execute Command
Fast Clock Pulse
Interrupt Request
Slow Clock Pulse
Serial In
Serial Out

Control Input
Control Input
Control Input
Control Input
Control Input
Clock Input
Control Output
Clock Input
Data Input
Data Output

Table 2.2: SSU Sienal Lines

2.3 MSSU Overview

The MSSU hardware consists of two major subunits housed in a single chassis (see Fig-
ure 2'3). The first of these is the control processor which handles various control oper-
ations and performs on-line solution filtering. The control processor consists of a high
speed microprocessor' memory, and various I/O interfaces. The seconcl major subunit is
the sieve array which contains up to 32 SSU devices and associated circuitry to interface
these devices to the control processor.

Because of the limited number of moduli supported by the SSU devices it was clecided

to implement fast emulation of virtual rings in the control processor software. It was also

decided to place the filtering functions of the sieve in the control processor, thereby
eliminating the need for a fast communication channel between the sieve hardware ancl

the multi-user host computer which hacl traditionally been the bottleneck with OASiS.

As much functionality as possible was placecl in the control processor, without affecting
overall system flexibility, to reduce the response time requirements of the multi-user host.

These factors implied that the control processor would have to be cluite powerf¡1, with a
fast synchronous serial interface to communicate directly with the SSU ¿evices.

Software executing on the controller recognizes a small number of high level commancls
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Sieve Monitor
Sottware

1.05 MBPS

VLSI Sieve
Devices

Figure 2.3: MSSU Block Diagram

from a host via a conventional serial port and translates them into the necessary low

level operations to be performed by the in<livirlual sieve chips. Typically, the host is a
multi-user workstation; however, if necessary, a dumb terminal can be usecl. Since the
control processor reduces the level of interaction required between the host an¿ the sieve

hardware, adequate communication bandwiclth is provided by a g600 Bits per Secon¿

(BPS) asynchronous serial line. However, to maximize performance, data rates in excess

of 1'05 Million BPS are provided for data transfer between the sieve array ancl the control
processoT.

2.4 Comparison of MSSU with Recent Systems

Table 2.3 üsts some of the key features of the UMSU, OASiS and MSSU sieves. Each

system has benefrted from various technologies which were available and economically

feasible when these systems were clesigned. Clearly the major features present in the

MSSU sieve which were not available in the UMSU and OASiS sieves are the parallel
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architecture and the powerful dedicated control processor capable of performing on-line
solution filtering.

fn retrospect, some design decisions of the earlier sieves would not be duplicaterl to¿ay
(1995)' For example' one of the main goals of the OASiS system was software portability.
Unfortunately, the software system relies heavily on many features of VAX/VMS, an

operating system whose relative popularity has decüned with the emergence of Unix as

the operating system of choice for minicomputers and workstations. Today most portable
software packages are written for Unix platforms. However, one portability feature of
OASiS which was very successful was the use of a standard serial port for interfacing the
sieve to the host system. This feature was retained in the design of the MSSU to allow
the sieve to be easily and quickly connected to any suitable Unix workstation, obviating
the need for any special interface cards, üke those required by UMSU.

The design of the MSSU hardware was significantly simpler than that of the UMSU
and OASiS sieves. Since most of the circuit complexity of the MSSU sieve is containecl

within the VLSI sieve chips themselves, comparatively very little digital logic circ¡itry is

required when compared to UMSU and OASiS. This reduced complexity made feasible

the construction of a wire-wrapped 16-chip prototype, used to debug the harclware prior
to implementing the printed circuit boards used in the final version of the harclware.
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J"'tyr-- uMSa oAS¿s MSSU
Y"t
Rings 32 fixed 16 variable B0 fixecl
Number of independent sieves one one I42tials per second (millions) 1gB ZIS Ig2 (6L44 aggregate)
control cPU AMD 2901 Motorola 6g01 Motorola 6gg'2
Control CPU technology bit-slice g_bit ¡tp J2_bit ¡tpfnterconnect technology wire_wrap 2_layer pCB 4_layer pCB
Circuit technology MSI MSI & tSI MSI & VISI
Number of ICs = 500 = 800 84
Host interface 16-bit parallel g600 baucl serial g600 baud serialFiltering host-based host-based on_boarcl
Host CPU pDp-11/45 ¡zVAX_II Sun workstation
Host operating system Unix V7 VAX/VMS SunOS 4.1.x

host-based
PDP-11/45

Unix V7

host-based

¡zVAX-II
VAX/VMS

Table 2.3: Comparison of Recent Electronic Sieves



Chapten 3

MSSU Ï{arCware

This chapter describes the implementation of the MSSU hardware. This

dedicated control processor, the sieve array circuit board, and the chassis

MSSU is housed. The software components of the system will be clescribecl in
chapter(s).

includes the

in which the

the following

3.1 Control Frocessor

The major factors considered in selecting a suitable processor for control of the MSSU

wete: sPeed of computation, ease of programming and ease of interfacing to the SSU

devices. To prevent the functions of the control processor from being a bottleneck a very
fast processor was required. An 8-bit microprocessor like the one 

'sed 
in the OASiS

design would simply be overwhelmed by the amount of computation requirecl. With
respect to ease of programming, should assembly language programming be necessary,

the author favoured a Complex Instmction Set Computer (CISC) over that of a Recllcecl

fnstruction Set Computer (RISC). For high-level language programming, the availaSility
of high-quality development tools such as compilers and debuggers were the main concern.

Additionally, since the control processor would be required to interface clirectly to the SSU
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devices, the availability of certain on-chip input/output (I/O) interfaces woukl obviate

the need for the design and construction of complex external circuitry.

The nature of sieving is such that the greatest part of the processing time wi[ likely

be devoted to multi-precise integer operations during solution filtering. To support the

128-bit or 256-bit integers requirecl by the MSSU software, fast integer execltion was

considered more important than the availability of fast floating point harclware. The

size of these integers suggested performance woulcl beneflt from a large processor worcl-

length of 32 bits or greater. Another useful capability is that of hardware multiply ancl

divide since multi-precise multiplies and divides can be easily synthesize{ from these

instructions.

The control processor that was selected for the MSSU is the Motorola MC68382, a

variant of the popular 680x0 family of microprocessors designed for use in embe¿¿ed

control applications. The MC68332 is a high performance microprocessor which utiljzes

the CPU32 core' an enhanced version of the MC68020 processor, with internal 32-6it

data paths and a 16-bit external data bus.

The CPU32 provides many features to enhance processing speed. The on-chip Arith-
metic Logic Unit (AtU) is based on the MC68030 processor, with full g2-bit ad<lress

and data paths, a barrel-shifter and fast multiply and divide instructions. The CPUS2

implements a two word instruction pipeline, a prefetch queue, and a write-pending buffer

to reduce the bandwidth requirements over the 16-bit external data bus. A so-callecl

fast'termination feattre allows two-clock memory access, whereby memory can be reacl

or written within two system clock periods. At 16.78 MHz the CPU32 benchmarks at

6742 Dhtystones (V1.1) per second, or approximately 3 million instructions per second

(MrPS).

The 680x0 family is based on a CISC architecture which dates back to the introcluction

of the original device, the M68000, in 1979. The instruction set is not unlike that of the

VAX in that a rich number of addressing modes are available which behave in a consistent

J,l
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Figure 3.1: MC68332 Block Diagram

manner independent of the instruction being performed. The 680x0 instruction set is
considered well srrited for assembly language programming, and in fact is often usecl for
teaching introductory assembly language programming to unclergraduates.

The CPU32 supports many of the advanced addressing modes of the 680x0 architec-

ture, including the scaled index, 32-bit branch displacements, ancl address register indirect
with base displacement and index; to name a few. The instruction set enhancements in-

clude a 32-bit by 32-bit multiply instruction yielcling a 64-bit result, with a corresponding

64-bit divide instruction. The only MC68020 instructions not implemented by the CpUB2

are the bit-field instructions, the CAtt and RTM instructions, the pACK and UNpK
binary coded decimal (BCD) instructions, and the CAS anrl CAS2 read-moclify-write

instructions. Fortunately, these instructions are used infrequently in most applications.

The MC68332 processor provides many hardware features which make it i{eally slite¿
for use as the MSSU control processor. It integrates numerous peripherals on-chip to im-
prove system throughput and reduce the external part-count (see Figure J.1). The most

important of these, with regard to the MSSU, are the two on-chip serial interfaces. The

Serial Communications fnterface (SCI) is an asynchronous serial interface use¿ to imnle-
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ment the communication link between the Unix host system and the control processor.

The Queued Serial Peripheral Interface (QSPI) is a synchronous serial interface capable

of data rates in excess of 1 million bits per second suitable for data transfer between the

SSU devices and the control processor.

In addition to the on-chip serial ports, the MC68332 provides approximately 32 pro-

grammable parallel I/O pins which are available for control signals between the contr.ol

processor and the sieve array. Control registers are provided for each of the four ports

which determine whether the specified bit of that port is a general purpose input, or

output, or assumes some other function such as an external bus signal or interrupt input.

Since some of these pins are required for their other functions, only 18 parallel I/O pins

are available to interface to the MSSU sieve array.

The external bus interface provides a programmable chip select feature which elim-

inates the need for address decoding circuitry for external RAM or EPROM memory.

For applications requiring non-volatile memory, 2KB of very low-power standby RAM is

provided on-chip.

The MC68332 also provides a very versatile programmable timer unit known as the

Timer Processing Unit (TPU). However, since the programmable timer feature is not

required by the MSSU software, the control processor can be replaced by the somewhat

less expensive MC68331 microprocessor. The MC68331 is identical to the MC68BB2

except it replaces the complex TPU module with a simpler General Purpose Timer (GPT)

unit.

When the MSSU design was being finalìzed, the fastest CPU32 processors available

were rated at 16.78 MHz; however, at that time, 25MHz parts were under clevelopment. It
was envisioned that the MSSU control processor would be upgraded as soon as these faster

parts became available. To allow for this future upgradability it was decided that the

functions ofthe sieve array and the control plocessoï should be located on separate circrrit

boards. Rather than design such a processor board from scratch, incurring additional cost

JI
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and development time, a commercially available processor board, the Motorota 6g382

BVS. was used.

The Motorola 68332 EValuation System (EVS) provides up to 64KB (kilobytes) of
fast static RAM, 32KB of slow static RAM, 64KB of user programmable EpROM, anrl

64KB of EPROM reserved for the CPUS2BUG monitor/debugger software provided with
each kit. The fast static RAM devices have an access time of under 25 nanoseconds

allowing two cycle memory access using fast-termination bus cycles. The remaining S2KB

of RAM, which is not socketed, has an access time of 85 nanoseconds rec¡riring two

wait states for every memory access. The EVS also provides an RS232 interface for the

asynchronous serial port, as well as access to all MC68332 on-chip resources such as the

QSPI synchronous serial interface and the parallel input/outprrt pins.

Since the development of the MSSU, a second 68332 single board comprrter has become

commercially available. The Vesta SBC332 provides a 68332 processor boar<I on a very

compact circuit board. The main advantages of the Vesta SBC332 over the Motorola

EVS are increased RAM and EPROM capacity and a socketed CPU chip. The stanclar<l

Vesta SBC332 has only a 16.78MH2 processor, however this can be easily removerl anrl

replaced with a 20 or 25MHz device. On the other hand, the 16.78MH2 MC6SJ32 in the

Motorola EVS is not socketed and thus cannot be upgraded to a faster processor.

3.2 Sieve Array

The sieve array is composed of one or two sieve array boards each of which contains up

to 16 SSU devices, allowing for a maximum configuration of 32 sieve chips per MSSU.

Jumper settings are used to identify the sieve array board as either the first or seconcl

board in a system.

Removable flat (ribbon) cables interconnect the required signals between the sieve

array board(s) and the control processor. Since processor boards such as the Motorola
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Fig're 3.2: simplified schematic of the sieve Arrav Boar<r

EVS do not provide a single connector for accessing aII of the desired 68382 signals, it
was convenient to use a wire-wrapped adapter board to mate the interconnecting cable

to the processor board. An adapter board also provides a mechanism for easily wiring a
future replacement processor, such as the Vesta SBC3B2, to the sieve array.

Each sieve array board contains: a high-speed clock, a single interrupt request output,
circuitry to identify sieve chips requesting an interrupt, a decoder to select an inclividrral

sieve chip, and drivers which form an SSU bus which interconnects all the sieve chips on

an array board (see Figure 3.2). For most of the signals on the sieve bus to have effect, the

desired SSU chip must first be enabled via the decoder. This allows the control processor.

to service interrupts on one SSU device, while the others continue sieving.

To determine which device requires interrupt servicing, the control processor can

determine whether board 0, or board 1, or both boards have pending interrupts. Unfor-

tunately, it can only retrieve the interrupt status of 4 sieve chips from one board at a
time, therefore, up to 4 probes may be required to find a pending interrupt. lleally 16
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inputs should be used; howevet, the control processor simply does not have thar many
parallel I/O pins. Eight interrupt inputs with differing priority levels are provi¿ed, blt
from the standpoint of fairness, it is desirable to assign the same priority to all sieve

chips. As it turns out, multiplexing the interrupt status of 16 sieve chips onto 4 status

Iines slows down interrupt processing very little and is the simplest scheme to implement

in hardware.

The sieve array board was implemented as a four-layer Printed Circuit Board (pCB)
consisting of two outer signal layers and two inner power planes. This is more costly
than the conventional two-layer PCB design, but it greatly simplìfies the layout of the

board by eliminating the need to route power traces. The dedicated grouncl and power

(Vcc) layers provide excellent power distribution and the metal planes act as heatsinks

for attached components. By reserving the two outer board layers exclusively for signal

routing, the length of critical signal paths can be minimized and potential solrces of
cross-ta.lk avoided by the careful placement of traces.

Design of the sieve array was aided by the use of Tango PCB layout software. This

software runs on IBM PC-compatible microcomputers and can perform automate¿ rout-
ing. A number of critical signals were routed manually, after which auto-routing of the

remaining signals was performed. The two or three connections which could not be auto-

routed were routed manually. Component placement was determined vislally an¿ by

trial-and-error, using the number of signals which could be auto-routecl as a measure of
optimal placement.

In particular, great care was taken in the routing of the high-speerl clock to each of
the VLSI sieve chips. The crystal oscillator and clock buffers were placed in the center of
the array board to minimize trace lengths. One clock buffer was proviclecl for every four

adjacent sieve chips to provide aclequate buffering.

Figure 3.3 shows the artwork on the component side of the final version of the pCB.

Connectors at the top left corner of the board are used to interconnect the sieve arrav to
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Figure 3.3: Sieve Array Board Layout

the control processor. A power connector at the lower left corner of the boarcl connects

to a 5 Volt DC power supply.

Although the SSU devices were designed and tested with a maximum clock rate of BB

MHz, at this speed the chips require approximat ely 400maof current an{ consume nearly

2 Watts of power' This is considered near the limit of power dissipation of the ceramic

48-pin DIP. Since power dissipation of CMOS circuitry is a linear function of switching

frequency, we limited the clock rate to 24 MHz to prevent the possibility of overheating

and to increase the long-term reüabiüty of ihe devices. At 24 MHz the SSU device

draws approximately 250ma of current, equivalent to I.25 Watts of power consumption,

enough to make the chip warm to the touch. To ensure adequate heat dissipation, two

black anodized aluminum heatsinks are bonded to the surface of each chip using a heat-

conductive glue. At 24MHz the effective sieving rate of a single SSU rlevice is 1g2 million

tests per second.
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3.3 Sieve Chassis

The control processor and two sieve array boards are housed in a rack-mount chassis

along with a, power supply and six high volume cooling fans. The chassis is 1g inches

wide, 10'5 inches high, and 20 inches deep, weighing approximately 40 pounds. Chassis

sliders allow easy access to the chassis cover and interior of the unit by sliding the unit
in and out of the rack (see Figure 3.4).

The airflow in the chassis is directed across the length of the sieve chips to increase

heat dissipation. Three fans on one side of the chassis direct air into the chassis, while

the three fans on the opposing side expel air out of the chassis. To pack 32 sieve chips

into the chassis it was necessary to stack the sieve array PCBs; unfortunately this tencls

to restrict the flow of air to the center of the bottom circuit boarcl. This problem is

overcome by concentrating the airflow to this area of the chassis.

Since the dynamic power dissipation of the CMOS sieve devices increases with the

square of the supply voltage, the power supply voltage setting was carefully arljuste¿ to
slightly less than 5V, yet within operating range, to minimize power clissipation. For

electrical safety, the sieve unit is fused and to prevent electrical noise on the power line

from entering the unit, a line fllter was installed.

A power on-off switch and reset button provide the only external controls. Two LED

Iamps on each array board are visible through a transparent front panel. A green lamp

gives indication that DC power is applied to the board. A red lamp is used to indicate

that an interrupt request is pending. Monitoring this lamp provides a good in{ication of
the processing load on the control processor.
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Figure 3.4: Two MSSU sieves (one extended from rack with cover removerl).
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Chapten 4

hdSSU Sof,tware: The Control

Processor Softwa.re

In order to present this material in a logical manner, the description of the MSSU software

has been divided into two chapters. In this chapter we detail the software which executes

on the control processor called SSUMon (SSU Monitor).

4.1 The Function of SSUMon

The main function of SSUMon is to supervise the low-level operations requirecl for sieving;

this includes providing a means to load a problem onto the sieve, to initiate sieving, to

output solutions, and to stop sieving. Inherent in the process of producing solutions is

the ability to specify some filter function ancl. have the control processor apply it to all

solution candidates.

Whereas earlier sieve designs such as OASiS relied on a multi-user host computer sys-

tem to perform the function of filtering, the MSSU utilizes a dedicated control processol

with obvious performance advantages. First, since no other processes are competing for
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resources' response time can be a.lmost instantaneous with a dedicated control processor.

Second, by situating the control processor in close proximity to the sieve hardware, data

rates in excess of 1MBPS can be reliably supported over inexpensive serial lines. Finally,

a fast control processor can rival the performance of a workstation at a fraction of the

cost.

To prevent the control processor from being the bottleneck in the performance of
the MSSU system, SSUMon implements many features to enhance speed and efficiency.

Computationally intensive code, such as frlter routines, were carefully code<I for maximlm
speed. Instead of employing inefficient polling for solutions, SSUMon solltion process-

ing is interrupt-driven, thereby reducing the latency from interrupt arrival to inter¡rpt
servicing. A one solution pipeline is implemented so that solution processing can be per-

formed concurrently with sieving, enabling the sieve chips to generate the next solltion
while the current solution is processed.

Like the previous UMSU and OASiS sieve systems, MSSU provirles a ch,eclcpoint ca-

pability for use in detecting hardware errors. Checkpoints are also used to establish the

counter value to which sieving has progressed, so that if a hardware fault is cletectecl,

computation can be rolled back to the location of the previous successful checkpoint. In

the case of the MSSU, the checkpoint is initiated by the host system, but is performed

locally by the control processor. This requires minimal transfer of data to ancl from the

host system. In the OASiS system, checkpoints are particularly time-consuming, as the

contents of all relevant hardware registers are first transferred to the host system where

atl, consistency checlcs are performed. Due to the amount of clata involved, ancl the slow

data rate of the link between OASiS and the host computer, on aveïage, checkpoints take

3-4 minutes to complete. An equivalent checkpoint operation in the MSSU system takes

2-3 seconds.

Another function of SSUMon is the implementation of capabilities in software which

ate not available in the underlying harclware. For example, due to limitations of the VLSI
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technology used, the SSU devices contain rings corresponding only to the first B0 primes.

For some sieve problems, this necessitates a lot of post-processing to eliminate solutions

which would most ììkely have been rejected had a greater number of hardware rings been

available. To circumvent this limitation, SSUMon implements 20 additional virtual rings

which are emulated in software.

Finally, because MSSU is a parallel machine, SSUMon must implement mechanisms

which permit sieve problems to be easily adapted to the parallel architecture. To facilitate

this, SSUMon implements two different strategies for running sieving problems on the

MSSU. The first method is referred to as partif,ioni,ng, or single-uariat¿le sieuing, and.

allows a single sieve problem to be partitioned into sub-problems each of which is exec¡te{

in parallel on an SSU device. The second method is intended fot multiuøriable sieuing

whereby one distinct sieve problem is assigned to each SSU device ancl solutions over a

given range are output.

4.2 The Choice of Programming I-,anguage

One important decision in the design of the MSSU was the choice of programming lan-

guage for implementing the control processor software. The Motorola EVS provicles a

cross-assembler named AS32 which uses a PC-compatible computer as a development

platform. This assembler is of the "no frills" variety, however it is reliable and provirles

support for the complete CPU32 instruction set. For high-level language rlevelopment,

there exist several commercial C cross-compilers which target the CPU32 processor. An-

other option is to adapt the free GNU C Compiler (GCC) which can, with some cus-

tomization, generate CPU32 code in a cross-compiler configuration. Regardless of the

language, it is necessary to employ cross-development on a Unix or PC platform since

it is not feasible to provide hardware support for a full-scale operating system with sec-

ondary storage on the control processor.

Due to the low-level nature of SSUMon, it was assumed that some routines. where
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speed of execution was critical, would have to be written in assembler for optimum per-

formance. However, it was unclear whether assembler should be used throughout, or ¿se¿

in conjunction with a high-level language. The reduced code size generated by assembly

code versus compiler-generated code was considered an advantage, as RAM space on the

Motorola EVS is limited. On the other hand, the most obvious disadvantages of the

assembler approach are the difficulty of programming and the lack of portability.

At the time when the implementation language was being chosen, several commer.-

cial C Language cross-compilers existed, however their reliability and functionality weïe

unknown, and their cost was considerable. Most cross-compilers provided lang¡age ex-

tensions or in-line assembler capability to perform low-level tasks, such as interrupr pro-

cessing. Unfortunately, it was felt using these features coukl result in non-portable cocle.

Furthermore, it was unclear which language extensions were necessary or clesirable prior

to starting the implementation of SSUMon.

Use of the freely-distributable GNU GCC cross-compiler was examine{, however this

would have required significant efort in customization for CPU32 code generation, sup-

port for the C standard library, and a suitable loader and linker. More cliscouraging,

howevet, was the news that 68K support in GCC was slatecl to be droppe{ in the near

future. At that time (1993), 68K support in GCC was suffering from ,,bit-rot" as the

majority of more recent development eforts had concentrated on newer architectures

such as the Power-PC and Atpha. Since that time, however, the situation has improve¿

dramatically with several CPU32-specific ports of the GCC cross-compiler ancl associated

tools being made available under the GNU General public License.

Development of SSUMon began with small test programs written in assembler to test

the suitability of the MC68332 QSPI for interfacing with the SSU synchronous serial

interface. As the author became more famiiiar with the CPU32 architecture! concerns

about difficulty in programming in assembler diminished. And whereas the progïam-

mer has no control over software bugs introduced by a poor cïoss-compiler, by careful
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programming, the assembly language programmer can have total control over the qlal-

ity of generated code. The design of the hardware was so closely tied to the Motorola

68332/63S3l microprocessor and the QSPI interface that questions about portability were

rendered moot. Thus, development proceeded exclusively in assembler using the Motorola

AS32 cross-assembler.

One of the most problematic issues relating to the portability and maintainability of

SSUMon has to do with the difficulty in adding new solution filters. In the final clesign,

new solution filters must be written in assembler, certain internal SSUMon tables must be

updated to reflect the addition of the filter, and the new filter code must be incorporatecl

into the SSUMon object code. This is significantly more involved than writing a filter in
the UMSU or OASiS systems, because the filter now executes on the declicatecl control

processor and not the host system. Unfortunately, little would have been gained by

using a high-level language such as C, since the filter code would still have to be cross-

compiìed for the CPU32 and then somehow transferred onto the control processor. No

simpler mechanism to permit the use of (dynamically loaded) user-deflned filters was

apparent. Nevertheless, writing a new solution filter is not as daunting as it may sorrncl,

and the knowledge required by the programmer of the inner-workings of SSUMon or of

any subroutine linkage protocols is minimal.

4.3 SSUMon Overview

SSUMon consists of approximately 8,000 lines of CPU32 assembler, translating into ap-

proximately 28 kilobytes (KB) of object code. The code was written to be morlular ancl

follow accepted software engineering techniques. A great deal of programming discipline

was employed to make SSUMon maintainable ancl reliable. All local variables are dynam-

ically allocated on the stack. All registers modifred by a subroutine call are saved ancl

then restored on exit. Parameters are passed either via the stack or by CPU registers.

In order to impose a iogical structure which is both easier to understand and maintain,
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the SSUMon source code was organized into a number of code modules. Each mo<lrrle

corresponds to a file containing source code with similar routines or data. The names of

the these modules are listed in Table 4.1.

Mod,ule Description
GLoBDEFS Globaldefinitions.
START Start of code execution.
RT!¡S332 Routines accessing 68332-specificresources.
IIITERRUP Interrupt handler routines.
LO!¿LEVEL Low level routines common to various modules.
VLSIRTIIS Routines which manipulate the SSU devices.
SMTIS Pertaining to the logical sieve device.
FILTER Filter routines.
MOIIITOR The SSUMon command interpreter.
IORT!üS Input/Output routines.
STATIC Static data.
VARIABLE Variabledefinitions.
ROMSTART Boot code which copies EPROM to fast RAM.

Table 4.1: SSUMon Modules

4.3.1 CPUS2BUGResources

SSUMon is almost completely self-contained, however, it does make use of the Motorola

EVS CPUS2BUG monitor software to provide routines to manipulate the SCI serial

interface. The CPUS2BUG routines include InStatO which returns the status of the

input character buffer. InStat O also allows a program to determine if an input character

is present without actually inputting it. The routine InChr ( ) is used to perform the actual

read. A corresponding 0utChrO routine is used to output a single character. Buffered

I/O is not provided, however the XON-XOFF protocol is implemented for flou-control.

This feature is utilized by the sieve system software to prevent loss of characters between

the control processor and the Unix Ìrost.

Another feature of CPUS2BUG which is utilized by SSUMon is the boot-Ioad feature.

On boot-up, CPUS2BUG will automatically transfer control to an address specified in a
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user-customizable area of the CPUS2BUG EPROM. This permits SSUMon co¿e to resi¿e

in EPROM located in a convenient area of the control processor address space. Although
it is easy to write code for the CPU32 which can be executed from read only memory (i.e.

ROMable code), the slow memory access time of the ROM makes it advantageo¿s to flrst
copy the contents of the ROM to RAM, and then transfer execution to the faster RAM
memory. This scheme is utilized by SSUMon since EPROM is subject to 4 wait-states

per memory access on the EVS, while the fast RAM incurs no wait-states.

Reliance on these features of CPU32BUG does not imply that SSUMon is tied to lse
of the Motorola EVS processor board. CPU32BUG can be easily customizecl to work

with just about any MC68332 cPU board, including the vesta sBCBg2.

4.4 Implementation of Residue Optimization

One of the most important concepts in understanding the MSSU system is how resicl¡e

optimization is implemented. The MSSU supports a form of single-residue optimization

whereby one residue and one implicit modulus are specified per chip. With this method,

if a suitable congruen ce a : A (mod M) exists, insteacl of sieving on ,r one can sieve on

g, where r - My f á, and thus effect an M-fold speedup of sieving.

To specify single-residue optimization, SSUMon provides two variables named 0PTMUL

and OPTADD, also referred to as the optimization registers. 0PTMUL corresponcls to the

modulus of the single-residue congruence used for optimization, while 0pTADD corresponcls

to the value of the residue. For example, in the pseudosquares problem, the cong¡rence

r : 1 (mod 8) can be "optimized-out" by setting oPTMUL : 8 ancl 0PTADD : 1. In this

case, SSUMon automatically transforms the ring data anrl counter value to assume only

solution values which are 1 (mod 8), for an 8-folrt speedup in the sieving rate. Of couïse,

by setting OPTMUL = 1 and OPTADD : 0, residue optimization is effectively disablecl ancl

sieving proceeds at the expectecl rate.
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4.4.L Partitioning

The MSSU can perform a parallel form of single-residue optimization called partitioning

to achieve extremely high sieving rates. This mechanism can be used to divicle a single

problem into a number of sub-problems executing in parallel on multiple sieve chips.

For example, the pseudosquares problem specifies the following congruences:

t:I (mod8)

r: t (mod 3)

r=1, a (mod5)

n=I,2,4 (mod7)

By combining these congruences into a single congruence, we have the equivalent congru-

ence having 6 residues modulo 8'3.5 . 7 : 840:

r : l, I27, 769,, 289, 361, 529 (mod 840)

By assigning each of these residues modulo 840 to one sieve chip using single-resiclue

optimization, the MSSU can partition the pseudosquares problem to run in parallel using

6 sieve chips. The hardware sieve rate is increased by a factor of 840 over that of a single

sieve chip without single-residue optimization.

In the case of the pseudosquares, this idea can be extended by combining the congru-

ence modulo 11 with the above set to form 30 residues modulo g240. etc.

4.4.2 The Counter

For each of the SSU devices, SSUMon maintains a COUNT variable which corresponds

to the current trial counter. Figure 4.1 shows the variables and operations involvecl in

calculating the C0UNT value.
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750

Figure 4.1: Calculation of the C0UNT Value

The SSUMon routine Hw2CntO is used to concatenate the 80-bit CNTROVF (counter

overflow), the 43 bits of the SSU harclware counter CNTR, and 3 bits rlerivecl from the 8-bit

S0LMASK (solution mask) to form the COUNTM value. The OptimízeO routine is use<l to

multiply the couNTM value by oPTMUL and add the 0pTADD value to form the 12g-bit couNT

variabie. If no overflow is cletected from these operations, then CoUNT will holcl the val¿e

of the solution.

Recall that the SSU has a solution window size of 8, so up to 8 solutions can þe

detected at one time. Effectively, the hardware counter is counting up in multiples of

8. If no solution is present, the last 3 binary digits of COUNTM are considererl to be zero.

However, for each solution detected, the lowest 3 binary digits of C0UNTM will corresponcl

to the bit position (0-7) of a particular solution in the solution mask register.

The CNTROVF variable is merely a software extension of the SSU hardware counter.

Every time the hardware counter overflows the CNTR0VF variable is incrementerl. Run-

ning at the maximum hardware sieving rate, we can expect the SSU counter to overflow
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approximately every 4.24 days of continuous sieving.

The COUNT variable is not only useful to ca.lculate solution values, but also for cleter-

mining how far sieving has progressed. For example, when an upper bouncl is specifie¿

in a sieving problem, the sieve can be periodically halted, and the CoUNT value compared

to the bound. If COUNT exceeds this bound, the sieve job has completed and should be

terminated.

For initiating a sieve problem, it is required to perform the reverse operation to that of

Figure 4.1. These two operations are somewhat asymmetrical, since the Hw2Cnt O roltine
updates the COUNT and C0UNTM variables based on the hardware registers; however, the

corresponding routine Cnt2HwO updates CNTR0VF, CNTR, and SOLMASK basecl only on the

C0UNTM value. It really would not make sense to use the value of the CoUNT variable

instead, and thus "hide" the underlying optimization, because the host system must be

aware of this process in any event to set the values of the optimization registers. If the

sieve problem is to start sieving at a counter value of ,9, then C0UNTH must be initialized

to I^9/0PTMULI by the host.

4.4.3 Ring Loading

Before the residue information for a sieve problem can be loaded onto the SSU harrlware

rings, the ring data must be organized in a specifrc manner. For SSUMon, the resi{ue

information is specified as a string of 1675 binary bits where a binary "0" represents

an unacceptable residue, and a "1" represents an acceptable residue. The residles aïe

assigned for each ring starting with the largest hardware ring of size 113. Here the residues

are assigned sequentially from residue 0 to 112. This continues for each ring in turn, in
order of decreasing modulus, with the exception of the last four rings. The last four rings

correspondtotheprimesT,SrSand,2,butareactualiyof size T2:4g,52=25,32=g,
and 2a = 16 (see Figure 4.2).
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1674

RING 29
o 1 2 ...112

RING 4
012...10

RING 3
o 1 2 ...48

RING O

o 1 2...15

Figure 4.2: Layout of RINGDAT

Figure 4.3 shows how the ring data is transformed from the sequential orclering in the

RINGDAT variable, to the ordering required by the SSU hardware in RING. This operation

is performed by the routine Ring2HwO. First, the binary information corresponcling to

the 1675 residues which make up RINGDAT are converted to byte-oriented data for easy

manipulation. The data is then re-ordered according to the optimization register values

to support single-residue optimization. The Re0rderO routine is called once for each of

the 30 hardware rings which make up RING to perform this function. Next, the ring data

must be mapped to align the data with respect to the starting C0UNTM value, and then

aligned again to assume the bit ordering required by the hardware rings. This too, m¡st

be performed separately for each of the hardware rings. Once this is complete, it is again

converted to bit-oriented data and stored in the RING variable.

Figure 4.3: Operations on the Ring Data
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A pseudocode description of Re0rderO is given in Algorithm 4.1.

Note that if the implicit modulus (onrUu.) is a multiple of a hardware mo¿¡lus,

then all of the residues of that hardware ring will be set to acceptable. Effectively, that
hardware ring is "optimized-out" since it will not reject any solution candidates. In fact,

it is possible that the value of 0PTMUL can be divisible by several of the harclware mo{1Ii,
thus eliminating several hardware rings from contributing to the sieving problem. Where

alternatives exist for the implicit modulus, the user should carefully consider the beneflts

of increased sieving rate against that of maximizing the use of hardware rings to eliminate

solution candidates.

Algorithm 4.L Ring Re-Ordering

FUNCTION ReOrder(OptM ul, OptAdd, C ong) RETURNS Congruence ;

INPUT OptMul: Int32 ;

INPUT OptAdd: Int32 ;

INPUT Cong : Congruence ;

i : Int32 ;

loop : Int32 ;

residues : Array of Residues;

i * OptAdd mod Cong.M odulus ;

FOR loop - 0 TO (Cong.Modulus - i) DO

r esidueslloopl * C ong. Residue sfif ;

i * (i * OptM ul) mod C ong.M odulus ;

ENDFOR,
{Copy the re-ordered residues back to the congruence}
FOR loop = 0 TO (Cong.Mod,ulus - 1) DO

C ong. Re sidue sfl oop] * residue sll oop) ;

ENDFOR
RETURN (Cons);

End of Algorithm
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4.5 Checkpoints

Two approaches were considered in the design of the SSUMon checkpoint mechanism.

Checkpoints could be initiated locally by the control processor's making use of the on-

board programmable timer facility. Or, alternatively, checkpoints could be initiated by

the host system by a sequence of SSUMon commands. The latter approach was chosen

for two reasons. First, the checkpoints need to be logged in the problem fiie, and it is

natural that this should be initiated by the host. Second, various routines for cletermining

the date and time and for scheduling various events (alarms) were available on the Unix

host system, but most of these would have to be written for use on the control processor.

A checkpoint operation involves several separate SSUMon commands. First, the host

must halt the sieve, and then the state of all hardware registers must be read for each

enabled chip. Next, the consistency check portion of a checkpoint is required to deter-

mine whether a hardware fault has occurred. After this, the host issues a command to

determine the count value for which sieving has completed. The random nature of siev-

ing problems means that some sieve chips will have progressed farther in the sieving, as

others are slowed by more frequent solution candidates, or perhaps solution candidates

which are more time-consuming to fiIter. The lowest count value from all of the enabled

chips is returned. At this point, if no hardware errors were encountered, the host system

will restart the sieve from the point were sieving last left off. Should errors be cletectecl,

sieving will restart at the counter value of the last successful checkpoint maintainecl by

the host software.

To perform a checkpoint the current value of RING is compared to that expectecl by

calling Ring2HwO with the initial residue information stored in RINGDAT, the present value

of COUNTM and the optimization registers. If there is any discrepancy, then a hardware

error has occurred, and an error message of the form "E-CHECKPOINT FAILED n

BYTE(S) DISCREPANCY, CHIP zn" is generated.

Two types of error are possible. First, the hardware counter may have miscounted.
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This likely will cause a large number of bits to be found in error during a checkpoint.

Second, one or more bits could have been "flipped" while they were being shifted in the

ring hardware. In either case, it is highly unlikely that an error can occur without being

detected by a checkpoint, particularly since over 1675 bits are being tested. The chances

of a hardware fault going undetected are even further decreased by regularly performing

checkpoints.

4.6 SSUMon Variables

SSUMon requires a number of variables to maintain the state information of the MSSU.

The variables are divided into two main categories. The fir'st group consists of per-chip

state information listed in Table 4.2. The seconcl group of variables are common to all

of the sieve chips and contain information pertaining to the system as a whole. These

variables are listed in Table 4.3.

The status of each individual sieve chip is stored in a data structure called the Sieve

State Information (SSI). SSUMon commands are provided to read and write many of

these variables, while other commands access these values indirectly. Internally, SSUMon

can quickly access this databy using the routine IndexO which is passed a chip number

from 0 to 31 and which returns a pointer to the structure.

Additional global information which must be maintained by SSUMon is listed in

Table 4.3. These variables affect all of the sieve chips in an MSSU system. The variables

B0ARD' CHIPSEQ, IRQLSTO, IRQLSTI, and PIPED, are maintained by SSUMon itself ancl

are not readily accessible by the user. For changing the values of the remaining variables,

SSUMon commands are provided.
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Variable Descriplion
COU}¡T Count corresponding to a solution candidate.
COUIITM Master counter value.
C!¡TR Hardware counter value.
S0L!{ASK Solution mask.
C!¡ÎROVF Overflow counter for hardware counter.
0PTHUL Optimization register multiply value.
OPTADÐ Optimization register add value.
RIIIGDAT Ring data for SSU in sequential order.
RMG Ring data for SSU in hardware order.
S0LC¡¡T Solution count.
SOLLÌ|T Solution limit (currently not used).

Table 4.2: Sieve State Information (SSI)

Variable Descriptàon
BoARD Used by WhichQ.
CEIPSEQ Sequence in pipeline.
EIIABVEC The enable vector.
IRQLSTo Used by WhichQ.
IRQLST1 Used by WhichQ.
0UTHODE Output mode.
PBPARH Problem parameter.
PIPED Pipeline flag.
P0STFNII Post-filtername.
PREFIIU Pre-filter name.
VRMGS Virtual ring data.

Table 4.3: Sieve Global Variables

4.6.L The Enable Vector

Since not all of the SSU chips in the MSSU system may be required when running a

particular problem, some method is rec¡rired to enable or disable them. This is the

prrrpose of the Enable Vector (ENABVEC), a 32-bit array where a logic "0" value is used

to identify an inactive SSU chip, and a "1" indicates that the corresponding chip is
ttenabledtt.

The value of ENABVEC afects many of the SSUMon commands. For example, when a

checkpoint is performed, only the enabled chips take part in the checkpoint. Also, many

commands check that a chip is enabled before executing and will return an error message
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if it is not.

4.6.2 The Output Mode

The value of OUTMODE is used to select one of three possible formats for the output of

solutions: D, H or S. The default mode, D, outputs solutions in decimal, convenient for

human readers. Hexadecimal (tt) is also provided as a faster, more compact mocle of

output, intended for computer hosts. The third option does not output the solution

values at all. This mode is intended for solution counting mode, whereby a count of the

number of solutions encountered is maintained in the Sieve State variable SOLCNT.

4.7 SSUMon Command Set

SSUMon recognizes and executes a number of commands input via the asynchronous serial

port (see Table 4.4). All commands take afixed number of parameters (0, 1or 2) with no

intervening whitespace on a command line. Values representing SSU registers or SSUMon

variables are represented by hexadecimal character strings, with the exception of 0UTMoDE

and the filter names which are specified as alphanumeric strings. Some commands also

return a result in the form of a hexadecimal or an alphanumeric string.

Many commands require that a chip specification be provided as a parameter. To

specify one of the 32 possible sieve chips, a two character hexadecimal string is used

corresponding to a number from 0 to 31 (00-1F). Some commands allow a form of uildcard

specification, interpreting the character * to signify that the operation be applied to all

enabled chips, as per the enable vector. Two commands in particular, perform very useful

functions when used with this wildcard specification feature. The CK* command performs

a hardware consistency check for all enabled chips, and the CNx commancl returns the

least COUNT value for all enabled chips. The host need only perform these two commands
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Command
!

CK

cI
cR, clü

E!I

EX

FI
GO

LO

0t{
0R,olt
PP

RD

RE

RR, RW

SR, SI'l

ST

UL

vR,vw

Description
Ilalt the sieve.
Perform consistency check.

Read c0uilT value.
Read/Write C0UllTM value.
Set Enable Vector.
Exit SSUMon.
Specify filters.
Enter Run state.
Load sieve.

Specify output mode.
Read/Write Optimization Register.
Specify Problem Parameter.
Output RII{G data.
Reset sieve.

Read/Write RIIIGDAT data.
Read/Write Solution Registers.
Read Enable Vector.
Unload sieve.

Read/Write Virtual Ring data.

Table 4.4: SSUMon Commands

to perform a checkpoint operation for the entire system.

4.7,L Host Communication Protocol

Since it is useful for debugging purposes to use SSUMon from a dumb terminal, the

communication protocol that is used between SSUMon and the host system was kept

very simple. All commands to SSUMon are one or two characters long, some followed

by a parameter string. All command lines are terminated by a carriage return. SSUMon

aJways responds with a carriage-return and line-feed character pair to start each line

of output. The purpose of the carriage-return and line-feed characters is to make the

output readable on a standard terminal. Output will consist 8f zero or more lines of

status messages terminated with a colon ( : ) character. The colon character doubles as

an SSUMon prompt character for human teadels, as weII as an end of message character

for computer hosts.
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Each status message is preceded by a one character code (see Table 4.5). I indicates

an informational message which the host system may choose to ignore. Errors are always

preceded by the character E and generally indicate that some further action is required

by the host to respond to the error. Some commands request data from SSUMon, these

responses are preceded by the letter D. The final message type is reserved for solution

messages which are preceded by S.

Type Description
D Data value or status code (Halt state only).
E Error condition occurred.
I Informational or warning message.
S Solution value (Run state only).

Table 4.5: SSUMon Message Types

The XON-XOFF software handshaking protocol is employeci to ensure that clata to

and from the host system does not overrun serial I/O buffers. This enforces flow-control

when either the control-processor or the host system are too busy to process the incoming

data stream. Even at the rather modest baud rate of g600 baud, it is not uncommon for

the control processor to present data to the host faster than the host can process it.

It was decided not to employ a full-blown end-to-end communication protocol because

of the overhead it would incur. Error-checking is provided at two levels. First, the number

ofsolutions generated can be compared to the value ofthe SOLCNT variable to ensure that

none were missed. Second, by the very nature of sieving problems, solutions are generally

quite rare and must satisfy a number of congruence relations; thus, it is highly unlikely

that a corrupted solution containing some digits in error will pass a veriflcation test

employing the initial congruence conclitions.
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4.7.2 The Reset Command

The purpose of the Reset command is twofold: to perform a hardware reset of the sieve

hardware and to set all internal variables to their defaults. This command should be

executed at the beginning of every sieve job to return the system to a known state and

prevent previous settings from affecting later jobs. After a reset, all of the Sieve State

Variables and the SSUMon global variables are set to zero, with the exception of OUTMODE

which is set to D, and the prefilter and postfilter which are both set to NULL.

4.7.3 Sieve Loading and Unloading

Whenever the value of an SSI variable is changed by an SSUMon command, only that

speciflc SSUMon variable will be updated. For example, for a CW (Counter Write), only

the CoUNTM variable will be updated; the value of the SSU harrlware registers will be

unaffected. To propagate the change to other affected software variables and harclware

registers, the Load Command (f O) is provided. A,load, operation will, for all chips, call the

Cnt2HwO and Ring2HwO routines to update the necessary variables and the hardware

registers based on the settings of C0UNTM, RINGDAT, and the optimization registers.

Similarly, before an operation such as a consistency check can be performecl, it is

necessary for the hardware register values to be read and the SSI to be updated corre-

spondingly. This operation is termed sieve unloading, and is very much the reverse of the

load operation. Undoing the work of its counterpart, the UL (unload) command invokes

Hw2CntO to update variables based on the SSU register values. However, to prevent

the overwriting of the initial residue information RINGDAT, no analogous Hw2RingO rou-

tine exists. The value of RINGDAT can only be changed by an explìcit RW (Ring Write)

command.
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4.7.4 The Run and Halt States

At any moment, the sieve is either in the run state or the halt state. In the mn state,

the MSSU hardware is sieving, SSU devices are in solution mode, candidate solutions are

processed by SSUMon, and any solutions are output as solution messages. Responding to

unexpected conditions, SSUMon may output informational messages or error messages.

The only command recognized by the command interpreter in the run state is the

single character ( I) halt command. When the halt command is received, hardware sieving

is stopped, sieve chips enter command mode, and a sieve unload operation is performed

to update the SSI. The MSSU is now in the halt state, and all SSUMon commancls are

recognized by the command interpreter.

In the halt state, the host processor can execute commancls to loacl the harclware

registers with a new sieve problem or perform operations such as a checkpoint on an

existing problem. To start or resume sieving, the host will execute the G0 command. The

G0 command causes a load operation to be performed, the sieve chips to enter solution

mode, and the MSSU to enter run mode.

Because the G0 and ! commands perform load and unload operations indirectly, the

host need not perform L0 and UL commands explicitly. Nevertheless, the L0 ancl UL

commands are provided for debugging purposes.

4.8 Solution Frocessing

SSUMon solution processing is interrupt-driven. A maskable, level 6 hardware interrupt

is generated by the sieve array board whenever a solution is pending for a sieve chip.

The SSUMon interrupt handler first calls the WhichO subroutine to determine which

chip requires servicing. In the case of multiple outstanding interrupts, WhichO applies a

fairness criterion to select which outstanding interrupt request should be serviced next.
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Then, the interrupt handler will invoke a routine to retrieve the hardware trial counter

corresponding to the solution value and update the SSI.

A one-deep solution pipeline is maintained for each sieve chip to permit the processing

of a solution to overlap with sieving for the next solution. Thus, once a solution has been

stored in the SSUMon variables, the sieve chip is restarted to continue sieving.

4.8.1 QSPI Routines

The QSPI routines are used to read and write the SSU hardware counter and ring registers

using the MC68332 synchronous serial interface. They are invoked whenever SSUMon

commands are executed to read or write hardware registers, and in the case of the hard-

wale counter, also invoked cluring solution processing.

A single routine is used to simultaneously read the current contents of an SSU register

into an incoming data buffer and to update it with a new value stored in an outgoing data

buffer (see Figure 4.4). In order to perform a non-destructive read, two operations must

be performed. The same bufer must be used for the incoming data buffer for the frrst

QSPI operation and as the outgoing t{ata buffer for the second operation. This ensures

that the data stored in the register initially is restored.

OUTGOING
DATA BUFFEH

INCOMING
DATA BUFFER

Figure 4.4: Simultaneous Read and Write of SSU Registers

The reason that this read operation is destructive is a function of the hardware.

The SSU registers are implemented as serial shift registers where data is simultaneously

clocked into the registers as data is clocked out (see Figure 4.4). Circuitry could have been

used to recirculate the data for non-destructive reads; however, as we shall see, because

SHIFT CLOCK
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the SSU counter registers must be read and then written during solution processing, this

additional circuitry is not needed.

The routine to read and write the SSU hardware counter and solution mask is named

ScanCtrO. It simultaneously reads and writes the 52low-order bits from 7-byte buffers.

This includes 8 bits of the solution mask S0LMASK, 43 bits of the counter, and 1 bit for

counter overflow held in CNTR. The counter data must be read every time a solution or

counter-overflow is detected; but before the sieve chip can be restarted, the solution mask

or counter overflow bit must be cleared. This is accomplished by reading the contents of

the counter into a temporary area, clearing the necessary bits and writing this data to

the sieve chip. This requires that ScanCtrO be executed twice for every interrupt.

Since Sca¡CtrO is invoked twice for every solution detected by the MSSU hardware'

great care was taken in coding this routine. All loops were unrolled and data move-

ment instructions were carefully selected for maximum speed of execution. Successive

refinement has produced a version of ScanCtrO which executes in very few processor

cycles.

The routine ScanRngO is used to read and write simultaneously the low order 1675

bits from 210 byte buffers. Since this operation is performed only during the loading of

a problem or during a checkpoint, it is not necessary for ScanRngO to be particularly

fast. The performance penalty resulting from the additional write operation after the

destructive read is inconsequential'

4.8.2 The l{hichO Routine

The WhichO routine is used to determine which of the SSU chips with pending intermpts

should be serviced next. WhichO maintains three variables to enforce a round-robin

priority on pending interrupts which are intended to allow for a fair distribution of the

control processor among the set of sieve chips. The variable BOARD takes on the values 0

or 1 corresponding to the array board which was last serviced. Two adclitional variables,
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IRQLSTO and IRQLSTI, store the value of the chip number which was last serviced for

respective array boards.

When WhichO is invoked, the BOARD variable is incremented modulo 2. The status of

the interrupt request outputs for the 16 sieve chips on the corresponding board are input.

If there are no pending interrupts for this board, the BOARD variable is again incrementecl

modulo 2, and the status of the interrupt request outputs for that board are retrieved.

A search for the chip number of an interrupt request is performed modulo 16, starting

from the position of the last interrupt serviced as specified by the IRQLST variable of

that board. This enforces a circular ordering which prevents an SSU device from being

serviced twice on consecutive interrupts unless there are no other interrupts pencling'

4.8.3 SolutionPipelining

To implement the one-deep solution pipeline, solution processing was divided into two

stages: the retrieval of a solution, and the processing of that solution.

The routine GetSolnO is used to retrieve the SSI for a chip which was cletermined

to have generated an interrupt by WhichO. GetSolnO then determines whether the

interrupt was caused by a counter overflow or by the solution detector. If a counter

overflow occllrs, it is processed immediately and sieving is resumed. If a solution is

detected, the status of the PIPED variable is tested to determine whether a previous

solution is still pending in the pipeline. If PIPED is not set, then the SSI is updated from

the hardware registers, and the sieve chip is released to resume sieving. If PIPED is set, an

unpïocessed solution is currently being stored in the SSI which must be processecl first,

before the new solution can be processed. This is called a solut'ion collision because two

solutions are outstanding for one sieve chip.

The routine ProcSol O is used to process a solution. ProcSol O can be called directly

by GetSolnO in the event of a solution collision, but usually it will be invoked in the

main solution loop of SSUMon. The solution loop repeatedly tests for the presence of
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solutions by monitoring the status of the PIPED variabie. Here, the variable CHIPSEQ is

incremented modulo 32 to enforce a round-robin ordering on the processing of solutions.

Thus a fair distribution of resources is enforced at two levels: at the time of a solution

interrupt and at the time of retrieving solutions from the solution pipeline.

procSolO examines the SSI to determine whether multiple solutions are present (re-

call there are 8 solution taps). If multiple solutions exist, they are processed in nrrmerical

order. procsolO invokes Hr¡2CntO to determine the solution value of each solution. The

two filter subroutines specified by PREFNM and POSTFNM are then invoked. If the solution

passes both frlters, it is output by the routine 0utSotnO using the output mode specified

by gUTM6DE. outSolnO also outputs the chip number of each solution so that solutions

can be associated with the generating sieve chips.

Note that since MSSU is a parallel machine, the solutions output by SSUMon will not

necessarily be sorted, because not all sieve chips will count up at exactly the same tate'

It is the responsibility of post-processing software to ensure that solutions are in sorted

order.

4.E.4 A Responsive Halt Mechanism

For proper functioning of the host software, it is very important that SSUMon provicle a

responsive halt mechanism to suspend sieving. The host software recluires that SSUMon

respond to a command within some reasonal: ire time-ouú period. If the halt mechanism

took several minutes to respond, users would have intolerable delays in terminating sieve

jobs, and checkpoints would not be performed at the desired intervals.

Icleally, the SCI routines used to send and receive information from the host sys-

tem should. have been interrupt-driven, preferably at an interrupt level higher than so-

lution interrupts. This would have enabled a halt command to have precedence over

any solution processing. Unfortunately, the current implementation of SSUMon utilizes

the CPUS2BUG routines which are not interrupt-driven and thus recluires polling using
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InStat O to test for the pïesence of the halt character ( ! ).

An early version of SSUMon implemented the halt mechanism poorly, causing it not

to respond to a halt while interrupts were pending. When running problems having high

candidate solution rates, such as the pseudosquares problem, starting from a low search

bound. where the number of false solutions (perfect squares) is so great that filtering is

the bottleneck in sieving, halt commands were ignored for ten minutes or more. Untler

these conditions, SSUMon would not execute the command to call InStatO to test for

the presence of a halt command until control was relinquished by the interrupt service

routine.

The solution to this problem was to ensure that InstatO be invoked at least once for

every -l[ solutions (currently, ¡ù=16) to test for the presence of a halt recluest' Although

this method <legrades performance of the system to a small degree, since the processor

must now test for the presence of a halt far more frequently, it ensures that a halt recluest

is acted upon almost immediatelY'

4.9 Filter Routines

Solution filters are selected by the user from a pre-defined set of filter routines using the

specify fiIters command. FI. Each filter is identified by a uniclue four letter filter name'

a list of which is maintained by the system. If a filter name is specified which is not

recognized, SSUMon will display an error message. The available filters are shown in

Table 4.6.

The virtual ring filter VIRT is available to emulate 20 fixed size rings in software which

are not available in hardware. This increases the number of rings which can be supported

from the first 30 prime numbers provided by the SSU hardware to the first 50 prime

numbers (< 22g). Since we expect the virtual filter to be specified for many sieving
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Filter Description
ERD0 Erdös-Selfridgefunction'
ICUB Is a perfect cube.

ISQR Is a perfect square.

NILL All solutions accePted.

PBPH Strong pseudoprime to base 2 (spsp(2)) test.

PBP2 Probably twice a prime (spsp(2)).

PCUB Not a perfect cube.

PSQR Not a perfect square.

QDPu Probable quad (0-2-6-8) prime (spsp(2)).

TRPu Probable triple (0-2-6) prime (spsp(2))'

TIIPU Probabletwin-prime(spsp(2)).
VIRT Virtual rings.

Table 4.6: SSUMon Filters

problems, it is necessary to provide the capability to specify a second filter for solution

filtering in the traditional sense. To differentiate between the two, the filters are named

the pref.lter and the postfi,lter according to the order in which they are applied. For some

problems the order in which filtering is performed can affect performance' thus the user

should be conscious of the filter order.

If no filter is required the user can specify the NULL filter which passes all solution

candidates. Although the same filter can be specified as both the prefilter and postfilter,

the only time when such a combination may be useful is when both fiIters are NULL.

Since some filters consist of a function based on some parameter of the problem,

SSUMon provides a32-bit signed binary variable, named the Problern Parameter (enllntl),

which is settable by the user. For example, the ERDO frlter which filters out invalid solu-

tions to the Erdös-Selfridge function, requires that a value of the parameter k be assigned

to the problem parameter variable PBPARM. Currently, SSUMon allows only one parameter

to be specified for all sieve chiPs.

Each frIter routine is passed a 128-bit solution candidate value. The only accepted

return values are pass)when the solution satisfles the filter requirementror fail, in which

case the solution candidate is discarded. The result of filtering can be thought of as
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the logical ønd, ofthe prefrlter and the postfrlter. A solution is considered to be a valicl

solution only if it passes both filters.

4.9.L The Virtual Filter - VIRT

Algorithm 4.2 The Virtual Filter (/ Rings Shown)

FUNCTIO N V irt F iI(C ount, Ringl, Ri'ng2, Rin g3, Rin g 4) R.ETUR,NS FIag ;

INPUT Count: 128-bit integer (Solution candidate) ;

INPUT Ringl, Ring2, Ring}, Ring{ : Virtual rings ;

OUTPUT : PASS Ot FAIL;

Rem : 32-bit integer ;

Rem * Count mod (.Ringl .size x Ring2'size x RingS'size x Ring4'size) ;

it n¿nst.r"sidueslfiern mod Rinsl'sizel I ACCEPTAB¿E THEN

RETUR,N (FAIL);

ll Ring2.resid'uesl&em mod Ring2'sizel I ACC EPTAB¿E THEN

R,ETUR.N (FAIL);

Iî Rings.resiiluesf&em mod -Rins3' sizel t' ACCEPTAB¿'ø' THEN

R,ETURN (FAIL);

Il Rinsl.residuesl&em mod RingL'size] I ACC EPTAB¿E THEN

RETURN (FAIL);

RETUR,N (PASS);

End of Algorithrn

The virtual rings filter provicled by SSUMon emulates 20 rings corresponding to the

primes 127 through 229. This is a total of 3lz|residues which must be stored for each chip'

Although it is almost always fastest to manipulate binary data represented as individual

bytes as opposed to accessing individual bits, it would require 3524'32 : 1L2768 bytes

of memory to store the residue information. Instead, SSUMon allocates an a'Ilay o13524
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longwords where each bit of the longword corresponds to a residue for each of the 32 sieve

chips. This incurs a small performance penalty, but requires only 14096 bytes of storage.

Much of the computation in the VIRT filter involves remainder operations to calcu-

late the residue classes of the solution for each of the virtual moduli. Since calculating

the remainder of a 128-bit number is expensive, VfRT groups the virtual rings/moduli

into groups of 4 to reduce the number of 128-bit remainder operations which need to be

performed. We describe this technique by using the pseudocode shown in Algorithm 4.2.

Note that the temporary value Rem is calculated using a 128-bit remainder operation

yielding a 32-bit result. This precomputation allows the following operations to be per-

formed using only 32-bit remainder operations. This is a significant savings over the

obvious approach using four 128-bit operations.

More information on various fllters found in SSUMon can be found in Appendix B.



Chapten õ

VISSU Software: The l{ost
Sof,tware

This chapter describes the software which executes on the Unix host system. In addition

to the program which is used to run sieve problems on the MSSU, a number of ancillarv

programs are described.

5.1- Flost Software Overview

Users interact with the MSSU via the sieue command which is part of the MSSU ^gieue

Management Software (SMS). The SMS maintains a queue of sieve problems anrl controls

the loading, running and termination of si,eue jobs. Users can add a sieve problem to the

queue' terminate the current sieve problem, and display the status of the queue via the

sieve command. The program code to implement the SMS is organized into four main

code modules: the sieve command mainline, the sieve daemon, the problem file parser,

and the sender module (see Figure b.1).
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Figure 5.1: The Sieve Management Software

Sieving problems are specified to the system using standard Unix text flles callecl

problem flles. Problem files contain the system of congruences to ìre solved plus aclditional
parameters of the problem, such as the sieving range. Users can prepare these flles

manually using a Unix editor such as vi or write a program called a problem generator.

to generate the file.

Information about the sieve problem is extracted from the problem flle by the problem

frIe parser module' Whenever a user submits a problem frle for execution, the parser

must first verify that the problem file contains no syntactic errors and that a numìrer

of additional rules are followed. If no errors are detected, a data structure is returnecl

containing the congruence information and the parameters specified in the problem file.

The sieve command mainline acts merely as an interface between the lser ancl the
underlying system. Much of the actual work of the host software is carried out by the sieve

daemon process. The daemon process executes in the background and conducts a clialog

with the SSUMon software executing on the control processor via the send,er module.

It)
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Any errors encountered are automatically logged to an error /og since the daemon has no

controlling terminal to which it can output error messages'

The sender module communicates with the ssuMon software ovel a standard lJnix tty

port. It oversees the loading of the problem d'ata onto the sieve hardware' the performing

of checkpoints, and collects the solutions generated and places them at the end of the

problem file. when a sieve problem completes, the sender will inform the sieve daernon

to dequeue a new problem file from the job queue'

In addition to the sieve command., a number of ancillary ploglams are providecl'

These include súaf which checks for syntax errors and displays statistics about problem

frles, pullwhich is used to extract a list of solutions from the problem file' and talkeT

which is used. to enter SSUMon commands to the control plocessoÏ directly' bypassing

the sieve daemon.

5.2 Format of Problem Files

The MSSU proìrlem file format is basecl on the format used by the oASiS system' This

permitsoAsisproblemfrlestobeeasilyconverte<lforuseontheMSSU.

A number of problem frIe kegwords are definecl to denote the various sections of the

problem file or identify problem flle parameters' These keyworcls can be specified in either

upper or lower case. The space, tab, anrl newline characters are treated as whitespace

characters by the paISeI. Comments are üne-orientecl, with text following a comment

character ! (exclamation point) treatecl as a comment up to a matching comment char-

acter, or untii the end of line'

A problem frle is divicled into 4 sections. Tire first is the PROBTEM section' which

specifies a na,me tbr the sieve problem; the second is the CONGRUENCBS section which

describes the congruences to be used for sieving; ancl the thircl section is called PARAM-

ETERS which specifies values to be used for parameters such as the starting trial counter
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value, the interval between checkpoints, and the names of the solution filters, to name

a few. The final section is reserved for output generated by the sieve software ancl is

called the LOG section. Here, solutions and system-generated messages are logged with

timestamps giving the elapsed time since the sieve job was submitted.

5.2.L PROBLEM Section

Like the OASiS problem file format, the sieve problem name is limited to 32 characters.

Although the user can choose to use any name he or she desires, the intention of the

problem name is that it be a meaningful mnemonic for describing the sieving problem.

PROBLEM problem-t¿ame

5.2.2 CONGRUENCES Section

The CONGRUENCES section specifies the congruences of the sieving probiem. This

section immediately follows the PROBLEM section. Congruences are specifled using the

form:

k,eguord ( mod,ulus¿ : residuel resid,ue2 ... resid,uen, ; )

The modulus can assume any value in the range 2 to 232 - 1. While, residues can

be any value from 0 to modulus - l. At least one resiclue must be speciflecl for each

congruence. Arangeof residuessuchasl,2,S...6canbespecifiedwiththeshorthand

form of "1 :6". Residues may appear in any order, however, repeated residue values are

not permitted. As well, no two congruences can have the same modulus value.

Three different types of congruences can be specified using the keywords HARDWARE,

VIRTUAL, and PARTITI0N. The hardware congruences are sieved using rings on the under-

lying sieve hardware. On the other hand, virtual congruences are congruences which are

not supported by the hardware, but can be emulated in software on the control processoï.

Congruences specified by the keyword PARTITI0N are used to parallelize the execution of
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the sieve problem in such a way that these congruences need not be tested in hardware

nor software.

Hardware congruences have moduli corresponding to the first 30 primes, 2 through

1-13. The primes 11 through 113 are directly supported by the underlying SSU architec-

ture, as are the prime powers 16, 9, 25 and 49. The host software will also accept the

modulus values 2, 4, 8,3, 5, and 7 and map those to prime powers supported by the

hardware.

Because the hardware congruences are likely the most common congruence type to be

specifled, the keyword HARDWARE and the enclosing brackets are optional when specifying

hardware congruences. To ensure that there is the possibility of solutions being generate<l

by the hardware, the system requires at least one hardware partition to be specifrecl.

Otherwise, an error message will result.

The VIRTUAL keyword is used to specify congruences whose moduli are a prime value

between 727 and 229 inclusive. These congruences will be tested using virtual rings

emulated in software if the user specifies the VIRT filter in the parameter section of the

problem file. If the VIRT filter is not specifred, none of the virtual congruences will be

sieved, and the virtual congruences are effectively treated as comments.

Congruences denoted by PARTITI0N are used to specify parallel execution of a sieve

job and are explained in detail in the following section. Unlike the hardware and virtual

congruences, a partition congmence can assume any value between 2 and 232 - 1 such

that the product of the moduli of the partition congruences is less than or eclual to 232 - L

5.2.3 Specifying Parallel Execution of Sieve Jobs

To take full advantage of the parallel architecture of the MSSU system, two new methocls

of specifying congruences were developed. These are called partitioning and multi-variable

sieving.
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Fartitioning (Single Variable Sieving)

Partitioning allows the user to partition, or divide, a single sieving problem into a number

of sub-problems, each of which executes on a separate sieve chip. Partitioning is specifred

in a problem file by use of the keyword cONcRlrENcES followed by the specification of

the satisfying congruences. Partitioning requires that the user specify a single partition

congruence, whose number of residues is less than or equal to the number of available sieve

chips. To identify the congruences which make up the partition congruence, the keyworcl

PARTITI0N is specified for one or more congruences (see Figure 5.2). When multiple

congruences are specified, the host software combines these to form an equivalent single

partition congruence.
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PROBLEI,T PS3O

c0t{GRuEt¡cEs
! 0 I PARTITIoI(
! 1 ! PARTrTrot{(
I 2 I PARTITIOI(
! 3 I PARTITION(
! 4 ! PARTITI0I¡(
! 5 ! 13: 1
! 6 ! t7z 1
| 7 | 19: 1

t7;
! 8! 23:. '-

13

VIRTUAL( 199: 1 10...
:

PARAMETERS
RECORD FROH O

T0 10000000000000000000
PREFILTER = ,VIRT,
POSTFILTER = ,PSQR,

CEECKPOIÌ{T I}¡TERVAL = 60 MII{UTES

LOG

Figure 5.2: Partitioning Example

In Figure 5.2, we show a sample file corresponding to the Psuedosquares problem.

The smallest 5 moduli are combined into a partition congruence consisting of J0 resiclues

15
11

I

8: 1; )
3: 1; )
5: 1 4; )
7: 7 2 +; )
11: 1 3 4

34910
2489
4s67
23+6

16 18;

5
T2;
13
I
I

5

9; )

16;
16
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modulo 9240. In addition to specifying the remaining 25 hardware rings, a number of

virtual congruences were specified (only the modulus 199 is shown in Figure 5.2). The

resulting sieve problem will utilize 30 sieve chips operating in parallel. The parameters

section specifies: start and stop values, a perfect-square filter, a virtual ring filter, and

that checkpoints be performed at hourly intervals.

Multi-Variable Sieving

The second method provided by the MSSU host software for executing parallel sieve jobs is

called multi-variable sieving. In this case, a separate set of congruences is specified for each

chip used (see Figure 5.3). This allows each sieve chip to execute a completely different

sieving problem, however sieving parameters such as the solution fiiter are common to all

chips.

PROBLEH sotc3p2

CEIP=0
! d=3, m=2 !

2: O1;
3: 2 ;
5: O 2 4 ;
7: 3 5 6 ;
11: 1346810;
13: 134789tOL|72;
77: 3 4 5 I tL 72 13 15 16 ;
19: 0238127478;
:

CEIP=31
I d=3, m=137 !

:

PABAMETERS
RECORD FROH O

T0 1000000000
SOLUTIOI¡ LIMIT = 20
FILTER = ,VIRT,
CEECKPOIIIT I]¡TERVAL = 10 HfNUTES

LOG

Figure 5.3: Multi-Variable Sieving Example

The keyword CHIP is used to signify that the foilowing congrüences are to be associated
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with the given chip. Chips are specified with a decimal number from 0 to J1. To allow

solutions to be matched with the generating congruences, each solution message contained

in the log section of the problem file gives the chip number of the generating sieve chip.

In Figure 5.3, we show a problem file corresponding to the sums of three cubes prob-

Iem (see Section 7.5.I). Because this is a two-variable problem, we sieve in both the
ø-dimension, given by the trial counter of each sieve chip, and an rn-dimensiol, corre-

sponding to each individual sieve problem. Here, a comment following the specification

of the congruences of each chip lists the corresponding value of rn to be associated with
any solutions generated.

5.2.4 PARAMETERS Section

There are a large number of parameters which can be specified for a sieve problem.

Most parameters are optional; however, the RECORD FR0M value of the search clescription

parameter is required. A list of the parameters, listed in the order in which they mlst
be specified, is given in Table 5.1.

Parameler
RECORD FRO¡'Í

TO

SOLUTIO$ LIMIT
FILTER
PREFILTER
POSTFILTER

CEECKPOI¡[T IIÙTERVAL

PROBLEI{ PARAMETER

DELETE

Description
Start of search interval (required).
End of search interval.
Max. number of solutions before termination.
Name of filter (one filter only).
Name of first filter (two filters).
Name of second filter (two filters).
Time interval between checkpoints.
Problem-specifi c parameter value.
File deletion option.

Values
large-int
large-int
small-int
f ilt-nam
f ilt-nam
f ilt-nam
time-ual
signed-int
YES I r¡0

Table 5.1: Sieving Parameters

We now desc¡ibe the function of each of these parameters, and clefine the values which

can be specified for each.
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Search Description Parameter (RUCORD FR0M, T0)

The seørch description consists ofa required start value and an optional end value for the

search interval. Trial counter values are specified as large (multiprecise) unsignecl integers

in the range g ¡o 2128 - 1. The value can be specified in either a longhand format, or

using a restricted form of scientifrc notation, of the form:

mantissaE eæponent

where the resultant value is calculated as

mantissa x l}et:Ponent

The mantissa and exponent must both be integer values. For example, one possible search

description is:

RECORD FROM = 2000
T0 = 1E19

Solution Limit Parameter

The user has the option of enforcing a limit on the number of solutions before a sieve job is

terminated. Theparametervaluemustbeintherange 1to232 -1. Thisisaccomplishecl

by including a line of the form:

SOLUTION LIMIT = small:int

Filter Specification Parameter

Optionally, each sieve problem can specify one or two solution filters. If only one filter

is to be specified, the keyword FILTER is used. By default, the unspecifiecl seconrl filter

will be set to NULL. If two filters are to be used, a PREFILTER assignment followecl by a

P0STFILTER assignment must be specified.

Filter nâmes are exactly four characters long, can be in either upper or lower case,

and must be enclosed in single quotes. The problem file parser d.oes not check whether a
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filter exists having the name specified. The assignment of filters according to these four

character strings is performed by the control processor software SSUMon which maintains

an internal table of valid filter names. Thus, an invalid but syntactically correct filter

name will not result in an error message until loading of the problem onto the sieve is

attempted. This error message will appear in the log section of the problem file.

Checkpoint fnterval Parameter

The checkpoint interval determines how frequently a checkpoint operation is performecl.

The checkpoint operation performs a verification of the sieve contents utilizing SSUMon

consistency checks. Checkpoints are also used to recor<l in the problem log the trial
counter values to which computation can be safely rolled baclc in the event of an error.

Checkpoints are also important because they determine the times at which the sieve

daemon tests if the end value of the search interval has been reached. This check is

performed only during checkpoints.

The time interval can be specified using the time units SECONDS, MINUTES or H0URS

(H0UR is also accepted). By default, if no units are given, values aïe assumecl to be

in seconds. The system enforces limits on the checkpoint interval to within reasonable

values. Currently, it cannot be less than 3 minutes, nor greater than S hours.

The Problem Parameter

The problem parameter is a 32-bit signed integer quantity passed to the filter routines.

This aliows filte¡s to be written which are based on some firnction of the sieve problem.

For example, the sieving problem to compute the Erdös-Selfridge function for different

values of the parameter ,k requires that the ,b value be passed to the ERDo filter. This

can be accomplished by specifying PROBLEM PARAMETER =l+ualue. Negative values are

specified with a minus sign directly preceding the first digit of the value.
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Delete Farameter

The delete parameter specifies whether the problem file should be deleted after it has

executed subject to special conditions. If DELETE=YES is specified, the file will be deleted

if the end of the search range has been reached with no solutions being found and with

no errors being generated. This feature is particularly useful for multi-variable sieving

where it may be desirable to discard the problem file once it has been shown to contain

no solutions. This simplifies the maintenance of problem files by the deletion of the

uninteresting ones.

6.2.5 LOG Section

Output from the execution of the sieve problem is placed in the problem file following the

keyword LOG. The different message types which can be produced are listed in Table 5.2.

Tgp" Description
DATE Informational date message.
DEBUG Informationaldebugmessage(reserved).
ERROR Non-fatal error message.
FATAL Fatal error message.
MESSAGE Informationalmessage.
SOLUTIOil Solutionmessage.
VERIFIED Successful checkpoint m

Table 5.2: Log Message Types

AII messages generated by the SMS are preceded by a timestamp giving the elapsecl

time since the sieve job was first read by the system. When logging some important

events, a DATE message is output with the time of day, day of the week, name of the

month, and the year. The date message is output whenever a problem file is read, a

checkpoint is performed, or whenever a problem is terminated, enabling the reader of the

problem file to associate an absolute date to these events.

In the sample log output (see Figure 5.4), taken from a run of the Sums of Three
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Cubes problem (see Section 7.5.1), a single solution value of 5 is found by chip numSer
2' The time to load the problem was 1 minute and 40 seconds, and the solution was

found almost immediately thereafter. For this example, the checkpoint interval was ser

to 10 minutes, and the end of the search interval was 1 billion. When the checkpoint was

performed it was determined that the end va.lue had been exceeded, and the problem was

terminated.

LOG

0 00:00:00
0 0O:00:00
0 00:01:40
0 0O:01 :42
0 O0:11:42
0 00:11:42
0 00:11:44
0 00:11:44
0 00:11:44
0 00:11:44
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MESSAGE Problem file read successfully
DATE Hon llov 21 09:SO:,t2 1994
MESSAGE "sotc3p2" utilizes 32 sieve chipssoLUTIot{ 1 AT 5-02
HESSAGE Verifying sieve contents
DATE Mon l{ov 21 10:01:S4 1994
VERIFIED 1 SoLUTIoNS T0 115132716680
üESSAGE End value reached
MESSAGE Problem terminated
DATE l{on ltov 21 10:01:56 1994

Figure 5.4: Sample Log Output

Solution Order and Duplicate Solutions

Recall that the sieve chips are running at slightly cliferent rates; consequently, solutions

will not necessarily be in sorted order. It is also possible for multiple solution messages

to appear in the log for the same solution. This situation can occur when a sieve job is

terminated by a user request and later restarted, or if a hardware fault causes a resrart
from a previous checkpoint, resulting in a small amount of overlap in compltation. If a
solution was generated at a trial counter value higher than the last successful checkpoint,

a restart will cause that solution to be recomputed.
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5.3 The Frograms

Users access the sieve programs and problem files using the "sieve" Unix login accolnt
on a SPARCstation workstation connected to an MSSU. The executables which make up

the MSSU host software are located in the bin directory of this account. In ac¡lition
to the sieve command, which is the use¡ interface to the SMS, a number of ancillary

programs are provided for users of the MSSU. These include the programs ralker, srat,
and puII.

5.3.1 The Configuration File

The sieve configuration frIe /var/spoot/sieve/sieve. con contains the number of chips

available on the sieve and the name of the tty port that is connected to the MSSU host

port. By default, if the configuration file is not present, the SMS will assume that 32

chips are present, and that the sieve is attached to /dev/ttya.

Creating or modifying the configuration file is useful when moving the host software

from one port to another, or when running the MSSU without the full complement of
SSU devices. If a problem file is submiited to the SMS for execution which requires more

SSU devices than the value of the CHIPS parameter, that problem file will be rejecte¿

and an error message given.

The format of the configuration file is:

! comnents look like this
! or, this !

TTI_: ldev/ttya tthis is the tty porr used!
CHIPS = 32 lnumber of instâI1ed chips!

Filename Extensions

Although filename extensions are not mandatory under Unix, a filename extension of

". siv" is assumed for all problem files. This scheme was used by the OASiS system which
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ran under the VMS operating system where all filenames must be assigned extensions.

The .siv extensions are retained in the MSSU system because they aicl in organizing

collections of files by differentiating between problem files and other types of files.

5.3.2 The Sieve Command

The syntax of the sieve command is:

s ieve commandname largumentl

This program accepts a mrmber of commands to perform various functions via the

SMS. A complete list of the commands is given in Table b.B. Most commands have a

single letter abbreviation, howevet, to prevent disastrous effects from simple typographical

errors, the kiI1, purge and restart commands must be typed in full.

Command
e I errorlog
ki11
Purge
q I queue f,lename
restart
s I status

Description
Display entire contents of error log.
Terminate the currently executing sieve job.
Purge the queue of all pending jobs.
Enqueue a given problem file.
Resüart daemon after system crash/shutdown.
Display status of sieve queue.

Table 5.3: Sieve Command Options

The errorlog command will display the entire contents of the error log file. Since the
error log file can be very long, the user may choose to view only the most recent entries

by piping the output through the Unix tail filter, with:

sieve e I tail

The sMS identifies the current problem being sievecl as erecutinq, and all other r¡ueuecl

problem files as pending. The kill commancl will terminate the currently exec¡ting job.

The sieve job wiII perform a final checkpoint before terminating. If a proSlem file is
pending, it will be dequeued and placed in the executing state. The purge comman¿ can

be used to delete all pending jobs from the queue, leaving the executing job unchange<l.
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If a sieve job is currently executing, the queue command will add the given problem

file to the pending list. Otherwise, it will make the given problem file the executing job.

If the format of the problem file is found to be invalid, an error message describing the

error is output, and the file is not queued.

The restart command will attempt to restart the SMS following a reboot of the Unix
host, or a crash of the SMS. It will try to create a new sieve daemon process to re-initiate
the problem file which was executing at the time the system went down.

The status command displays the status of the sieve queue, Iisting the currently
executing problem file, and the pending list of problem fiies. If the sieve queue is empty,

the following message is displayed:

status: no daemon is currently running
no currently executing job
no pending jobs

5.3.3 talker

The talker program allows a user to bypass the SMS and enter commands ¿irectly to
SSUMon from a Unix terminal session. This is a useful tool for debugging the sieve

without having to physically connect a dumb terminal to the MSSU host port.

talker Uses the "raw" mode of character input, as oppose<l to the ,,cooked" mo¿e.

This allows each character typed by the user to be sent to the control processor imme-

diately, without requiring the input line to be terminatecl with a newline character. The

key sequence control-C is used to exit the program.

5.3.4 stat

The stat program outputs statistics for a given problem file. The syntax is:

st,at filenamel.sia]
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As part of its output, stat displays the maximum canvass rate and an estimate of
the filter rate. The maximum canvass rate is a measure of how quickly the sieving range

is being searched assuming the system is running at 100% of full-speed, an¿ there are

no slowing efects due to filtering or other control processor overhead. The frlter rate is
a measure of the density of solutions and is given in terms of solutions per seconcl. The

filter rate is computed as:

f ilter rate = canu'ss rate x fi(# 
resid'ues moduto p;)

i=l P;

The same parser routines are used for both stat and the sieve commancl. If the

specified problem file contains a syntax error or violates any of the other rules for MSSU

problem frles, a message describing the error is output. In this manner, a user can test

the validity of problem files before submitting them with the sieve commancl.

5.3.5 puIl

The pu1I program extracts solutions from a problem flle and outputs them one per line

to a solution output file:

puII probfiIef. s iul [s ol uti on f il el. out]l

Although for some problems it may suff.ce to extract solutions manually using a text

editor, or even pencil and paper, such methods are tedious and error-prone. The pul1
program is a convenient means for extracting all of the verified solutions from a problem

file. Because pulI knows all about checkpoint messages, it can determine which sol¡tions

are verifled, and which are not, and place only verified solutions in the outplt file. pull
also displays useful summary information on the standarcl output about the solutions

it has extractecl, including whether the solution file is in sorted orcler ancl whether. any

inconsistencies were found in the problem file.

Because of its usefulness, the " . out" extension is reservecl for solution outplt files.

If no extension is specified for the solution flle, . out is assumecl. If no name is specifle¿
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for the solution output file, the name is taken from the problem file name, an¿ the . out
extension is substituted.

5.3.6 Off-Line Solution Filters

Of-line solution filters are often used in conjunction with solution output files generatecl

by pulI (i.e. one solution per line). These programs usually perform some sort of
classification of the solutions, generating a line of output containing the value of each

solution and the associated filter value.

A number of off-line solution filters are provided by the MSSU system. For example,

the off-line filter psall is used to determine the highest prime for which a sol*tion satisfies

the congruences for the pseudosquare problem. Programmers will fincl that it is not

difficult to modify the source code of psall to create new filters for cliflerent problems.

To illustrate the operation of psall we present some sample output. The Unix com-

mand "psarr <ps30.out", was used to generate the following output:

64500455 16630769- - 199
t L 6 4 1399 247 9 47 I 2 7 - - 223
308 199940 40s89 I2I- -2II
4378250367 521352L - - L99
674t460175420760 1 - - 199

The program best can then be used to post-process this output to yieftl the ,,5est"

solutions to the problem. (A worst program is also available to search for least values.)

The best program filters the standard input and outputs those lines containing the largest

number seen so far following the two dash characters (--). Using the rlata from the above

example, best generates the following output:

645004s5 16630769- - 199
1. L 6 4 1,399 247 I 47 9 2 7 - - 223
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5.3.7 Froblem Generators

As discussed earlier, problem files can be generated using a text editor, but the preferre¿

method is to write a program to generate them called a problem generator. Often, the set

of congruences for a sieving problem are non-trivial to calculate, and it is easier to write
a problem generator than it is to perform the calculations by hand. Problem generators

can also be written to create problem files based on various parameters an¿ thus can be

used over and over again for numerous problems.

Currently, no program has been written to perform the job of automatically selecting

partition congmences for problem files specifying partitioning. It is feasibie that a pro-

gram could be written to evaluate all possible selections for the partitioning set, ancl select

the optimal set resulting in the highest sieving rate. The number of possible combinations

is actually quite small, and usually selection of the optimal set will appear obvious to a
human user. Unfortunately, until such a program is implemented, partition congruences

must be assigned manually with the use of a text editor.

5.4 rmplementation of the sieve Management software

The SMS was written for use on SPARCstation workstations running the SunOS 4.1.x op-

erating system. This platform was chosen because of its widespread use and the stability
of the SunOS operating system. Also, these workstations provide two built-in asyn-

chronous ports, identified as ttya and ttyb, both of which are suitable for connecting

to the MSSU host port. The SMS was written entirely in the C programming langlage,

except for the pärser routines which were generated using automatecl tools. Not inclu¿ing

the parser routines, the cocle is approximately 10,000 lines of C.

The SMS is based on a client-server model. The sieve command is a client process

that enqueues problem files which are processed by the server process, the sieve ¿aemon.

The daemon process is spawned by the sieve command whenever a problem is qlelecl
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and there is no sieve daemon running. The daemon persists as long as there are problems

in the queue.

Communication between the client and server processes is performed via signals and

shared frles. Signals are a means for one process to notify another process that an event

has occurred, while shared files are used to transfer information between processes.

5.4.L Multiple Precision Arithmetic

Support for arbitrary precision integer arithmetic is provided by GNU Mp, the GNU

Multiple Precision Arithmetic Library, Edition 12.g3. This library is free ancl implements

quite a comprehensive collection of integer arithmetic operations, as well as rational
arithmetic operations. Names of GNU MP integer arithmetic routines are irlentifieri by

the prefix "mpzJ'. The complete source code, written in the C language, is also clistribute¿

with the package.

5.4.2 Shared Files

A number of shared files located in the /var/spoo1/sieve directory are usecl to maintain

the sieve queue.

.ERROR contains alog of the name of each problem file, the date it was executecl on the

sieve and any errors which may have occurred while enclueuing or dequeuing sieve

jobs. Because the daemon has no controlling terminal, this file is usecl to outprrt

error messages.

. EXECUTING stores the name of the problem file which is currently executing on the sieve.

This file only exists while a problem fi.le is exec*ting on the sieve.

.PENDING holds the pending list of problem files to be executed after the current sieve

job completes. Problem files are listed one per line and jobs are clequeued beginning

at the first line of the file. If no pending files exist, this file is not present.
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.PrD contains the process identification number (pid) of the current sieve claemon pro-

cess. When the sieve daemon process is spawned, it places its pid in this frle. When

it completes, the sieve daemon deletes .pID.

File Locking

File locking is used to enforce exclusive access when updating the sharecl fiIes. The

SMS utilizes the Unix flockO system call to provide aduisory file locks. With a<lvisory

locks, all processes cooperate and make use of the same locking mechanism to glaranree

exclusive access ' Howevet, processes outside of the cooperating group can still gain access

to the file by choosing not to use the advisory lock. Thus, the problem files are not locke¿

to external programs such as the Unix vi editor.

Both the sieve command and the sieve daemon invoke f lockO requesting an exclusiue

/ocå before accessing shared files. Exclusive locks cause the caller to block until the lock

is acquired, enforcing mutual exclusion. After the update has completecl, the flocko
routine is invoked once more to perform an unlock operation.

5.4.3 IJse of Signals

The SMS uses a style of signal facilities found in 4.3BSD Unix. This signal mechanism is

said to be reliable, in the sense that signals cannot get lost by the system.

Signals are defined by the operating system for many abnormal events which may oc-

cur during the execution of a process. Signals can be ignored or assigned user-written han-

dler routines using the signalO system call. One notable exception to this is SIGKILL,

used to terminate a process on system shutdown, which cannot be caught or ignorecl. To

allow processes to exit gracefully prior to system shutdown, the operating systems sends

a SIGTERM signal to each process. If the SIGTERM is not acted upon, the operating system

will send a SIGKILL which leads to termination of the process.
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User processes can also generate certain signals and deliver them to specific processes

based on their process identifrcation, orpid. The kiIlO system call delivers aspecifierl

signal to a process with a given pid. This method is used to deliver user-rlefinecl signals

such as SIGUSR1. Another means to deliver a signal is via the alarnO system call which

generates SïGALRM signals.

Table 5.4 üsts the signals which are used by the SMS.

Name Description
SIGALRU used to schedule checkpoints.
SIGEUP used to signal a problem termination request.
SIGKILL special (cannot be caught, blocked or ignored).
SIGTERM this signal causes a graceful exit of the daemon.
SIcUsRl used to .h"j\jlth"_4.g-91process is alive (ignored).

Table 5.4: SMS Signals

The SMS contains a number of signal handler routines for the abovementioned signals,

with the exception of SIGKILL, fot reasons explainecl earlier, and SIGUSRI. The SIGUSR1

signal is used to determine whether the sieve rlaemon is running. To implement this, the

sieve daemon ignores the SIGUSR1 signal by setting the handler to the built-in function

SIG-IGN. The sieve command client process can determine whether or not the ¿aemon

process is running by attempting to deliver a SIGUSR1 signal to the process specifle<l 5y

.PID with a kiIlO. If the killO fails, the daemon has passed away under mysterious

circumstances and the .PID file is out of date. Otherwise, it can be assumed that the

.PID file holds the pid of the sieve daemon.

Often, cluring critical processing, it is desirable to block certain signals. To specify

which signals are to be blocked or unblocked, one specifies a signal mask. The system call

sigsetmask O is used to retrieve the current signal mask. Specific bits of the signal mask,

corresponding to signals which need to be blocked or unblockerl, can then be set or clearecl

appropriately. The updated signal mask is then set using the system call sigblockç.
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5.4.4 Problem File Parser

The problem file parser was written using the Lex lexical analysis program generator
and the Yacc parsing program generator. These automated tools greatly simplifred the
implementation of the parser. Unfortunately, when parsing very large problem files with
multi-variable sieving data, the parseï was found to be quite slow. A J00 kilobyte problem
file would require several minutes to parse. In an attempt to increase the performance
of the parser' GNU Flex, the fast lexicat analyzer generator which employs improvecl
scanner algorithms, was substituted for Lex, greatly improving performance. The only
ramification of this change was the loss of the Lex built-in line number variable yyrineno.
Unfortunately, this eliminated the ability to output line numbers when displaying syntax
ETIOTS.

The routine parse_problernjileO is invoked twice during the processing of each

problem file: initially by the sieve command mainline to confirm that the problem file is
valid, and once more by the sieve daemon process to extract the problem information.

Because a daemon persists as long as the job queue is not empty, the parser can

be called repeatedly by the same incarnation of the daemon process. Therefore, it is

crucial that any memory allocated by the parser be freed after use, preventing <Iaemon

memory from growing without bound. This requires that all tokens allocated bv the
lexical analyzer be deallocated by the parser routines after being processecl.

The parse¡robremÍileO routine reads the contents of the problem file and returns
the parsed information in the problemjnfo clata structure. problemjnfo contains all
of the congruence information, parameter values and flags denoting whether partitioning
or muiti-variable sieving is to be used.
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Processing of Congruence Information

The parser calls the process-congruencesO routine to verify that the information just

read is consistent with the rules for specifying congruences, and calculates the harclware

and virtual ring data to be loaded using SSUMon. If an error is detected, an appropriate

error message is stored in the problem-info structure and later output, either to the

standard output if invoked by the sieve command, or to the error log file if invoked by

the sieve daemon.

Hardware congruences in the problem file must be mapped to equivalent harclware

rings on the SSU chip. Congruences having a modulus value of 2, 4, g, B, 5, or 7 are

exceptional cases and must first be converted to congruences modulo 16, g, 25 or 4g, as

required by the underlying hardware.

For problem files where partitioning is indicated, the combine-congruences O routine

is used to evaluate the partition congruence. combine-congruenceso uses a straightfor-

ward algorithm which combines two congruences at a time, creating a congruence whose

modulus is equal to the product of the moduü. The first congruence is used to generare

residues up to the resultant modulus, and then the second congruence is applied to elim-

inate residues which do not satisfy both congruences. This process is continued until a

single congruence temains, having a modulus equal to the product of the specifiecl mo{1|i.

5.4.5 The Daemon Process

The sieve daemon process was based on the skeleton daemon describecl by W. Richarcl

Stevens, in his book "UNIX Network Programming" [Steg0]. According to Stevens:

A daemon process is a process that erecutes "in the baclcground", (i.". without

an associated terminal or login shell) either wai,ting for some euent to occll,r,

or waiting to perform some specific taslc on a periodic basis.
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The sieve daemon is created by a forkO system call from within the sieve commanrl

mainline. A new sieve daemon is created whenever a new problem file is enqueuecl and no

existing daemon process is executing. The daemon process disassociates itself from the

originating process group (i.e. the parent process) and the controlling terminal so that it
will execute even after the user which initiated the daemon has logged out.

The daemon process uorlcíng directory is set to /var/spoo1/sieve. AII of the shared

files are located here, as is the configuration fiIe. Should the daemon process crash, due

to a system-detected error, a core file will be placed in this directory.

5.4.6 The Sender

Communication between the sieve and the SMS is controllecl by code in the sencler moclule.

The senderO routine is invoked once for each problem file and executes for the cluration

of that problem.

The asynchronous communication routines of the sender module make use of the Unix

termio general terminal interface. Calls to the ioctlO system call are macle to initialize

the communication parameters and test the status of theinput buffers. The readO and

writeO system calls are used for the actual input and output. For proper operation of

the SMS, the "ownership" of the tty device file must be set to the sieve userid, and the

/etc/ttytab entry for that port must be set to disable interactive logins.

Inprit is performed using timecl reads with a time-out value of 30 seconds. Timecl reads

have the advantage of causing the program to block until the read is completed, withorrt

the read blocking indefinitely. Should the communication link between the host system

and the MSSU be disrupted, the SMS will eventually time-out ancl try to re-establish

communication.
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Problem Loading

Once the sender module has established communication with the sieve and confrrmecl that
SSUMon is running on the control processor, the sender code will load the problem onto
the sieve hardware. First, an SSUMon reset command is sent, followerl by commancls

to set the problem parameter and specify the filters. Next, the hardware ring data an¿

virtual ring data are written to each sieve chip. The enable vector is then set, and an

informational message is written to the log giving the problem name and a colnt of the

number of chips enabled' At this point, the counter is set to either the start valle specified

or to the last successful checkpoint value. Finally, an SSUMon commancl to loacl the sieve

and initiate sieving is sent.

Since no error-checking is performed on the communication link between the host and

the control processor' the SMS requires that this link be 100% error-free. During loacling,

the sender will perform a read-after-write of all data to verify that there were no erïoïs

in transmission. If all 32 chips are enabled this amounts to writing and reading approx-

imately 42 kilobytes of data, requiring approximately one minute of data transmission.

Any errors detected during problem loading would indicate that the operation of the sieve

would be, to say the least, unreliable. Fortunately, after several years of sieving on two

MSSU systems, no serial communication errors have been <ietected.

5.4.7 Solution Processing

After loading the problem and initiating sieving, the senderO routine enters a loop to
await solutions. Solutions generated by the control processor are assignecl a solltion
number, and a solution message is output to the problem file log. Processing continues

within this loop until one of the following conditions occurs: a checkpoint occurs, the

solution ümit is exceeded, a kill command is received, or repeated SSUMon errors result

in a fatal error.
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To prevent a stream of solutions from overrunning I/O buffers, the XON-XOFF pro-

tocol is used between the control processor and the senderO routine. To ensure that no

solutions are missed, the number of solutions received is compared to that expectecl by

the control processor at the time of a checkpoint. If a discrepancy is found, the checkpoint

fails and a roll-back is performed.

Checkpoints

Checkpoints are scheduled using the alarrnO system call which delivers a SIGALRM signal

afteraspecifiednumberofseconds. Whenajobisfirstloaded,thealarmissetaccording

to the checkpoint interval parameter. When the alarm goes off, the SIGALRM signal is han-

dled by the handle-sigalrmO routine. handle_sigalrnO blocks all maskable signals,

schedules the next checkpoint using alarmo, and performs the checkpoint operation. If
an end value was specified, the trial counter value is tested cluring the checkpoint to see

if it has been reached. Should the end value be exceed.ed, the problem is terminatecl.

If a checkpoint fails, the problem data are re-Ioadecl onto the control processor, ancl

the trial counters are set to the value of the last successful checkpoint. If there was no

previous successful checkpoint, the search start parameter is used.

Whenever a problem is terminated, a final checkpoint is performed to ens¿re that all

of the computation up to the point of termination has been verifiecl.

5.4.8 Porting to Other Hosts

Programmers will find that the SMS utilizes many features from the 4.8 Berkeley Software

Distribution ( .3BSD) Unix system. With minimal change this software should run on

any modern Unix system with BSD support. An earlier version of the software ran

successfully under Ultrix Y4.2 on a MIPS based DEC workstation and required minimal

changes to execute under SunOS 4.I.x.



Chapter 6

H.esults on Fnoblems lnvolvïng

Quadnatic Characters

In 1970, Lehmer, Lehmer and Shanks[LtS70] examined the problem of cletermining inte-

ger sequenc"r Àt such that the Legendre symbol (Nolp;) = €i,for all primes çt;1p,f.or
a prescribed set of values of e; with lr;l = t. The six problems which they identified as

being of special interest and application were:

I. lfo = 1 (mod 8), (Nrlp;) = t

II. Ifo = -1 (mod 8), (Nolp;) = (-Ilpù or equivatenrly (-Nrlpù = 1

III. No=3 (mod 8), (Nolp¿): -(-Ilpi) "t (-/ro ln,¡ = -,
IV. No= -I (mod 8), (Nrlp¿) = -(-Ilp¡) or (-tr/o ln,¡: -,
V. 1üo = 5 (mod 8), (Nrlp;) = -(-2lpù or (-2Nolar¡ : -t

VI. N, = 5 (mod 8), (Nrlp;) : -t
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Definition 6.0.1

QUADRATIC CHARACTERS

(alp) for a prime p, is defined as

99

iÍ pla

if a is a quadratic residue of p

if a is a quadratic non-residue of p

Also,

_ o@-t)/2 (mod p).

Problems of quadratic character are particularly well suited to hardware sieving since

about half of all residues tend to be exclucled (are inadmissible) with respect to each

modulus, resulting in high sieving rates and infrequent solutions. We consi¿er qua¿ratic

sieves to be moderate density sieves because the solution rate is approximately halve¿ for
each modulus specifred.

In the following sections we shall present some results on these problems ancl several

related problems. We have divided this chapter into sections dealing with the positive ancl

negative pseudosquares (problems I and II), quadratic polynomials having a high clensity

of primes (III and VI), polynomials of the form12¡A (IV and II), Lehmer-Lehmer-Shanks

problem V, and an examination of Littlewood,s bounds on L(I,y).

6.1- Fseudosquares

Definition 6.I.L Let p lte an odd prime. The (positiue) pseudosquare L, is defined as

follows:

1. Lp: 1 (mod 8)

the Legendre symbol (Lrlù = 7 lor alt odd primes g 1 p,

Lo is the least positiue non-square integer satisfying (l) antl (e).

ndre symbolThe Lege

I
(;)={

t

0

+l

-1

(Ð

2.
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Thus, the pseudosquare Zo behaves locally like a perfect square modulo all primes
( p, but is nevertheless not a perfect square. Hall [Hal33] showed that the values of -t,
must be unbounded as p increases.

Kraitchik lKta24,, pp. a1-a6] seems to have been the first to consider these nlmbers,
and in [Kta24] provides a table of them tp to La7. Since then, various authors, mosr
notably D.H. Lehmer, who gave the pseudosquares their name (see Lehmer [Leh54]), have

extended Kraitchik's list up to L2l,n (Stephens and Williams [SWgg]). Two observations

can be made from this list: first, the values of Zo seem to grow very rapidly with respect

to p; second, in spite of the first observation, there are many pairs of consec¿tive primes

p, g such that Lo: ¿c. This latter phenomenon first happens when.t5e = L61,and then
occurs a further 14 times among the 30 pseudosquares between L67 and,,t223 incllsive.

The growth rate of the pseudosquares is of great importance in two problems in com-

putational number theory: square recognition and primality testing. Cobham [Cob66]
has shown that if a number is not a perfect square, then under the Extencle<I Riemann

Hypothesis (ERH) it must fail to be a square modulo a small prime p. Thus, we ex-

pect that the pseudosquares should grow quickly. More recently, Bach and Sorenson

[8593] discussed the problem of perfect power recognition, which can be of importance

in primality testing and factoring. Also, as will be shown in the following section, if psel-
dosquare growth is suftciently rapid, then there exists a deterministic polynomial time

(in log 1{) algorithm for determining the prime character of N. At the moment the best

unconditional results on the primality testing problem are those of Aclelman, pomerance

and Rumely [APR83], who showed that the problem can be solverl for a given i/ by a
deterministic algorithm of time complexity O((log1¿)closloglosN), anrl of Arlelman an<l

Huang [4H92], who show that there is a probabilistic polynomial time algorithm for solv-

ing this problem' Howevet, both of these algorithms are very complicated an¿ ¿ifficult
to implement; whereas the algorithm we shall present, which is conditional on the ERH,

is very simpie.
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6.1.1 Pseudosquares and primality testing

Throughout this section we will use the symbol 1{ to denote an odrl, positive integer. If p
is an odd prime, we say that (-r)(e-t)l2pis an apparent 1 (cluadratic) residue of ly' when

@lp):1; we say that (-\(n-r)tzo is an apparent non-residue of tr{ when (w/p)- -1.
Furthermore, if the Jacobi symbol (-I/N):1(-1), then _1 is said to be an apparent
residue (non-residue) of /f; also, the apparent character of 2 and -2 can be definecl in a
similar fashion through the values of the Jacobi symbols (21 N) and (-2 I N). Note that by
the law of quadratic reciprocity, we see that if try' is a prime then any apparent resicl.e of
1/ is in fact a quadratic residue of y'Í and any apparent non-residue of lü is a non-resicl.e

of y'/.

In 1929 Kraitchik [Kra29] wrote at some length on how this concept of apparent

residue character could be used in factorization and primality testing. In particular, he

noticed that if ,/ìy' is not a prime, then an apparent residue of .l{ need not be a quaclratic

residue of 1/. Indeed, he went so far as to assert that if enough values of ¡r (possibly

including -1 and 2) could be found such that the corresponding apparent residue is in
fact a quadratic residue of If , then y'y' must be a prime. He did not specify the nrrmber

of such apparent residues that would be required, but seemed instead to have contenterl

himself with determining that almost all p values such that (Wlù = 1, for p less than
some vague bound, actually produced apparent residues that were also quadratic resiclues

of tr[. For example, he considered the number

*- _ (z"o + t) (28 + r)
'' = þ4j@f, = 18518800563e24107 527.

After much labour he determined that for 56 of the 76 primes < 1000 for which (Mlp) =
1, the corresponding apparent residues of ¡f1 were also quadratic residues of y'ù1. From

this he concluded that 1[ must be a prime. In fact, as noted by Kraitchik in his nore at
the end of [Leh38], he made an error in his calculations because .l[ is composite.

lThis is Hatl's [HalBJ] translation of Kraitchik's [Kra29] 
,,résidu éventuel.,,

101
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While, as we shall see, the basic idea behind all this has some merit, both Lehmer

[teh30] and Beeger [Bee30] criticized this proof as being mathematically unsatisfactory. In
fact, in 1938 Lehmer [Leh38], [Leh39]found that ff1 is composite and exhibitecl its factors.
rn fairness to Kraitchik, however, one must observe that he was more interested in his
ideas as they applied to the problem of integer factorization, where he was quite successfirl,
than to primality testing; the above technique undoubtedly arose from his frustration at
being unable to factor particular values of y'Í (see Kraitchik [I{ra3l]). Nevertheless, his
primality criterion, as explained in [Kra29], can at best only be regarded as empirical.

In [Hal33] HaIl procluced a mathematically correct version of Kraitchik,s idea which
is provided in the following theorem.

Theorem 6'L IÍ all the Jactors (not necessarily prirne Jactors) of N are below L, anrl(

'/ t-1,2,-3,"', (-r¡{o-tl/2p} can be diui,ded into two crøsses A = {a1¡a2¡...,a,} , trre
o'pparent residues of N, and B : {fu,bz,...rbn}, the appørent non residues of N, s,ch
that euery ø¿ is also a quødratic residue of N and euery b¿lt¡ is a quød,ratic resitlue of N,
then N is a prime or a, power of a prime. D

Notice that this is a primalìty test that involves the pseudosquares. Furthermore, Beeger

[Bee39], [Beea6] actually used this test to prove that a 12 digit divisor of the n¿merator of
the Bernoulli number -B3a and that a 13 digit factor of r2a5 f 1 are primes. For example,
he first noted that the latter number 1/2 had previously been shown to have no prime
divisor less than 105; hence, any prime divisor of N2 must be ress than N2lr05 1 Lez.
Further,

_1,2, _3, 5, _11, 13, L7, _23,29, _3I, _43, _47,53, _59,61

are all apparent residues of 1{2 and -7,-19,37,4r,-67are apparent nonresiclues of 1y'2.

By using Kraitchik's method [Kra29] to find quadratic residues of N2, he was able to
show that -1,2,3,5,11, Ig,IT,2g,2g,g1,4g,47rl},bg,61, T.Ig,T.JT,T.4L,T.6T are all
quadratic residues of N2; hence, y'f2 must be a prime or prime power. since 1/2 < 1015,

and 1/2 is not a perfect square, I[2 is a prime.
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The main difficulty in utilizing Hall's test is the problem of determining whether a
given integer m is a quadratic residue of 1{. This was usually done by rather teclio's hit-
or-miss methods which attempted to express certain multiples of y'f in the form 12 -mky2 .

This iatter problem can be avoided by making use of a test which is easily cleriverl from
the ideas of selfridge and weinberger (the s-w test) presented in [wil7g] (see Lukes,
Patterson, and Williams [LPWb]). In order to discuss this test we must first deflne the
numbers that we shall denot e by M,p, where p is any prime. These must fonow the
following two properties:

i) the Jacobi symbol (SIMò: 1 for all primes g such that 2 1q < p;

ii) Mo is the least such positive non_square integer.

Theorem 6.2 If

1. All prime diuisors of N exceed B,

2. N/B < Mo for some prime p,

s. o\w-r)/z: t1 (mod N) for all ytrimes p; such that 2 { p; { p,

4. ,\w-t)/z: -1 (mocl N) for some prime p¡ such that 2 I p¡ S p,

then N is a prime or prime pouer. tr

Of course, this would be a most useful test of primality if it could be shown that M,
grows very quickly as a function of p. At the moment this seems very far from Seins
achieved. We can, however, appeal to a result of Bach [Bacg0l

Theorem 6-3 (Theorem p in [BacgL, p. s7z]) Denote by z,/(rn)* the grouyt of retrucetr
residues modulo m. Let G be a nontriui,al subgroup or z,/(nx)- such that n e G for ail
0 < n 1 r. Then if the ERH holds, we must haue

r < 2(logm)2. D
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We shall make use of this result to bound Mo ftom below.

consider the subgroup G of z/(Mò which is made up of a[ å such that (klM) = t.
since M, is not a perfect square, there must be some odd prime g such that qo ll M, and a
isodd. Letúbeaquadraticnon-residueofqandputr:ú(mod go),r=1 (mocl Mo/rr").
clearly, r ez/(Mò* and (r/Mò - -1; thus, Gis anon-triviar subgroup of zl(Mo)..
Also, for all 0 < n 1 p, we get n € G; hence,

(6.1)

Notice that if N < M'p, there must, by definition of Mp,exist some prime q slch that
2 < q ( pand k/n) * t. If //is aprime, rheneither (q/w) - -1 ancrq(N-r)/z -
-1 (mod trf) or I = N. rf q - y'/, there must be some prime r ( p s'ch that (rlq)- -1;
hence r@-r)/2: -1 (mocl ¡r). It folows that if B : r, and ff is a prime 1 Mþ then
the conditions B) and 4) of the s-w test must be satisfied. Thus, by (6.1), the s_w test
is a deterministic polynomial time prime test for tr[ when B : r.

In order to provide a proof for the s-w test, we require three simple lemmas.

Lemma 6.t Let 2" lllr/ - 1 (" I 1) and suppose that there ex,ists some c € Z sucl¿ that

cW-L)/2: _1 (mod .nf).

If q is a prime diuisor of N, then 2" lS - L

Proof. Let d be the multiplicative order of c mod g. since d,l (N _ r)12 ancl ¿l l¡r _ 1,

we have 2" ld;hence,2" lq - I. tr

Lemma 6.2 Let 2" ll¡f - 1 (" 2 1) and, suppose that there enists sorne c € Z such tl¿ut

cW-r)/2: É1 (mod i{).

IÍ ("lS) l7 for some prime føctor q oÍ N such that g : 1 (mod 2"), then 2" llq _ I.

p < 2(log Mr)',

M, > eJn/2.
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Proof. Let d be the multipìicative order of c mod q. Since

"(a-r)/z: 
_1 (mod g),

we have dlq-1, dlk-I)l2.Thus, if 2, llr_I, then 2, ld; bur d.lN _ l means rhar
T=s. tr

Lemma 6.3 Il2" ll¡r - 1 (" I 1), 2" llq, - r, 2" llq, - r, where e1, e2 are primes and
c is sorne integer such that ("lqrqr) f L, then

cW_r)/2l ti (mocl ¡lruù.

Proof. Suppose

cW-r)/2: tl (mod qtqz).

We may then assume with no loss of generality that ("lqì - _1, ("lSù: 1. Let dr be

the multipücative order of c modulo Çr. we have d1 lq-t, d.,.1kt-t)lz;th's, d1 = 2"er

where 2l "t. Since,

cd'/2 - _1 (mod q1)

and (/f - I)ldt is odd, we get

cW-r)/z: _1 (mod q1).

Also, it is easy to see that

cW-1)/2 = 1(mod q2),

but this contradicts the assumption that

cW-r)/2: tl (mod ,,'Qù. tr

We are now able to present the proof of the S-W test.

Proof. Let 1/ satisfy the conditions (1), (2), (g), (a) and suppose thar r¡r is not a prirne
or prime power. If q is any prime divisor of ry', we get q = L(mod 2") if 2" ll // - 1 by
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Lemma 6.1 and condition (4). Since q < N/B
prime p*(2 < pk < p); thus, by Lemma 6.2 and

4. 2w-r)/2 =

p(N-t)lz _

{ Mp, we see that (p¡/q) f 1 for some

condition (3), we find that

(6.2)

ky'ü:1+zst=f'qi
i=l

where Ç¿ = L * 2"t;,2! t¿ andg; is a prime for i = I, 2, ..., k. Since f is odd, we m'st
have & odd; hence, & ) 3' Since 1{ is not a prime power, there must be at least two
distinct primes 4t,82 such that nqzlV and. q1q2 < N/B.Thus, there m'st 6e some

r*(2 < pk < p) such thar (p*lqrq") # I.BV condirion (B) we have

pf -'¡t': t1 (mocl lnqz),

which by Lemma 6.8 is impossible. ¡.

Returning to our definition of Mp, it is well known that (2lMr) : l only if Mp:
1 (mod 8) or Mo = z (mod 8). If we consider the pseudosquare values L, = r(mod g), by
the quadratic reciprocity theorem, for odd primes g we have the result (Lrl s) : (rll Lr) =
1, thus,

Hence, from (6.1) we have

L- > M^.

/---=
Lp ) e!P/2

we can also combine the ideas of Hall and the s-w test to obtain

Theorem 6.4 IÍ

AII prime diui,sors of N exceed B,

N I B < L, for sorne prime p,

3. ,p(N-L)/2 : x1 N) for all primes p; such that 2 { p¿ { p,

N) when y'y':5 (mod 8),

N) for some odd pj S p when N : 1 (mod g),

1.

(mod

(mod

(mod

-1

-1
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then N is a prime or prime pouer.

Proof' As before assume that N is not a prime or prime power. If trf : -1 (mocl 4),
then (-1)(N-1)/2 = -1 (mod 4). rf N # -r (mod 4), then by condirion (4) there m'st
besome c€Zstchthat

c@-r)/2: _l (mod,M).

It follows that if 2" ll¡r-1, then g: 1 (mod 2") for all primes q l¡r. ffg ltr/, we m.st have
q < NlBi thus, if q = 1(mod 8), there must exist somep/c such that (px/q) = Glpt) l L

lf q:5 (mod 8), then (21ù = -1, and if q - -1 (mod 4), rhen (-t/q) - _1; rhus by
Lemma 6'2, condition (3) and the same reasoning as that used in the proof of the S-W
test , we must have at least two distinct prime clivisors qt , qz of ny' such that q1q2 < N I B .

If hqz = 1 (mod 8), there must exist some prime p¿ such that (p¡/q1qz) = (nqzlpn) + t;
if hqz: 5 (mod 8), then (2/l,.qz) - -1, and if .'¿z = -1 (mort 4), then (_Ilt*qù _ _1.
By condition (3) and Lemma 6.8 we get a contradiction. tr

Also note that condition (3) of Theorem 6.4 must hold if tr[ is prime. Also, if I¿ :
5 (mod 8), then 2@-r)/z: -1 (mocr r'f) when rf is a prime, ancl if ry' : 1 (mocl g), we
see by the same reasoning as used earlier that (p¡lN) = _t for some odd p¡ ( p when
1Í is a prime. Thus, if B = 1, and N < L.p, then conditions (3) and (4) must hold.

From the above we can see that if the growth rate of the pseudosquares is slffi.ciently
rapid, then primality testing of y'ü coulcl be achieved in deterministic polynomial time.
By (6'2), this is certainly the case under the ÐRH, but it might be possible to show that
a result like (6.2) holds without appealing to the ERH. Thus, it is of some inreresr ro
examine, at least empirically, the growth rate of Lo.

6.1.2 Pseudosquare results

Because of the importance of the question of the pseudosquare growth rate, it would be
very helpful if the table in [Sw90] could be extended. Unfortunately, this is very clifficult
to do simply because the pseudosquares do seem to grow very quickry.
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we first used a larger version of oASis called oAsis II (oAsis with an adclitional
sieve unit, see [SWg0, p. 63] to search for pseudosquares beyond the limit of Table 2 in
[Sw90]; however, after many months of continuous running of the device, we were able
to find only two additional pseudosquares: L227 and, L22s.Indeed, it was this slow sieving
rate of oASiS II (for the pseudosquare problem) that motivated the constmction of the
MSSU.

The parallel architecture of the MSSU is extremely well suited to computing pseu-

dosquares' The problem of determining the values of L, can be partitioned to combine
the moduli 8, 3, 5, 7 and 11, producing an implicit morlulus of g240 with B0 associaterl
residue classes. The resulting effective sieving rate utilizing B0 sieve chips (one employe¿
per residue class with single residue optimization implemented for the mod¡l¿s g240) is
thus:

9240 x 192 million/sec - r.TT4 x 1012/sec = 6.3g7 x 1015/ho'r

This optimization can be extended by combining the moduli g, g, 5, 7, 11 an¿ lJ, to fbrm
180 residues, partitioning the problem into 6 sub-problems of 30 chips each, realizing an
additional two-fold increase in the sieving rate.

The pseudosquare problem specifies a set of linear congruences which generate a large
number of perfect squaïe solutions which must be cliscarded using a perfect square filter.
At low count values, where the density of perfect squares is greatest, sieve harclware
is often idle while filter resources are overwhelmed. To prevent filtering from being a
bottleneck, the perfect square fitter PSQR describecl in Section 8.1 was used. This filter
can determine whether or not a given 128-bit integer is a perfect sr¡uare in lncler. 1

millisecond.

When running the pseudosquares problem on the MSSU, starting from an initial corrnt
of 1, we observed during the first hour that sieving proceeclecl at 85.6% of the theoretical
maximum speed. As the density of perfect squares climinished, this value increasecl to
86.5% during the second hour, and g4.I% cluring the third. At higher values, sieving
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rates exceed 99% of the maximum speed of the hardware, attesting to the efficiency of
filtering on the MSSU.

After running the MSSU for a few months on the pseud.osquare problem we produce¿

the results 2 in Table 6.1 below.

Sieving was extended up to the bound of 26a ' L.8447 x 101e. This allows the primaiity
test described above to be used to the limit of unsigned 64-bit integer math, now available

on many modern computer systems such as the DEC Alpha architecture [Sitg2].

In Figure 6.1 we have plotted the values of log .to against p. We have also plotted
the values of 1/p12. Note that the growth rate of log L, is much greater than that of

\/OfZ, supporting (6.2). Thus, from the numerical data that we have so far been able to
determine, it appears that Lo has a growth rate well in excess of "Jfi.

Let p; denote the ith prime (pt :2). If we make the somewhat naive assumption

(there will always be fluctuations) that the solutions of

ø = 1(mod 8), (r/p;):7 (i:I,2,...,n) (6.g)

are equi-distributed in the region 0 < ø l Bpzpsp¿...pn, then we woulcl expect that if
p: pn, then3

Lp=8pzps...pnlS,

where 5 is the number of solutions of (a.1) in the given region. since

s=ú @;-t)¡2,

we get

Lr x 2n+t f\n,l(r; - r¡.
i=L

At this point we make use of Mertens's Theo¡em (see [HW7g, p. 351]).
2Further data on the pseudosquares, including a. list of least prime solutions, ca.n be found in Tables

6.24 and 6.25 in Section 6.5.3.

3Of cours" we are assuming here that the least solution of (6.3) is not a perfect square.
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Theorem 6.5 (Mertens's Theorem)

110

I]
pS,

(p-1)_
p

where ,y + 0.5772I is Euler's constant.

By Mertens's Theorem we get

Lo x cy2nlogp

for a constant c1 :2e4, suggesting that the nth pseudosquare should grow exponentially
in n.

We now state the prime Number Theorem [HW7g, p. g].

Theorem 6'6 (Prime Number Theorem) The number of primes not erceeding r, denote¿
by r(x), is asymptotic to rf logø;

r(x) - log z

An equivalent statement of the above theorem is

n - prl lo1pn.

Indeed, our heuristic analysis for the growth rate of the pseudosquares suggests that
since, n-Pn/logp,,,weshouldhaveagrowthratefor Lrof thefotm2þ/togp)(r+o(r)),.
suggestion confirmed numerically in Figure 6.1. We should aJso point out that this growth
rate for 'to could also be predicted from the plausible assumption, ma¿e by Bach ancl

Huelsberger in [8H93], that pseudosquares will provide extreme values of G(gt).Here G(z)
represents the smallest value of o such that the primes ( ø generate the multiplicative
group modulo n.

In Figure 6.2, we present a plot of the values of log(Lr/togn) for the tro given in
Table 6'1 against the values of z. The straight line represents the least squares line fitte¿
to these data. For this line we have

y=0.67987n*4.4835
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Although there are very few sample points for our graph, the slope of this line appears
to be approaching the value of log2 å 0.69315, which we would expect from our heuristic
analysis.

Thus, these numerical data lend some support to the heuristic belief that Lo shoukl
Srow exponentially in n' While nothing has been proved, the data presentecl here make
a very strong empirical case for a fast growth rate of .to, suggesting that it may be
possible to provide a proof, without using the ERH, that L, grows sufficiently quickly
that Theorem 6.4 provides a deterministic polynomial primarity test when B = 1.
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p
Lo Source

3

Ð
È,
I

11

13

17

19

23

29

31

.1/

41

43

+t

73
24r

1 009
2 641
8 089

18 001

53 881

87 481

rL7 049
515 761

1 083 289
3 206 641

3 818 929
I 257 329

Kraitchik (ß4
moveable strips

53

59,61
22 000 801
48 473 881

Lehmer (1928)
bicycle chains

67

7r,73
79

175 244 281
427 733 329
898 716 289

Lehmer (1954)
SWAC

83,99,97

101

103

107,109

713,127

2 805 544 681
10 310 263 441
23 616 331 489
85 157 610 409

196 265 095 009

Lehmer, Lehmer,
and Shanks (1920)
Dts-127

13 1,137,139

149,15 1

2 871 842 842 801
26 250 887 023 729

Lehmer (1973)
DLS-157

157,763,L67
173,I7g
191,191

Lr2 434 732 90i 969
178 936 222 537 081
696 161 110 209 049

Patterson and
Williams (1988)
UMSU

193

197,199

2II,223

2 854 909 648 103 8&1

6 450 045 516 630 769
11 641 399 247 947 921

S tephens an d
Williams (1989)
OASiS

227
229

190 621 428 905 186 449
196 640 248 L2I 928 601

Lukes and WilliamJ
(19s1) OASiS rr

233
239

241
25r
257

263,269,27I
277

7t2 624 335 095 093 521
1 773 855 79r 877 850 321
2 327 687 064 I24 474 44t
6 384 991 873 059 836 689
8 019 204 661 305 419 76I

10 198 100 582 046 287 689
>40 000 000 000 000 000 000

MSSU (1ee4)

Table 6.1: Pseudosquares

(Problem I in [LLS70])
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Figure 6.1: Pseudosquare growth vs. p
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n (p is n'th prime)
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Figure 6.2: Pseudosquare growth vs. z
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6.1.3 Negative Pseudosquares

Definition 6.1.2 Let p be an odd prime. The negative pseudosquare No is defined
as follows:

1. Nr: -1 (mod g)

2. the Legendre symbol (-Nolù: I lor all od,d primes Ç { p,

3' No is the least positiue non-squøre integer satisfying (1) and (z).

Recently the table of ¡ro given in [Ste89] has been extendecl by Bronson and B.ell
[8893] from y'[211 to N227 using their FPGA-baserl sieve. Using MSSU, we have extenclecl

this list even further, to 1126e. The uprlatecl list a is given in Table 6.2.

By quadratic reciprocity it follows that

(p¿lLò: (p¿lNp): r

for all primes p¿ such that 2 I p¿ < p; thus it is easy to see that

Mp = min{L,No}.

It is possible, then, for the test of Theorem 6.4 to be slightly better than the S-W test,
in that 'to seems often to exceed I{o. Shanks [Sha73] notecl that the pseudosquare val¿es

appear to be delayed by competition with the perfect squares, a phenomenon which rloes

not occur for the negative pseudosquares.

aFurther data on the negative pseudosquares, including a list ofleast prime solutions, can be found in
Tables 6.22 a.nd 6.23 in Section 6.5.3.
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p N, Source

37,4r
43,47,53

59,61

o/
77

73,79

83
89,97, 101,103,107,109

ll3,L27
131

J

Ð

I

11

13

t7
19

23

29

31

23

7I
311

479
1 559
5 77r

10 559

18 191

31 391

I1r8 27r
366 791

2 155 919
6 077 rrl

98 538 359
120 293 879
131 486 759
508 095 719

2 570 169 839
328 878 692 999
513 928 659 191

Lehmer, Lehmer
and Shanks (1970)
DLS-127

r37
139

t49
151

lÐl
163

r67
173

179,19 1 ,19 1

193,197,199,21 1

844 276 851 239
L 043 702 750 999
4306732 833 311
8 402 847 753 43r

47 375 970 146 951
52 7r7 232 543 95r

100 535 43t 791 79r
251 i09 340 045 079
493 092 54t 684 679

1 088 144 332 169 831

Stephens
oAsis (ie8e)

223
227

71 608 584 429 428 591
88 163 809 868 323 439

Bronson and Buell
SPLASH (1ee1)

229
233
239

241,251
257,263,269

271

218 748 7rJ6 425 968 039
423 4t4 931 359 807 91i
695 681 268 077 667 119

1 116 971 853 972 029 831
3 546 374 752 298 322 551

>10 000 000 000 000 000 000

MSSU (1ee4)

Table 6.2: Negative Pseudosquares

f value first appeared in [8893]
(Problem II in [LLS?o])
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6.2 Quadratic Folynomials Flaving a Frigh Density of primes

Let fa(x) denote the quadratic polynomial z2 + r + A (A e Z) and let pt(r) denote the
number of prime values assumed bv fa(*) fo¡ 0 ( m 1 n.ln lTT2 Euler rliscovered that
P4l(39):40; since then it has been learned (see, for example, Ribenboim [Ribgga]) that
p¡(A-2): A-I can only occur for A =2,g,5,11, IT,4I.

In 1938, Beeger [Bee39] found the polynomials /¿(ø) with A : Ig4Zt, 2794t, anrJ.

72491. He did this by computing all the positive integers ¡re < 106 of the form gf *B such

that(-Nrlg) = -1forg- 9,5,7,,..., ï;theonlysuchnumbersare Np=TT6ìJ,IIIT6J,
289963' Poletti [Pol39] computed tables of P¡(n) for these values of ,4. ancl various values

of n up to 11000. He discovered that the porynomials f27sa1(r) and fzz+il(r) seemerl

to be better at producing primes than the famous Íq(r). For example, he founcl that
P41(11000) : 4506; whereas Pzzsar(l1000) : 4g1g and p72as1(1i000) = 4g21s. Torlay we

know that P41 (106) = 261081 and P27sa1 (106) : 286129. Thus, it appears that J27sa1@)

has a larger density of prime values than /a1(z).

6.2.1 The conjecture of Hardy and Littlewood

Neither Beeger nor Poletti seems to have been aware of Hardy and Littlewoori's [HL2J]
conjecture F' This is somewhat surprising, given the relevance of this conjecture to the
problems that they were considering. If we denoteby r¡(n) the number of prime valrres

assumed by the quadratic polynomial f@) = arz +ttr * c for ø = 0,I,2,...,n, this

conjecture can be given in the form below.

sPoletti's calculations contain some errors

P27ea1 (11000) : 4831 and PzzeÐ(L1000) : 4943.

since the actual values of pa1(11000) : 4St)7,
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conjecture 6.1 (F) Let a ) 0,b,,c be integers such that gcd(ø, b,c) - r, d,: It2 - 4ac is
not a squøre and a I b, c are not both euen. Then there are infinitety rnany primes oJ the

forrn f(m) and

r¡(n)-!rC¡Li(n),2'
where

and

cÍ= II 
-fI0-@/Ðt(p-r)).o¡1ì?u" 
- 'lfZ

The products in the expression for C ¡ are taken over primes only. Note here that it is

really the value of eC ¡ which determines the density of prime values assrrmecl by /.
we can derive a special version of conjecture F which applies to f¡(r):

Li(n\ = l" d*
\ / Jz logc'

,_11 when 2)( a*b."-12 
otherwise,

where

Pa(") - C(D) L.c,(n),

L¡(n)=2 [" --d9-Jo log f¡(r)'
c(D) = fI(r -(olù/@_ 1)).

p)3

Here D - 1- 4A.rt is clear that to maximize the value of c(D) we want (D/p) = _t
for as many small primes as possible.

For example, when A = 4L, we have C(-16J): J.B1g7Zg2; whereas, if A _ ZT}4I,
then c(-111763) ¿ 3.6319998 and if A - z24gr, rhen c(-289963) = g.6947081. Thus,
the numerical values that we have for C(D) here tend to confirm Poletti's observations

about the superiority of Beeger's polynomials to /a1(ø) in proclucing primes. In fact, it
seems that Conjecture -t' provides us with a very accurate predictor of prime densities

(6.4)
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for quadratic polynomials. Indeed, Fung and Williams [Fwg0] found that values of
C(D) corresponded very closely to the actual values of p¿(106) /LA(r06). previously,

experiments by Shanks [Sha59, Sha60, Sha63] have tended to confirm the truth of Harrly-
Littlewood Conjecture F.

Shanks [Sha75] developed a method for rapidly computing values of C(D) by trans-
forming the very slowly convergent infinite products of the Dirichlet functions into more
rapidly converging ones' He used this technique to make the first accurate computa-
tion of c(-163) + 3.3197732. F\rng and williams IFWgO] developed a faster methocl
of computing C(D) howevet, unlike Shanks's method, theirs was contingent on the Ex-
tended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH). For this experiment, values of C(D) were comp'tecl
by Michael Jacobson Jr' [Jac95] using a similar algorithm. To permit a broader sea'ch,
Jacobson extended the methods to allow C(D) to be computerl for both positive anrl
negative discriminants D.

under the ERH, using a result of Littlewood [tit2g] it can be shown that

C (D) < {r + oQ)}el loslog lDl (6.5)

where ea = 1'781072418 (see [LPWa]). Thus, we would not expect to see a large rate
of growth in C(D), but it is nevertheless of some interest to find values of D for which
C(D) is relatively large.

6.2.2 Some results

In order to find values of D for which C(D) is large, we used the MSSU to search for all
values of D such that lDl ( 101e, D:5 (mod g), and (Dlfl: _1 for all ocld primes
< 199. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 list the c(D) hichamps, those D having a higher c(D) rhan
all preceding values of D. After examining the several thousand numbers prodlcecl by
this search, the largest C(D) value we found is

C(D): 5.3670819
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for

D = -13598858574212472182.

Thus, if conjecture F holds. then

where

x2¡r¡A,

A = 33997 146285591 18042

has the largest asymptotic density of primes for any polynomial of
known.

120

this type currently

This surpasses the previous record set by stephens lstegg] using the oAsis sieve of

C(D): 5'0978921

fo¡

D = -20686606I2674J07.

In Table 6'5 we have listed some values of á corresponding to champion prime-
producing polynomials, ordered by increasing value of c(D). The varues of L¡ were
computed using the GP/PARI cAtcuLAToR Version l.Jg [BBCogB] to a precision of
8 digits, while a simple program written in Maple v Release 2 [ccc+gg] was usecl to
calculate the values of P¡' Note that the first polynomial attributed to Fung & williams,
extracted from Table 4.2 of [FW90], which appeaïs towards the middle of our list. has the
highest value of P1(106) known. up to this value of .4, the value of p1(106) appears to
be increasing, however, values of A following this entry appear to have d.ecreasing val'es
of P¿(106)' This table also illustrates that the values of pn(r06)l¿1(106) appear to be
in close agreement with the computed values of C(D),with the notable exception of the
second last entry where there is some slight discrepancy. In order to cletermine whether
this discrepancy persisted, we computed pA(I}r)/LA(107) for A = ITI2J2gg6616560g7Z1
shown in Table 6'6' Here the value of PlLis in very close agreement with the computecl
value of C(D).
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Table 6.3: C(D)-hichamps (D < 0)

-43rr527474591923
-5513463660887323
-88428 I 9893 04L227

-1r779882219755787
-1436387611 4t43483
-15326624594334307

-3046260926L723907
-32779240456803163
-50792117776428667

-22132814035823 1307
-2343919549 43494723
-369885383792662483
-441899002218793387

-554395014308976163
-803608018073876563

-2038991582966171563
-2039953459173530587
-6849319464662435083

- 135988585 1 421247 2187

3791896
4214276

51882r5
5904498
6478729

6664840

9340770
95204r9

1r782274
24591656
24980688

31346105
33684408

37602038
45224688
71351592
70825967

128288704
179800672

0.1874223t9
0.178303796
0.1 73329485
0.170907994
0.169825875
0.t69t28322
0.168131466
0.165198649
0.164240716
0.764217459
0.162099963
0.167919767
0.159i90549
0.158654209
0.158490531
0.156980541

0.155787373
0.153997822
0.I53t75728

4.5293043
4.6086597
4.7474735
4.8086435
4.8393795
4.8590033
4.8883007
4.9753684
5.0043010
5.0050646
5.0706939
5.0766794
5.1635912
5.1814176
5.1864453
5.2369507
5.2765336
5.3384020
5.3670819

370095509388197
16710980998953317

18974003020 779917
5871084393300016 13

2430946649400343037
3512773592849667053
4927390995446922917

794079.6472497 t77
5296924.2425040266
2737025.3979827850

30377994.3008864805
30781378.01 10772477

146959747 .1762363224
86988957.8224337937

0.165107631
0.163901444
0.158960540
0.158584203
0.157939344
0.156820032
0.156752908

4.9779328
5.0144216
5.171 1431

5.183i340
5.2048129
5.2422843
5.2437622

Table 6.a: C(D)-hichamps (D > 0)
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Table 6.5: Selected C(D)-hichamps

Table 6.6: Computations to z = 107 for Select C(D)_hichamps

In Table 6'7 below we extend the list of known values for ÀIo. We also ¡¡st the
value of C(-Nòfetloglogl{o which from (6.5) we woukl expect to be not too far
from 1. Notice that with the exception of Np = 163 (see Shanks [Sha7J]), the value
of C (-Nr) f ellogloglüo is always less than 1. In fact, it does not seem to varv verv
much from .8, a phenomenon that also occurs in Table 6.g.

If we defrne M, to be the least positive integer such that M, : b (mod g) ancl
(Mrlù - -1 for arl primes q < p, we wourd. expect f¡(r) to have a large ¿ensity of
primes when '4 = (-Mp + L) /4' In fact, according to Poletti [pol51], Beeger was the first
to make a table of M, values. Apparentiy, without knowledge of Beeger,s earlier work,
Lehmer [Leh37] computed Mo va}ues up to Mrcs 6. This table was extended by Lehmer,
Lehmer and Shanks [LtS70] using the DLS-L27 in 1g70. In Table 6.g we give the c'rrent
known list of Mo values.

oThe evidence in Lehmer's unpublishe<ì sieve log indicates that the photoelectric sieve was use¿ for
these computations.

4I
2794r

27425625701
13287427952893r
517165153168577

1712329866165608771

33997146285531 18047

Euler
Beeger
Fung & Williams
Fung & Williams
Stephens & Williams
Lukes & Williams
Lukes & Williams

261081
286t29
361841

3L2975
300923
253677

25t841

78716.099

78620.480
76877.960
61495.079
59031.829
47636.756
46871.092

3.3197732
3.6319998
4.7073044
5.0870883
5.0976398
5.3384021
5.36708i9

LA(r0
2208197

254326r
666062.07
476367.34

ð. ó.r Ðó

5.3389
3.3197732
5.3384021
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Table 6.7: Values of I/o and their sources

(Probtem III in [LLS70])

p C(_N, C / el loglog ¡/" Sourcel3| .-
I o'r
| 11.13
| --t

I 17,19,23,29,31.37
I

1 41, 4J

n,lI
61

ol
7L

73,79
83

gg, 97, 101, 103

707

t9
43
ol

163

77683
1333963

2404t47
20950603

36254563
51599563
96295483

1 14148483
269497867

58581 1843

.94222046
r.6297209
2.0873308
3.3t97732
3.3003388
3.8123997
3.7793704
3.8410195
3.6365197
3.8514289
3.8528890
4.0332358
4.r092r57
4.1 185705

.4898691072

.6907193690

.8160080075

r.144902784
.765296779r
.8088270556
.7896114897
.7634423948
.7146963938

.7516514185

.7430185677

.7753453468
7778960664
7694918661

Lehmer
(1e36)

109, 113

727

131,137
139

149, 151, 157, 163

52947440683
71837718283

229565917267
575528148427

1432817816347

4.3245257
4.6097143
4.2679170
4.4746374
4.476342e

.7572257271
8040827662
734L01647I
7616017156
7442057577

Lehmer,
Lehmer,
Shanks
(1e70)

t67
173

179,191

6778817202523
76501779755323
30059924764123

4.bb65681

4.7524872
4.8379057

75558i0581
7812226289
7907472063

Lehmer
(unpublisherl)

191, 193, 197 1 10587910656507 4.9717959 .8029226034 UMSU
(ie88)

199 4311527414591923 4.529:JU43 .7096437032 OASiS
(1e8e)2II,223

227, 229, 233,239, 247
251
257

263,269
27.
,'77

10472407L74788067
22267805373620443

132958087830686827

441899002218793387
2278509757859388307
5694230275645018963

98283238601 72600203

4.ö r62389
4.8576312
4.9146545
5.1635913
5.0669199
5.2163043
5.2552050

,7i83819661
7517308637
7509543608

7826008352
7598318105
7777801235
7809755689

MSSU
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Table 6.8: Values of M, anrl their sources

(Probìem VI in [LtSzO])

C/e7loglogM
o
i)

5

7, lL
13

t7
L9,23

29

31, 37, 4r
/q.tJ

47, 53,59

5

53

173
293

437

9r73
24653
74093

170957
214037

r.7733051
1.3831458

2.0427655
2.4386997
2.7933935
3.t227858
3.1631443
3.0809338
3.3299831
3.2704656

2.092183985
.5632L29467
.6995030019
.7882818434
.8689101049
.7930297198
.7675628664
.7L56647901
.751 1667053
.7323038660

61

ol
7L

73,79
93, gg, 97

101,103
107, 109, 113

727

131

137,139

20049t7
44407013
7rt48r73

r54554077
163520117

261 1 53653
1728061733

944724t877
19553206613

49107823133

4.0077796
3.8743032
4.1026493
3.6684052
3.8307572
4.3158954
4.2447622
4.5541813
4.6250203
4.8420287

.8412252523

.7583553099

.7957213588

.7073201448

.7316744432

.8t74685445

.7795290236

.8i58487534

.8203779580

.8486487840

Lehmer,
Shanks
(1e70)

149, 151, 157, 163 4.7144914 Lehmer
(unpublished)

167

i73
179, 191

191, 193

197, 1gg

27r
223

227,229,233
239,24r

25I, 257, 263
269,27I, 277,29I,2g3

13213747959653
r4506773263237
57824199003317

160909740894437

370095509388197
1409029796180597

4075316253649373
18974003020 179917

2247L7990614052477
637754768063384837

4472988326827347533

4.5147795
4.7257867
4.7059530
4.7279560
4.9779329
4.9274990
4.9577054
5.r7r143L
4.7475726
4.7753226
5.0085747

.7437444245

.7778006998

.7645367358

.7671LI0267

.7956168667

.7788910126

.7771038698

.8011871230

.7219229456

.7220023457

.7479198393
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6.3 Folynomials of the Foryn 12 + A

725

Lehmer, Lehmer and shanks lttsz'Jdefined probrem IV as those values of No: _1 (moct g)
with (Nolp¿) = -(-Llp;)' Th"s" numbers have application in the study of the density of
primes of the corresponding polynomials /,za¿( ,) = ,2 *.4. Shanks [Sha60, Sha63] spe_
cialized Hardy and Littlewood's [HL23] conjecture F to apply to polynomials of the form
Í"+¿'(')' using terminology consistent with the previous section (on prime-producing
polynomials of the form ø2 * x * A),if ,4 is an integer which is not a negative square,
A + -k2,and if Pæ+e(N)is the number of primes of the form 12 * A forl ( ø ( Iy',
then

P,r+e(N) - c(-A) L,z¡¡(N),
where

L",+A(N): [* dr
- J, t"g Í,r+A(ù'

and the constant C(-A) is the infinite product

c(-A) = fI l'- (,.4) -ilo¿!\ \p /p-r)'
taken over all odd primes p, and for which (-r/p)is the Legencrre symbol.

From the above we see that to maximize the value of c(-A) we want the Legenrlre
symbol (-l/p) - -1 for as many of the small primes p as possible. These are the
conditions specified by Problem IV of Lehmer-Lehmer-shanks. To minimize the value of
C(-A), it is desirable to have the Legendre symbol (_llp): l for as many small primes
p as possible' Thus, we would expect solutions of the negative pseudosquares problem
(Lehmer-Lehmer-shanks problem II) to correspond to values of á for which the q'aclratic
polynomial x2 + A has an'nusually low asymptotic density of prime varrres.

shanks developed a rapidly convergent method for computing c(-,a) anrl rletermine¿
that C(-1) : 1.82281g46. Thus we would expect that

P,,+r(N) - I.JT28IB46 [* - ,d:Jz log(rz 1 1¡' (6.6)
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In 1973, Wunderlich [Wun7B] computed the actual values of p,z*r(106) : 54110 ancl
P"z*r(707) = 456362 which agree very closely with the values of 53g6g.76 and 456403.75
respectively, assumed by (6.6). using a simple program written in Maple [ccc+gg]
we computed P'z*t(10*):3954181, which also agrees very closely with the value of
3966660.2 predicred by (6.6).

In Tables 6'9 and 6'10 we present some statistics on those values of A for which the
asymptotic density of primes assumed by f,z¡a(x), as given by c(-A), is unus'aily
high' Again, the data in this list were computed by Michael Jacobson Jr. [Jacg5], using
techniques similar to those described in the previous section. The data were compilecl by
computing all values of No: -1 (mocl g) such that (_Nrlp¿) = _Ifor all oclcl primes
p < 199 and 0 < ¡ä < 10i8. These are the conditions specified by problem IV of Lehmer.
Lehmer and Shanks-

A h(-A) L(r, x) C(_A)
2216664949r25463
2832651136748623

i0594288233662863
22508681618 4343327

7784956
8322068

15421007

69841925

0.519464661

0.491229666
0.470681051

0.462477964

4.7458184
5.0198174
5.2394369
5.3321934

Table 6.9: C(-A)-hichamps (,4 > 0)

Table 6.10: Computations to ø = 106 for C(_A)_hichamos

Tables 6'11 and 6'12list the same statistics for those values of A for which the asymp-
totic density of primes assumed by f,z¡a(r), as given by c(D),is unusualy row (also com_
puted by Michael Jacobson Jr.). The rlata correspond to alr varues of ry'o : -1 (mocr g)

'tr+l(L
2216664949125463
2832651136748623

10594288233662863
22508681618 4343327

134547

141314
r42132
133443

28300.550

28105.536
27100.861

25027.941

4.7458L84
5.0198174
5.2394369
5.3321934
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such that (-Nolp)= l for all odd primes p < 1g9 and 0 < ¡fe < 10ìs.
conditions specified by problem II of Lehmer, Lehmer and Shanks. the
dosquares (see Section 6.1.8).

Note that the approximation p/L is in crose agreement to the value of c(_,4) for
both rables 6.10 and 6.12. The varues of L,zatwere computed using the Gp/pARI
cAtcutAToR version 1'38 [BBCO93] to a precision of 8 digits, while Maple V Release
2 was used to calculate the prz*a va.lues.

Table 6.II: C(-A)-lochamps (,4 > 0)

In an attempt to find long strings of composite values assumed by quadratic polyno-
mials, we tested all of the values in Tabre 6.12for r = 0,\,2,...106. The rargest string
of composite values was for the polynomial

(, +zrcszg)2 + 16825424L6tlg6gg919 - *, + +JJ¡s8z f 16875 4246J064s0rT60

which is composite for o : 0,1, . ..2Tg2, the first 27g3 varues of the polynomial. This, of
course is simply the polynomial

These are the

negative pseu-

L(r, x)
10881443321 6983 1

2085366568 I 94719
34571 718084771479

721036243821 187439
140477714238295199

397724890376888591
427407728556837551

695681268077667r19
102621 9868955993351
1687542416179693919
181 10498326 13761871
2503702890956049719

25703040630 59644799
4995724305819922919

95504500
135018400

562662108
1054370893

1 138177140

1901072300
2008951026
2582308636

3148812910
4038842988
4189547100
4931770683
5012639100

703t222944

9.09558120

9.28862920
9.50685916
9.52106570
9.54016784
9.54240670
9.65379421
9.72641656
9.76509607
9.76741170
9.78029038

9.79177334
9.8225457r
9.88283420

0. i4528180
0.1422538I
0.13897783
0.13877611
0.13849255
0.13846496
0.136859 1 1

0.13582738
0.13529083
0.13526493
0.13508619
0.13492130
0.13450393
0.13368059

12 + t6BT 542416rl glg}grg
(6.7)
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A P",+á(106) L,"ç¡(106) P/L C(_A)
| 1088144332169831

| 208bs66b68194219

I 3457L718084771479

I 121036243821187439

I 140477774238295199
391724890376888591
427 40772855683755 I
69568 1268077667L19

1026219868955993351

7687542416179693919

181 1049832613761871
2503702890956049719
25703040630 5964479s
4995724305819922979

4212
4007

3619

3532
3524
3387
ùÐ.) f

3227

3237
3286

3226
3263
3205

3127

28882.012
28349.531

26259.195

25422.685
25326.774

24685.617
24632.606
24340.523
24112.365
23826.605

23786.573
23604.73r
23590.112
23225.998

0.1458
0.1413
0.1378

0.1389
0.1391

0.L372
0. r355
0.1326

0.L342
0.1379
0.1356

0.1382
0.1359

0.1346

| 0.14528180

| 0.14225381

| 0.138e7783

| 0.13877611
0.13849255
0.13846496
0.1368591 1

0.13582738
0.13529083
0.13526493
0.13508619
0.13492 1 30
0.13450393
0.13368059

Table 6.12: Computations to r : 106 for C(_,4)_lochamps

translated by 276529, which is where the longest string of composite val'es assume¿ bv
( 6.7) begins.

using a similar format to that used by Lehmer, Lehmer, shanks [LLS70, p. 444] we
present an updated list of the least and least prime solutions to problem IV in Table 6.13.
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Table 6.13: Lehmer-Lehmer-Shanks problem IV

f value computed using MSSU

Least Solution .¡{ Least Prime Solution ÀI
3,5

,7
I

11

13

t7
19

23

29

31

37,4r
43
47

53,59,61
67
II
73

79

83

89

97
101

103

107

109

113,r27
131

137

139

149,15 1

157,163

4
I

t27
247

463
487

I 423
33 247

56 743
74 743

118 903
348 727
348 727
àañ ã.-r lJ Jol

2 430 943
2 430 943
2 430 943

242 675 623
393 292 183

393 292 183

393 292 183

1 656 835 783
2 7r3 676 023
4 352 r37 927
8 133 814 327
8 133 814 327
I 363 603 623
8 363 603 623

1 128 864 945 583
3 402 396 344 407

3 402 396 344 407

aI

127

463

463

487

L 423
33 247

73 327
118 903
118 903
454 183

773 767
773 767

86 976 583
r25 325 127

132 690 343
788 667 223
788 667 223

I 280 222 287
2 430 076 903

10 703 135 983
10 703 135 983
10 703 135 983
10 703 135 983
15 605 135 527

148 202 808 007
569 078 186 623

3 506 439 768 967
3 506 439 768 967

18 730 616 733 343

Lehmer, Lehmer
and Shanks (1920)
DLS-127

167

173,179,19 1,191

193

197

199

21r,223
227

229,233
239
24I
25t
257

L7 382 121 592 383

36 557 608 400 527
79 844 545 926 247
79 844 545 926 247

2 216 664 949 125 463
5 504 869 618 441 447
6 797 859 698 206 063

57 658 533 878 i98 983
404 574 660 368 988 543
590 811 814 251 783 727
757 792 008 436 904 527

>1 000 000 000 000 000 000

28 155 078 320 623
36 557 608 400 527

234 950 661 025 543
1 338 417 926 295 487
3 295 223 684 316 r27

10 594 288 233 662 863
54 257 601 099 038 527
57 658 533 878 198 983

405 504 561 130 38L 927
>1 000 000 000 000 000 000
>1 000 000 000 000 000 000
>1 000 000 000 000 000 000
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6.4 [,ehmer-Lehmer-shanks Froblem V

130

Lehmer, Lehmer, Shanks [tts70] appear to have been the first to compute values for

N, = 5 (mod 8) with (Nrlp;) = -(-zlp;) for il p; < p. They remarked thar the resulting

Iist was quite short as many of the least solutions are valid for relatively long string s of p;

values. This is particularly noteworthy for the solutions /{s through i[23 which is a string

of 7 primes, and the solutions Iù2e through I{¿z which has length 6. They also commente{

that they were unsure whether this phenomenon was of significance, or merely a fluke.

Using the MSSU, we were able to extend these computations and correct one error present

in the original table. The correct value for ny'rsz, y'üros, and y'[167 is 1068031603281. With
this correction, we break a string of 6 values of p; which was believed to be valicl for the

same least solution, instead creating two smaller sequences of repeated solutions of length

3. For least solutions which we were able to compute beyond the range given by Lehmer,

Lehmer and Shanks, the tendency for least solutions to repeat does not appear to be as

pronounced as in the cases of earlier values. The updated table of values is presented in

Table 6.14.
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Table 6.14: Lehmer-Lehmer-Shanks Problem V

f vaìue computed using MSSU
+ repeat va.lue fo¡ p : 1g1,1gJ

p Least Solution ÀIo Least Prime Solution ¡/j Source
q
J

5,"',23
29,"',47

53

59

67,67

7l
73

79,93

89,97
101,103,107

109

1i3
I27,r3L,r37
139,149,151

r57,163,167
173,179,181

5

29

23 669
1 508 789

5 025 869
7 84t 261
I 636 461

L8 127 229
31 839 341

37 989 701
240 511 301

23 739 440 L4l
44 973 466 78r
60 664 576 541

t23 464 393 861
1 068 031 603 781
1 833 287 692 469

5

29

23 669
1 508 789
5 025 869
I 636 461

I 636 461

37 989 701

37 989 701

37 989 701

240 511 301
41 868 4i8 349
90 664 613 309

t23 464 393 861

t23 464 393 861
1 833 287 692 469
1 833 287 692 469

Lehmer, Lehmer
and Shanks (1970)
DLS-T27

191

193

197

199,211

223
227

229,233
239
241

+ 551 844 211 352 981

551 844 211 352 981
1 826 528 575 689 869
3 560 698 230 077 381
7 022 891 7I4254 067
7 25t r54 827 581 981

17 216 38r 212 527 389
68 761 250 344 570 109

363 383 97t r94708 22r

r 715 227 855 420 661
I 826 528 575 689 869
r 826 528 575 689 869
3 560 698 230 077 381
7 022 89L 774 254 061

17 216 38I 212 527 389
17 216 38L 2r2 527 389

224 548 I22 529 827 461
>400 000 000 000 000 000

MSSU
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6.5 Ðxamination of tr ittrewood.,s Bounds on L(r,y)

In work performed in close collaboration with D.H. and Emma Lehmer, Shanks [Shaz3]
conducted an extensive numerical examination of Littlewood.,s bounds on L(r,Ð. In
order to discuss this work, and present new experimental data generated using the MSSU,
we shall briefly define some of the terms which will be used in this section and clescribe
some earlier related work.

6.5.1 The Analytic Class Number Formula

Let D denote a square-free positive integer, and let K : e(\/D) be the quarlratic fielcl
formed by adjoinin1 

^/D to the rationals e. If we define

(
^_l2 when D=I (moda)
"= f

[ 1 otherwise

then A : (2lr)2 D is the discrimi,nant of K.If

, : (a + r/E) lz,

then

O=ZIaZ

is the maximal order (the ring of algebraic integers) of K.

rf (9* is the group of units in (? and a ) 0, then o* = (-1,eo), where e"(> r)is the
fundamental unit of K. Let _t? - log eo denote the regulator of K. Since eo € (?, we have/-\
to = (" + ut/L) f 2, where r,g € Z.

Let å denote the class number of rC. The above fundamental invariants of rÇ are
related by the analytic class number formula

2Rh : {A,L (I,y6), (6.8)
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where

L(L,Xd): 
"lig 

L(",xd),

and the Dirichlet L-function is defined by

oo
ì/ r \-L (",xd) = f Xa(n)n-" = fI (r _ xa(p)lp")-, .

n=L D

The character x4 here is the Kronecker symbol (L/");the Euler product on the right of
(6'9) is taken over all the primes p. Thus, in ord.er for À to be large, say, it is necessary
for å to be small and -t (1, x¿) to be large. How often å can be small and how large (ancl
how often) L(r,xù can become are very <leep and difficult questions in number theory.
For example, the famous Gauss Conjecture asserts that å, = 1 infinitely often ancl the
Extended Riemann Hypothesis (ERH) provides us with quite close bouncls on -t(1,¡a).

6.5.2 The Search for lJnusually Large Regulators

Define Iw p(D) the length of the period of the continued fraction expansion of t/D.
In [Wil81], Williams conductecl a numerical investigation which suggeste<l that p(D) is
O (t/ Dloglog D). Defrning

ï(D):

Wiiliams showed that

G(D): ffi< rrr * o(1),

If1 = 3.70122J297,

provirled the ERH is true.

Using G(D) as a relative measuïe of the period length, the numerical data providecl in
[WiI81] suggests that in orcler to find values of D for which G(D)is large, it is clesiralile

rJJ

( 6.e)

t ,/Dtogtogn for D:1(mod 8)

I JDbgtog+O orherwise,

where
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to consider values of D of. the form q or 2q where g is a prime for which q = -L (mod 4),

such that the Legendre symbol (Dlpù = l for as many of the small primes p, as possible.

Patterson and williams [Pw85] defined the following three D-vaiue types

D :3 (mod 8), D prime,

D :7 (mod 8), D prime,

D:6(mod8), Df2prime.

Using the UMSU sieve they provicled tables of G(D) values for which G(D) exceecls G(¿)

for all values of d < D for each of these three types. These computations were later
extended for each of these three types of D-values by Stephens [Ste8g] using the OASiS

sieveforallD(5x1015.

since A(D), the regulator of A(vD), is expected by Lévy's Law (see [wilgl]) to be

proportional to p(D), a large G(D) value is a likely indicator of large R(D).Also, from

the analytic class number formula (6.8), we see that for .R to be large we clesire that the

associated Dirichlet L-function, L (7,X), be large and that å, the class number, be as small

as possible; ideally the class number should be 1. Cohen anrl Lenstra [CL84, CLg3] have

provided heuristics which suggest that for prime radicand, values D, h - 1 approximately

75% of the time. Thus we would expect that to find unusually large regulator values, we

should conduct a search for the same three types of D-values as was used to fincl lons
period lengths p(D).

Instead of conducting a search for unusually large values of p(D) or -R(D), we deci¿erl

to concentrate our energies on the related problem of finding extremal valles of the

Dirichlet L-function L(I,x).Because earlier work in this area was performe¿ by Shanks

[Sha73] using the comparatively slow DtS-157 sieve, our hope was that the MSSU coulcl

provide valuable new experimental data on the size of L(l,y).

(i.)

(II'J

(iii. )
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6.5.3 Littlewood's Bounds on L(I,X)

Littlewood [tit28] and Shanks [Sha73] have shown that under the ERH we have

{1 + o(1)} (ci 10g log a)-1 < L (t,xa) < {1 + o(1)} c2 ros log a, (6.10)

where the values of the constants c1 and c2 depend upon the parity of a:

" _tL2"r/n2 when 2/a,ct:(
I aet ¡rz when 2lA,

^ I ,", when 2/acz= \
[ "" when 2lA.

In [sha73], shanks performed a numerical examination of (6.10) to stucly the possibility
of approaching these bounds, or even surpassing them. He noted that Littlewood gave
no description of the o(1) term in (6.10), giving neither its sign, nor the manner in which
it approaches zero as a function of Â. Ignoring the o(1) term, shanks defined for a fixecl
A the upper and lower Littlewood. ind,ices as

A U - L (L,xd)/ (c2 loglog Â)

and

LLI = L (I, Xt) c1 log log A

If (6.10) is true, then as Â increases, we would expect that extreme values
and LLI would tend to approach 1.

fn fact, Chowla [Cho4g] has shown that for any positive e ( l,
1-cULI>- ' and LLI<2(r_e)

hold, each for an infinite sequence of values of a. Furthermore, Joshi
if c and d are relatively prime positive integers and gld, then as a
values congruent to c (mod d), we have

(6.11)

(6.r2)

of the U LI

[Jos70] showecl that

runs through prime

uLI>t-trT 1-tlP

' i,;1 - (Ð tlP
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and

LLI<2(r-e\fi r-r/P't t,t7-@tln
infinitely often. Thus, if a is a prime and a : 5 (mod g), we would have

LLI<(alt)(t-e)

infinitely often. Also, if a is a prime and a : 1 (mod g), we would have

ULI>(r/z)(t-e)

infinitely often.

Shanks tested (6.10) by attempting to produce values of A for which he might flncl

locally extreme values for the LLI and u LI. For example, if a : 5 (morl g) anrl

@lù = -1 for all of the small primes g less than some bouncl p, then we would expect
by (6.9) that L(1,xa) would be small. on rhe orher hand, if Ll4: 7 (mod g) and
(tlq): l for all the primes ! 1p, then we would expect L(L,xd) to be rarge.

Shanks made use of Lehmer's numerical sieving device, the DLS-157, to fin¿ slch
special values of A. He found no ULI larger than 1; in fact, the largest ULI that
he found was .7333' Also, he found only a few LLI's less than 1, however, these only
occurred for small values of A where we would. expect the affect of the o(1) term to be

most significant. The values of the LLI's tended to remain stable on average, or change

very slowly; whereas theULI's tended toincrease very slowly for these special A valrres;

thus, these numerical trials lent support to (6.i0).

Numerical Experiments

For both positive and negative discriminants lAl < 50000, Shanks was able to rletermine
those values of A having smaller values of L (I,xa) than all preceding val¿es of A,
which he termed lochamps. Similarly, Shanks found those values of A having values of
L(I,xa) larger than any preceding values of A, which he termed hichamps. For larger

136
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discriminants, it was not feasible to compute L(r,xa) for each possible discriminant,
therefore, Shanks identified tentatiue hichamps and lochamps as the L(r,xa) val'es of
several types of quadratic characters which were likely to produce locally extreme val'es.
For our investigation we constructed lists of ULI hichamps for those types of discriminants
most likely to have large values of .t(1,xa) and LLI lochamps for those most likely to
have small values of L(1,y6).

With MSSU' we were able to conduct this search for the kind of numbers that we
sought at the rate of over 4 x 1012 per second, a considerably faster search rate than that
of the DLS-157' For D = 5 (mod 8) and (olù - -1, for g - J,8,7,...,199, wefouncl
arlvaluesof Dsuchthat0 <D< 101s. For D=6 (modg)anrlD: -1 (mod4)we
found all the values of D such that 0 < D < 101e and @/q):1for q:J,5,7,...,1gg.
For D : L (mod 8) and @/q)= 1 for q = J,5,7,...,1gg, we re-used the list of values
generated in the pseudosquare search described in Section 6.1, providing us with a iist
of D values for 0 < D < 4 x 101e For the several thousancl numbers that resulted, the
class number, regulator and -t (1, x¿) values were computecl by using the Shanks he'ristic
[Mw92, p' 283]. These values were computed by Michael Jacobson Jr. (see [Jacg5]). For
all of these values of D, both prime anrl non-prime, we evaluated fhe (J LIrs or LLI,s.
The largest ULI we found is (ILI = .74L429g2b... (L(l,Xa) =4.9ST4LJ15..., h=2)
for

D = 2323617 4T\2J44T 4T Ig.

Theleast LLI we found is LLI =t.24745080... (¿(1,X¿) = 0.15g960540...), h= 4for

D = L8974009020129917

Following Shanks, we define the symbols aR, ("Nò to represent the least integers
congruent to a modulo 8 such that

( 
"R^\lrl = 1,

\q / (9=-'
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D R h L(l,x) LLI
370095509388197

18974003020 179917
794079.6472497L77

2737025.3979827850
2

+

0.165107631
0.158960540

1.25601176

L24745080

Table 6.15: D = 5 (mod 8) - LLLlochamps

D R h L(r, x) ULI
6450045516630769

1164L399247947921
30819994040589127

116307279575913409

309361 18696I076121
2305984263805598401

6476334166896360649
rr917728321713151001

90756597.6965676137
491322389.3502864803

807859472.4921805586
1 603698785. 2191524967

659373276.49t6228329
7377 563911.9100995120
1245808525.9986525809
4247 532486.6 I 3902 1970

4

I
1

1

4

1

10

4

9.04038245
9.10739051
9.20342636
9.40479529
9.48393166
9.71661078
9.79076596
9.84305599

0.706023 128

0.708086652
0.710441965
0.719187024
0.720412930
0.728492958
0.729352585
0.730537438

Table 6.16: D: 1 (morl B) - U LI-hichamps

for all odd primes q < p. we provide tables ( 6.20 through 6.2g) of aR, for o, = r, a -- 6,

a : 3 and 7, and aNo fot a = 5 and also similar tables of aR, and aÀIo when we acldecl

the extra constraint that aho and. øN, be prime, together with the correspond ing (J LI
and LLI values. We have also included the data for -TRo which we gathererl ¿uring
our search for negative pseudosquare values describecl in Section 6.1.8. Notice that the
tendency is for the U LI's to very slowly increase and for the LLI,s to remain staìrle
with minor fluctuations about 4/3. Thus, the results that we have obtainecl completely
support Shanks' earlier findings and therefore support the truth of (6.10). At the very
least, we have not found anything that would leacl us to believe that the ERH has Seen

violated.

Although such values of D surely must exist, it seems to be very difficult to pro¿1ce
a value of D with a ULI close to 1. We attempted to do this by finding a D value with
a large L(I,xa) value. We modified slightly an unpublished iclea of Lehmer which he

employed to find the20 digit value of D with a small L(L,xa) varue that appears in
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D R h L(l,x) ULI
585 1 505 1 27988699

17062309974303619
19369243730308651

20602619993714851
13442825928059781 1

370695282126782419
686289874744590691

4217347918605865891

17772882r.6530873557
614369707.8820124509

66039864.2223467303
170879672.4976781991

442693041.8869U8770
1483547 7 93.663241 3 1 6 1

4066647990. 4097 152107
255534 1 969. 2165341982

2

1

10

4
4
2

I
4

4.64680087
4.70338879
4.745t4884
4.76199755
4.82966935
4.87329843
4.90888418
4.97724826

0.718840689
0.722024977
0.727785680
0.730053523
0.731040320
0.732795816
0.735269t75
0.737272524

Table 6.17: D = 3 (mod 8) - U LI-hichamps

Table 6.18: D:6 (mod 8) - ULl-hichamps

Lehmer, Lehmer, shanks [Lts70, p. a3g]. we examined numbers of the form

D=A+BX

where 
k

B = fln;
i=j

p¿ is the ith prime, and, (Alp) : I (i : j, j + 1,. . .,k). In our case we usecl

B :27I.277 ...313 = 5.277 x I01e

and the least nonsquare value of ,4. We then employecl the MSSU to sieve on val¡es of

x by using as moduli 8 and primes pt,pz,...¡pmwithp* <269 such that A+xB:
6 (mod 8) and ((¿+ XB)lp¡) = 7,i = 1,2,...)Tn. Henri Cohen use{ the technir¡qe of

D R h L(r,x) ULT
8265289127640406
9442925344429966

164913261020266126
382903329914535886
574911 1 1518 4562766

2249618179698381886

4109947 66 .199617 4020
457439232.0709417274

1958556197.5128538633

188017733.9645 1438 13

3718539673.466625 1606

74481 5083.76L23r72r3

I
I
1

16

1

10

4.52071643
4.70738946
4.82289989
4.86t54405
4.90424396
4.96585525

0.697582853
0.725690793
0.729034169
0.730876784
0.735394142
0.738369948
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D R h L(7, x) ULI
2871 159201832639

1 1343192346627639
1250929971496804351

1548668327679299479
2323617 47 323447 47 t9

246120736.6299490883

126443772.965i967759
27 41367 017 .097 487 7 7 L5

3055545592.8796488 176
380 1 26080 1 . 607 2624237

I
4

2

2

2

4.59324455
4.74886462
4.90208322
4.91065649
4.98747315

0.714308970
0.73t722630
0.731510386
0.731827607
0.741429825

Table 6.79: D: Z (mod B) - ULLhichamps

[CDyDO93] toevaluatetheZ(1,xa)valuesforsomeof theseDvalues. Thelargest t/21
occurred for

D : 732087 0 8 7 I 5 I 0 76 0 3033 5220262526122 4J2 46,

where L(1,xd) = 5.324999338... (h:1). Thisisalarge L(1,xd),butwhenweeval'are
the U LI we only get

U LI : '669706597,

a ULI value which is less than many others that we comp'ted previo*sly.
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Table 6.20: 5No - Least Solutions

p N" I R(N"l ä(No) L(\,x\ LLI
3
ð

7,tl
13
t7

19,23
,a

31,37,41
43

47,53,59
61

67
77

73,79
83,89,97
101,103

107,109,1 13
t27
131

137,139
149,.. . ,163

167
t73

179,I81
191,193
197,199

211
223

227,229,233
239,247

251,257,263
269,.. . ,283

5

53
173
293
437

9173
24653
74093

L70957
214037

20049t7
44401013
7tt48L73

rs4554077
1635201 17
261 153653

7728061733
944724t877

19553206613
49107823133

385995595277
13213747959653
r4so6773263237
57824199003317

160909740894437
37009s509388197

1409029796180597
4075316253649373

1897400302017991 7
224717990614052477
637754768063384837

4472988326827347533

o.4812118251
1.9657204716
2.570ar46781
2.8366557290
3.O42247tt2L

t2.4722335398
5.0562863725
7.2rs9755425

16.939181 1055
28.9536703424
44.2972218460

352.5078318367
140.5395212093
694.9131538316
I 52.1367911189
5I2.3272362372

4021.1400400380
7252.3775392ær
6209.5055811 147

18804.6808640657
27068.0628101 250

330785.266357r069
331 149.0061978068
165998.4596144430
275610.2629809000
794079.6472497177

3130386.68971 10315
5291574.7242782057
2737025.3979827850

1 025751 8.4583975435
22904547.7970583540
I 4462868.4419286840

I
1

I
I
1

I
4

o
â

.'

6
I

I
a

1

t

I

I
I

4
4

2

1
1

4

J

t2

o.4304089410
o.5400249457
o.3909108412
0.3314383943
o.2910608308
0.2604465046
o.2576242629
0.2650980070
0.2458103797
o.2503336255
0.2046563391
0.2116081169
0.1999391491
0.2235889265
0.2141515205
o.1902175756
o.1934637347
0.1803893063
0.1776266063
0.16971 51 536
o.7742713488
0.18199654s0
0.1738873705
0.1746381943
o.t738177824
0.1651076319
0.1667891884
0.16578081 51

0.1 589605408
0.1733380610
o.t727762807
0.164121 9979

o.4435538722
1.61 24663300
1.3879957859
r.246697s854
1.1376863198
1.2469607005
1.290A426649
1.3875884595
r.3249t3t722
1.3593113661
1.1854909180
1.31442L6275
1.2533798811
1.42t9776752
1.3633426429
1.2210459376
1.2808614165
t.2243143aO4
1.21 75566563
1.1773388854
1.2392997833
1.34325r9058
r.24456275A5
1.3069830652
r.3128077070
1.2560117672
1.2829190333
1.2859302600
L.2474508061
1.3842259724
1.3841002940
1.3363105513



CHAPTER 6. PROBLEMS INVOLVING SUADRATIC CHARACTERS 742

Table 6.21: 5N" - Least Prime Solutions

p LLINe R(N") å.(N") L(r,xl
3
Ð

7,71
13
l7

19,23
29

31,37,41
43
1t

OJ

59,61
o/
71

aõ

79
83

89,...,113
T27

131,137,139
L49

151,157
163,167
773,179

181
191,193

L97
1991211'223

227
tta

233
235

241,.. . ,263

5

53
173
293

2477
9173

61613
74093

170s57
360293
679733

2004977
69009533

138473837
237536273
384479933
883597853

1728061733
9447241877

49107823133
1843103135837
4316096218013

7so2r87s77tLt7
42409880s89277

326813126363093
390894884910197

10st2r284889J277
4075316253649373

2744572375582A3377
443001676907312837
5994234828871 9555 7
61 4530964726833997
637754768063384837

0.481 21 18251
7.9657204716
2.5708146781
2.8366557290
6.4723486834

72.4722335398
36.2337073341

7.27s975542s
16.9391811055
68.2369106192
92.0434915s06
44.2972278460

869.6964342466
1369.2976968388
1725.6409680824
2087.357s4973@
3018.2647139931
4021.1400400380
1252.377s39206r

18804.6808640657
1 19080.8535909752
192239.832s709201
344898.8085837201
804942.57462978r7

1551603.4111066732
1 650908.4884553084

s4 7589.0434995716
529t574.7242L82097

45653225 .55687 s3477
6097479.6722440A87

65388978.22854331 53
64783176.9720669673
22908547.7970583540

I
1

1

1

1
1

t
5

ö
1

I

I
1

1

1

1

1

I
1

1

I
1

1

1

5

1

I
o

1

I
?

0.4304089410
0.5400249451
0.390910841 2
0.3314383943
0.2600931403
0.2604465046
0.2919487298
0.2650980070
o.2458703797
0.2273638631
o.2232820974
0.2046563391
0.2093838307
o.2327255204
o.2239316727
o.2729070370
0.2030766526
o.7934637347
0.r803893063
o.1697151s36
o.1754272744
o.1850665020
o.L779752480
o.1773393937
0.1 716567855
0.16700251 1 5

0.1688921326
0.16578081 51
o.1742a66s02
0.1648998198
o.7685t47872
0.1652800183
o.7721162807

o.4435538722
1.61 24663300
1.38799578s9
1.246697s854
1.1 580285644
1.246560700s
t.5L76456292
1.3875884595
t.324913t722
7.2550449432
1.2559265869
1.1854909180
7.31t4207226
1.477t39s282
1.4350861306
1.3758049972
L.3304147174
1.2808614165
1.2243143804
1.1773388854
1.2691 535621
1.3507860483
L.3752047235
1.3314686188
1.3044518825
1.2710155484
1.2960099142
1.2859302600
1.3937104898
L.3228799257
1.3578014995
1 3288014118
1.3841002940



CHAPTER 6. PROBLEMS INVOLVING QUADRATIC CHARACTERS 1Átr-+r)

Table 6.22: -TR, - Least Solutions (Problem II)

p RP h(-R"l I L(r,x) UL]
3
Ð

a

11

13
t7
19
23
29
31

37t41
43,47,53

59,61
67
7L

73179
83

89,.. . ,109
tL3,t27

131
L37
139
149
151
t57
163
t67
773

179,181,l 91
193,.. . ,211

223
tJ7

229
233
239

24t,251
257,263,269

23
7l

311
479

1559
571 1

10559
18191
31391

1t8277
366791

21 55919
6077771

98538359
I 20293879
131486759
508095719

2570169839
328878692999
s13928659191
44427685t239

1043702750999
4306732833311
840284775343L

47375970146951
52777232s43951

100535431791791
251 r.09340045079
493092541684679

1 0881 443321 69831
71608584429428591
88163809868323439

2t8748706425968039
4234149313s980791 1

695681 2680776671 I I
11 16971853972029831
35463747s2298322551

3
a

19
25
5l

109
153
2t3
289
606

LL2I
2968
5092

21934
24503
25817
51460

122tO6
1499699
7870227
24497sO
2722860
5610919
7881499

t9273042
20080160
27787594
44300560
63175230
95504500

770037780
883621890

1389387790
1972365462
2582308636
3235883052
58496226L7

1.96s20
2.60986
3.38472
3.s88s7
4.05785
4.53127
4.67767
4.96136
5.72442
5.53583
5.81495
6.35034
6.48917
6.94168
7.01854
7.07317
7.17270
7.56669
8.21553
8.19582
8.37585
8.37310
8.49395
8.54t72
8.76934
8.68841
a.70457
a.78269
8.93783
9.09558
9.04022
9.34912
9.33255
9.s2257
9.72647
9.61881
9.7585s

o.4827s9
0.505323
o.543767
o.553535
o.57ro24
o.589579
0.589863
0.610004
o.615461
o.632266
0.640061
o.665221
0.662786
0.669054
o.673968
0.678107
0.671580
o.690615
0.703613
0.698368
o.709779
o.707902
o.707476
o.706652
0.713643
o.706364
0.703556
o.704794
o.7t2534
o.720378
0.693655
o.716310
0.710576
0.721831
o.734870
o.724506
o.729663
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Table 6.23: -TRo Least Prime Solutions (Problem II)

3
5

'7

11

13
t7
t9
o2

29
37,37141

43
47
53
59
61

67,71
73t79
83,89

97
101,103

to7
109

773,127
131

137,139,1 49
15r
L57
163

167,.. . ,181
191,193,197

199,211
223,227

229
233
239

241,.. . ,269

23
7l

311
479

I 559
571 1

10559
18191
31391

366791
4080359

125377L9
30706079
3641 5991
82636319

120293879
131486759

292991 1599
797949079r

33857s79279
89206899239

I 21560956039
328878692999
513928659191

430673283331 I
44028477s3431

70864718555231
317398900373231
501 108392233679

555 1 185799073591
7832488789769159

102097758739597277
31 57594s45655 1 4431
8681 16409360316399

s472527725201978759
3546374752298322551

3
7

19
25
51

109
153
2t3
289

tt2l
3997
7457

12017
r2719
20299
24503
2SAr7

t24755
2t9207
456929
761619
883537

1499699
1470227
5610919
7881499

23298345
48337375
63401301

2L7709085
255145331
957852561

1702318729
28491 13s33
5672975337
5849622677

1.96520
2.60986
33a472
3.58857
4.0s785
4.53727
4.67767
4.96136
5.t2442
5.81495
6.21634
6.61614
6.41292
6.621s0
7.O1518
7.01854
7.O73t7
7.472a5
7.70933
7.80136
8.01103
7.96118
8.21 553
8.19582
8.49395
8.54172
8.69480
4.s2374
8.89779
9.17980
9.05706
9.41763
s.5t727
9.60662
9.64757
9.75855

0.50s323
o.s43767
0.553535
o.57ro24
0.589579
0.589863
0.610004
0.615461
0.640061
0.640943
o.664792
o.671737
0.650614
0.678376
0.673968
o.678107
0.680716
0.692165
0.686925
0.696823
0.689880
0.703613
o.698368
o.707476
0.706692
0.704981
0.682060
o.70924s
o.777736
0.706280
o.720820
o.722A46
o.724771
0.721 538
0.729663
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Table 6.24: IR, - Least Solutions (Problem I)

Æp I R(Rp) /,(Ro) L(7,x) ULI
ó
Ð

a

11

13
17
19
23
29
31
aa

4l
43
47
53

59,61
b/

71,73
79

83,89,97
101
103

107,109
rr3,t27

131,137,139
149,1 51

157,163,167
773,179
181,191

193
197,199
2I7,223

227
229
233
239
247
251
2s7

263,269,271

73
24L

1009
2641
8089

18001
53881
87481

I I 7049
s15761

1083289
3206647
3818929
9257325

22000801
48473881

77s244281
427733329
898716289

2805544681
10310263441
23616331489
8s1 57610409

196265095009
287184284280t

26250887023729
112434732901969
778936222s3708r
6961611 10209049

2854909648103881
6450045s 1 6630769

rt647399247947921
190621 428905186449
1 9664024812 1928601
71 2624335095093521

t77385579187 7850321
232768706472447444r
6384991873059836689
8019204661305419761

1o198100582046287689

7.6666904193
18.7714934907
6.9447L7t775

90.1 2298851 58
174.2283912928
282.9788464803
541.5581275917
711.1635824938
846.0999760519

1907.4520693120
2474.3057076656
1 69s.1 784696826
5713.8264256957
9230.3898997539
2086.081 2795921

22267.38s5259820
87s5.31 43391 I 06

70s23.969407s477
9537.4088853210

19261.8308091 777
380018.3647427944
30603.4417531 708

571 883.7911 846249
1724813.51 79962550
7023729.35989301 15
5468833.1 146211 778

45498659.9770372077
905318.66551 22233

29450368.8819946960
121507633.s651 132951
90756597.69656761 37

491 322389.3502864803
101 1 53466s.9919609451
207 4S9l 5t5.4625055871
263678486.7019505920
s063107s6.6777648463

7 2327 680 52.87 02567 s20
2004168448. 13387 7052L
67 28L65 s 2 4.7991 0893s9
37837075 20.39 5019447 |

I

I
I

1

1

I
I
I

I
1

I
e

I
t
7

I
J

I
11

10
1

19
,
t
I

1

t)ò

4
t
A

I

1

lò

t2
I
6
2

4

1.7946364837
2.4183563839
3.0784441447
3.5073683588
3.9633229771
4.21828240æ
4.666134467L
4.8088655s42
4.9461 561691
5.31 20160651
5.5232002116
5.6799106982
5.8477156539
6.0674637842
6.2264429761
6.3965430604
6.6137810900
6.8005936576
6.9990931932
7.2730900485
7.4851360649
7.s674t67737
7.8389166334
7.7866491811
8.2892918290
8.5391 111438
8.5817993364
4.7982377693
8.5294733746
9.0963543491
9.0403824576
9.7073905t27
9.2673358433
9.3567793106
9.3705617701
9.1 236631 1 13
9.4813949390
9.sr77718982
9.5036682582
9.478680827s

o.3459282982
0.3988910181
0.4468651590
o.47700t9440
0.5064209380
0.5188848171
0.5484838791
o.55sl442752
0.5651217648
o.5787450482
0.5892030098
0.5890869201
o.603so32227
o.6137764792
0.6181510043
o.6245458203
0.6307799850
0.6386300530
0.6493042832
o.6629482227
0.6696424663
0.6694690869
o.6822425198
0.6709050799
0.6933r 57491
0.6987414036
0.692942501 I
o.707sr70717
0.7098228696
o.714a977642
0.7060231286
0.7080866524
o.7062716759
o.7t29370864
o.707873t7G4
0.6851 762605
0.71081 58377
0.7090778996
o.70704224t4
0.7041556389
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Table 6.25: 7R, - Least Prime Solutions (problem I)

p Ep ULI
3
o

7
11

l3
17
19
oc

29
31
37

47,43
47
53

59,61
ol

71,73
79
83
89

97,101,103
107,109,1 13,127

131,137,1 39
149
151

1 57,163,167
L73,779

181,191,193
197,199,211,223

227,229
233
23s 

I

241 
|

251 
|

2s7 |

73
241

1009
2689
8089

33049
53881
87481

483289
515761

I 083289
3818929
9257329

22000801
48473881

t75244281
427733s29
898716289

81 14538721
9776747449

23616331489
196265095009

2471A42842801
26437680473689
89436364375801

11243473290t969
t78936222537087

607220s049848081
71641399247947921

1966402481 21928601
781 158046093912369

69381 17179828687609
90641 2565541 723t729

1 5559176909429792409
185391 5310023061s161

7.6666904193
18.7774934507
6.984717L775

90.3456893558
t78.2283912928
395.O737146868
54t.5587275917
71 r.1635824938

1817.6595926533
1907.4s20693120
2874.305707æ56
5773.A264256957
9230.3898997539
2086.0812795921

22267.3855259820
8755.3143391106

70323.9694075417
9537.4088853210

331798.4694693130
351603.8308992703
30603.4417531708

I 724813.51 799625s0
7023729.35989301 1s

21737796.4313188107
13405886.424699s330
45498659.9770372077

90s318.66551 22233
343020804.2L26533863
491 32 2389.3502864803

2074591 515.4625055871
83049795 5.1883735070

4215890391.93 40709644
r 44306331 77.925491 3048
18941964091.64911 17336
20896666758.05901 50037

I
I
7
1

1

1

1

I

1

I
1

I
t

1

Ð

I
11

I
I

19
I
1

I
a

1

65
1

1

1

5
?

I
1

I

1.7946364837
2.4183563839
3.0784447441
3.4845125300
3.9633229771
4.3463927738
4.666134467L
4.8088655542
5.2292462452
5.3120160651
5.5232002LL6
5.84771 56539
6.0674637842
6.2264425761
6.3965430604
6.6137810900
6.8005936576
6.9990931932
7.3666910346
7.3407292744
7.5674t67131
7.786649181 1

8.2892918290
8.4553937843
8.5053015875
8.5817993364
8.7982377693
8.8039434062
9.10739051 27
9.3567793106
9.3965647828
9.603283421 I
9.5863310826
9.6042110ss5
9.7064867767

0.3459282982
0.3988910181
0.4468651590
0.4733698982
0.5064209380
0.s209116675
0.s484838791
o.5551442792
0.5708252190
o.578745û482
0.5892030098
o.6039032227
o.6L37764192
0.6181 510043
0.6249458203
0.6307799850
0.6386300530
o.6493042832
0.6612462398
o.6s7784973L
0.6694690869
0.6709050799
0.6933157491
o.6918446788
0.6881706881
o.6929425011
o.70751707L7
o.687a756324
0.7080866524
o.7729370864
0.70941 1 5069
0.7150847819
0.71 26613881
o.7116720874
o.7185001674
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Table 6.26: 6Ro - Least Solutions

p H^ 4(Êo) | h(Rò | L6Ã---l uLr
3

or I

11

13
17
19
23
29
31

37,41
43

47,53
59
61
o,
7l
73
79
83
89
a'f

101
103

107,109,1 13
t27,t3L
137,139
149,151
157,163

t67
rtó
179

181,191
193
t97
199
211
223
227
229
233

239,241
251,...,269

tc
46

274
1054
4L74
5014
9454

34654
166846
189814

2785726
2237I34

12020446
30628966
45735286

103345246
193438606
302673526

1399951606
1493483566
8813799094
89325736s4

I 1391294814
t6692514294

490184082166
771038637814

105238s901774
2726635t272006
460756431284t4

101 5968472s1054
I I 1010920394126
746677562227374

276971347t23t974
7796793440819254
82652A9t27640406
944292s344429966

27L30689396477286
6247481aO40620774
77991421972487566

230416476295404294
57491 1 11 5184562766

1 441979855850505414

5.9763444674
10.7928181024
27.960841s496
36.4425470975

153.0173430331
86.81 13705157

t25.4203677627
508.5862719586

I 188.8221393565
I 283.9621566596
4732.0598097346
4898.7805440843
5852.6129297062

18845.3636087480
23224.6496756745
36324.1 970214383
t2646.2805382772
15594.7382233309
77257 .6997494259
74632.7843077708

370333.7974090586
373945.6035732992
208190.3399218793
65489.3575575022

I438t49.3744667363
938914.0876846836
443737.788032s2t9

1448975.3984422674
756245a.7664037368

71240507 .7537534577
5975308.1009565997

10370523.2619880009
9937273.7452L72t89

15101865.9096864397
410994766.1996L74020
4s7439232.O705477274
t27224468.6626642538

1787 337 67 4.Os93696079
3301 18687.3920430143

1 14591 841 3.8038441.345
371 8539673.4666251 606
1 4 1 0649668. I 72 47 7 607 4

1

I
I
t
I

t
I
I
I
1

I
2

I
1

1
À

4

2
,
I
1

2

I

10
16

4

4

8

6
24
27

1

1

6
1

4

I
4

r.274t6092t6
1.5913142134
1.9113637791
2.2450tO6929
2.36845Lt642
2.4519659982
2.5798251163
2.73204s6249
2.9104422394
2.9470540629
3.2007545089
3.27523L37t6
3.3761326908
3.4051665099
3.4341892160
3.s731460735
3.6370663694
3.5855093740
3.8089500990
3.8624792745

,3.94467997t8
3.9565816157
3.907252t77L
4.0550838481
4.1082266003
4.2770839621
4.3255199181
4.4398416630
4.4564322467
4.4607286474
4.5369859957
4.5541345752
4.5321898896
4.6178131873
4.5207764332
4.7073894627
4.63437a2946
4.7525904803
4.7283L80497
4.7703505070
4.9042439697
4.6989363866

o.4772356074
0.5409893881
0.5618960324
o.5940462388
o.5846547786
0.6003392697
0.6150019700
0.6206640694
o.6294462049
0.6350231 729
o.648402234I
0.6631418565
o.6s98054998
o.6537540622
0.654s588488
o.67t4755796
0.6764488578
0.6621 139478
o.6873976022
0.6964030995
0.6943106082
0.6962851607
o.6844123343
o.7079819674
0.6899767584
0.7149410094
o.7207287357
o.7t7L894017
0.7165501371
0.712388011 2

o.7240246579
0.72361 59062
0.7050053676
o.7t 2866451 1

0.6975828539
0.7256907935
o.7097249540
o.7230714826
o.7t82990644
o.7L95099422
o.7353941426
o.7005a22902
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Table 6.27: 6R, - Least 2x Prime Solutions

3
Ðt I

1t
13
77
19
23
29
31

37,41
43

47,53
59
61

o¿

7l
aa

79,83,89
97

101
103,1O7,109

113
L27
131
137

139,149
151
t57
163
767
t73
179
181
191

193,197
199
27t

223,227
,ta

233,23924r
25L

257,263

,n
46

214
r486
4174

10774
131 26
34654

166846
189814

2t45726
2237134

25056574
30628966
45735286

103345246
s48033014

1998450094
8813799094
4932573654

260264s3534
31416841054

762276630646
1058804919286
1321651385014
3499659258286

2so70229557526
48888369417694

129t43t295794æ
t44022456828926
2563977422ts8cÆ
600206879107606

24s772t162815286
41 4295669581 2806
7796793440819254
8265289127640406
9442925344429966

62414818040620774
7so726700798733674
57491 111 5184562766

2380303014240673006
46933583741 26530406

10.7928181024
27.9608415496
17.4517660960

153.0173430331
265.961 5141646
298.642603Íì189
so8.5862719586

t 188.822139356s
I 283.9621 566596
4732.0598097346
4898.7805440843

1 6886.1067717626
18845.3636087480
23224.689675674s
36324.197021438s
87004.91984781 19
55854.72t2378t59

370333.7974090586
373945.6035732992
647rlL.492tOO35æ
72s672.41556s9130

3635072.1570969908
4298691.6955030604
4795026.1808554558
2635944.01 16697690

2 2138339.9330482741
30359479.49961 57916
50279000.91 15376854
r2t73479.562295169{)
71 809801.1 1 09845836

1 1 2267896.3002947L6r
224676759.2628898814
289298680.3684517570

1 s 101 865.9096864397
410994766.19961 74020
457439232.O709417274

1 187337674.0593696079
18 s 47 4 422L. 5935 088 719
371 8539673.4666251606
7394016r 96.76485501 6r

10456361930. 7709409468

1

1

1

J

1

I
1

I
1

I
1

t
1

I
I
1

I
a

1

1

I
1

1

I
I
t

I

1

5

1

1
1

1

I
I
1

I

1

1

I

L.27476092t6
1.5913142134
t.9113637791
2.2636075528
2.368451t642
2.s6230t9742
2.6066670535
2.73204s6249
2.9104422394
2.9470540629
3.2007545089
3.27523t3776
3.3734065692
3.4051665099
3.4341892160
3.5731460735
3.7765540272
3.74830L2667
3.9446799718
3.9565816157
4.OrtL750ss2
4.Oa28249625
4.t636462684
4.1776t4t281
4.r709263a74
4.227t797512
4.42L4619521
4.3420L72580
4.4243653791
4.4869302976
4.4846300804
4.5425277776
4.s320202993
4.4946021ssl
4.677813L873
4.5207t64332
4.7073894627
4.7525904803
4.775a251t91
4.9042439657
4.792s2375s8
4.8265775502

o.4772356074
0.5409893881
0.5618960324
o.5877935245
0.5846547786
0.60764s231 5

0.61341 58918
0.6206640694
o.6294462049
o.63so237729
o.6484022347
0.6631418565
0.650066331 1

o.6537540622
0.654s588488
o.67747997s6
0.6800524999
0.6730487468
0.6943106082
0.6962851607
0.6964904169
o.7073744760
0.6960621408
0.696041 1031
0.6933635780
0.6959670315
0.7147553709
0.6977931789
o.705t552920
o.7t30227009
0.7107169880
o.7212823526
0.70s61 1 2649
0.6970637106
0.71 2866451 I
o.697s828539
0.7256907935
o.72307L4826
o.722345L797
o.7353941426
o.7723534720
o.7t4498207r
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Table 6.28: \Ro and 7Ro - Least Solutions

p Re R(Æo) hl8p) L(r,x) ULI
3
J

a

11

13
L7
19
23
?a

31,37
41
43
47
53
59
61
o,
77

73t79
83

89,97
101

103,107,109
113
L27
131

137,139
149,151 ,1s7

163
167

173,t79
181,191,193

197
t99,...,229

oae

239
241,... ,263
269,. . . ,281

7

19
79

331
751

1171
5251

10651
18379
78439

399499
t23453L
139461 r
t427971
435531 1

571 5319
I 2807391

1 I 7678031
133826599
452980999
s05313251

5273095699
9248561 191

38816991931
257057640739
3481 13924239
782893951 71 I
963864514519

20044947740r9r
3s984570s27819
46257585s88439
53009903964319

2726829078460579
287Ll59201832639

9791s624862376197
2866575401 88128671
6s2s9096922784t47r

1905834685957869991

2.7686593833
5.8289369670
5.O751347sO4

36.2563832043
s7.942748æ29
25.3728064560
89.6157067802

270.8720689096
367.1977320417
813.5634679127

1890.8635586713
3537.8678099198
1901.rO78275627
3841.3976895553
6958.9983656651
8109.8013153157
6078.s1 98036139

3845s .707987 4423
1061 7.1445316298
78083.749191 1782
83941.6234166887

7443L4.3922955479
L27289.8015022374
36197.2005113960

LO42866.427æ65458
2445102.460ß30270

66997.9685271023
2707959.7675975439

453137.891 0269472
6600795.7667293467

30459726.6874839799
1 6254586.37321 51659
59344254.162tA78925

246120736.6299490883
184534021.4196572267
249648958.6310063776

3833 5 6 5 622. 42 49 4 297 2 5

33481 55946.05 2821 5876

I
I
3
1

I
3
2

I

I
I
1

I
t
I

1

I
t
I
4

I

1
t

3
tt

2

56
2

42

I

)

1

8
10

2

1.0464548848
1.3372498520
1 7129918110
1.992831051 1

2.1 1 433901 18
2.2243919456
2.4733929630
2.6246357047
2.7085636844
2.9048613936
2.991 5918664
3.1841 286161
3.21966141 l4
3.2146a70537
3.3345453442
3.3922666024
3.3970152s69
3.5486618262
3.6711024130
3.6687715128
3.7341952366
3.9747225064
3.9707978385
4.0419108071
4.1138023671
4.1441585740
4.2403757062
4.2942202694
4.2508645843
4.4014738399
4.4785200370
4.465061 1346
4.5457935599
4.5932445578
4.71 78098548
4.6628138080
4.81 99375134
4.8s05731682

0.4881400s78
o.5122417374
o.5495238232
0.5672551030
0.5706179805
o.5451342427
0.6043596044
o.6227107192
0.6293491820
o.6425763227
0.6316501081
0.6536169887
0.6590124154
0.6576303475
0.6653680285
o.6730777892
0.6630606931
0.6654255555
0.6869124037
0.673261 1819
0.6841 233484
0.7043189046
o.6944739720
0.6984501801
0.6957141056
0.6985536327
0.7086830471
0.7161 568992
0.688s577345
o.7092476786
0.7200768951
o.7770629964
0.7072031159
0.7143089705
o.7r56L22287
0.7023046350
0.7223165935
0.7219s66218
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Table 6.29: 3R, and 7R, - Least Prime Solutions

p RP R(Rp) h(H") L(7,x\ ULI
J

5
a

11

13
t7
19
23
29

31,37
41
43

47 þ3
59
61
67
71
,a

79,83
89,97

1O1,.. . ,109
113

113,127,131
737
139
149
151
L57

163,.. . ,179
181
191

L93,... p2s
233,.. . ,263

t9
79

331
751

777t
7459

10651
18379
78439

399499
I 234531
1427917
435531 1

571 5319
49196359

117678031
180628639
452980999
505313251

9248561191
152524876297
348173924239
916716646759

1086257787619
4606472754439
4726529308939

35032713351619
46257585s88439

25t274765020899
3t6934672t72037

2871 159201832639
632s9056922784L47r

2.7686593833
s.8289369670
5.0751347504

36.2563832043
57.942148ß25
25.3728064560
73.0534161596

270.8720689096
367.t9773204t7
813.56346791 27

1890.8635586713
3537.8678099198
3841.3976895553
6958.9983656651
8109.8013153157

24407.CO38423932
3A49s.7079874423
49263.4242643637
78083.749191 1 782
83941.6234166887

127289.80t50223r4
6690.8406742078

2445102.4æ0630270
3976755.537991 1352

637749.4742419198
707977.t594319826

9447793.54767373tO
8533304.3173078870

304s9726.6874839799
23977422.a668851469
4702446r.7746746802

246120736.6299490883
3833 5 6 5 622. 42 49 4 297 2 5

I
e

I
1
a

e

I
I
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

I
1

e

239
1

I

13
I
a

I

1

I
I

1.0464548848
1.3372498520
1.71 299181 10
1.9928310511
2.1 1433901 18
2.2243979456
2.5375901542
2.62463s7047
2.7085636844
2.9048613936
2.991 5918664
3.1841 286161
3.2746870537
3.3345493442
33922666024
3.4798778739
3.5486618262
3.6654836886
3.66877151 28
3.734t9s2366
3.9707978385
4.0945703195
4.144t58s740
4.753472464s
4.28360025A4
4.2882329941
4.3456947426
4.3251542526
4.4785200370
4.53744L4684
4.551 2785800
4.5932445578
4.8199375134

0.4881400578
o.5122417374
o.54952s8232
0.5672551030
0.s7061 79805
o.585t342427
0.6108320549
o.6227tO7792
0.6293491820
o.642576322r
0.6316501081
0.6536169887
0.6576303475
0.6653680285
o.6730177892
o.6624065327
0.6654255555
o.682492247s
0.6732611819
0.6841 233484
o.69A4739720
0.6964584023
0.6985536327
0.6930406209
o.7735733432
o.7041628749
o.7L34228277
0.6971 142316
0.7200768951
o.7192684287
o.7200367702
0.7143089705
0.7223165935



Chapten V

Some R,esults 0T1 Other Frobtrerms

7.L On a Successor to Euler,s Folynomial X2 + X + 4I

Let f ¡(x) denote the quadratic polynomial 12 * z * A (A e V") and let p¡(n) rlenote

the number of prime values assumed bv f Á*) for 0 ( m 1 n. In I7T2 Euler cliscovered

that /a1(ø) has the rather amazing property that Pa1(Bg) : 40. Since then it has been

learned (see, for example, Ribenboim [Rib88a]) thaf p¡(A-2) : A _ 1 can only occur for

A = 2,3, 5, 11, 17, and 41, where the corresponding imaginary quadratic number fielcls

A(Ã=ZÐ have class number 1. Before it had been established that 41 is the largest

value of A for which this phenomenon can occllr, Lehmer [teh37] made an attempt to
find a larger such value of .4. Lehmer was able to show that if this larger A value existecl,

it would exceed 1.25 x 10e.

Lehmer's approach to this problem was to first point out that if f n(æ) is to represent

primes, then á must be odd. Also,

af ¡@): (2n + I)2 - D,

where D:I-4A- Thus, if g is an odd prime and D is a quadratic resiclue with respect

to g, or equivalently, that the Legendre symbol (Olù: 1, then there must exist some
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ø such that 0 1r 1g and f,n@):0 (mod g). It follows that if (O/q):1and q < A,
then there must be some value of ø such that 0 ( u ( A-2 and q lfÁ"); thus, /¿(ø)
cannot be a prime and P¿(A - 2) + A - I.

Lehmer tabulated the values of tr{o, where p is an odd prime and //o clenotes the least

positive integer of the form 8t * B such that (-Nolg) = _1 for all odd primes q < p.

He computed all the values of tr{o for p < 107 and also determined that y'f1se > 5 x 10e.

Now suppose that A> 41 and P¡(A-2): A-l; then we must have _D - 4A_I>
/[¿r - 77683 and ,4 > 19427. For if -D < tr{a1, then there exists some o<ld q < 4r < A
such that (olù = 1, which is impossible. This implies that pn(A- 2) > 19420. Th's,
if -D ( /{ros, then for some odd g < 10g (,4., we get (D/q) = 1; it follows, then, that
A = (- D + L) 14 > 1.25 x 10e. Lehmer noted that the values of N, seem to increase so

rapidly that it would appear most unlikely that we would ever have p > (Np + 1) 14.

Since it seemed most unlikely to Lehmer that this value of .4 existed at all, he suggeste¿

that instead of searching for a polynomial which represents ,4.- 1 consecutive prime values,

that a search should be undertaken for a polynomial better than Euler's in the sense that
it is a prime for at least 41 consecutive values of ø. In this case we would be searching

for avalue of ,4 such that P¡(40):4t. An observation due to Granville (see [tMWg2])
is that if the prime k-tuples conjecture holds, then for any n € Z+ there exists a value

for A such that l¡@) is prime for ¿ = 0, 1,... )rL. Denote by A(n) theleast positive

integral value of .4 such that P¡(n) - n * 1; then ,4(0) : 2, A(L) : g, A(2) = .4.(3) :
5,A(4) =,4(9) = 11,,4(10): á(15) :17,A(76):,4(39) = 41.

Lehmer was also unsuccessful in his attempt to find A(40).Indeed, until fairly recently

no other quadratic polynomial of any kind which would procluce more than 40 consecutive

prime values was known. Fung found a few examples in 1988 (see [MWg0]) anrl a little
later Ruby discovered a polynomial which produced 45 consecutive prime valles, the

current record holder in this respect. 1
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MSSU was used to search for the value ,4(40). If we put 1( : A(40), then we want a

value of K such that K, K*2,K+6,K+L2,K+20,K+30, K+42,1(+56, ...,1(+1640

are all primes.

This means that

K:I (mod2)

K :2 (mod 3)

I( : 1,2 (mod 5)

I( :3,4,6 (mod 7)

K : Ir4,6,7,8 (mod 11)

If we continue this process for all of the moduli supported on the MSSU, we see that

the number of admissible residues for ,4(a0) i. (p - l) 12 for all primes p < (2 x 4I) = 82i

and p - 41 for all p such that 82 < p < A(40). Here, the smaller primes have a greater

effect on constraining our solutions than do the larger primes. Algorithm 7.1 was usecl to

generate these congruences.

Since we know that,4(40) > 229, we make use of all of the MSSU virtual rings to elim-

inate as many false solutions as possible. Unfortunately, a great number of false solutions

are still generated which must then be flltered using a fast prime test. The congmences

having moduli 2, 3, 5,7 and 11 were combined, resulting in a single congruence of 30

residue values modulo 2310. The resulting maximum hardware sieving rate for the A(aO)

problem on the MSSU is 192 million x 2310:4.435 x 10ir per second.

Initially, a fast twin prime test was uti[zed using the strong pseudoprime to base 2

test on .Il ancl I( + 2. For low values of I(, where we would expect the clensity of twin

primes to be high, the twin prime fllter (the SSUMon TI,¡PM) proved to be a bottleneck and
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Algorithm 7.t Generate A(10) Residues

FUNCTION GenA{\Residues(M odulus) RETUR,NS Set ;

INPUT Modulus: Integer ;

i : Integer ;

ø : Integer ;

/lag : Boolean ;

Residues ; Sel;

Residues * {};
FOR t <- 0 TO (Mod,ulus - 1) DO

f las * TRUE;
FORæ F 0 TO (Modulus- 1) DO

IF ( (i * x + xf c) mod modulus = 0) THEN
f las *- FALSE;
ENDIF

ENDFOR,
Iî (flas = TR,UE) THEN Residues * Residues U {f}

ENDFOR
R,ETURN( Residues);

End of Algorithm

CHAPTER 7. SOME RBSULTS ON OTHER PROBLEMS

sieving proceeded significantly slower than the maximum hardware rate. A large number

of false solutions were generated which then had to be eliminated using an of-line filter,

in this case, using a program written in Maple [CGG+88], to caiculate the number of

consecutive primes assumed by fx@) for each value of 11. For larger values of 11, where

we would expect the density of primes to be lower, it was noticed that filtering had a

decreasing effect on the sieving rate. Once this was realized, a triple prime fllter on 1(,

I( + 2 and 1l * 6 was utilized which significantly reduced the number of false solutions

which had to be processed off-Iine.

After approximately 20 days of sieving on one MSSU, we were able to establish tlLat
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if A(40) exists, then

A(40) > 1018.

This is the highest bound so far known. We estimate that it would require an aclditional

180 days of sieving on one MSSU to extend the search to 101e.

7.L.1 Computing A'(n)

It is apparent that it is quite a difrcult problem to compute A(40). To get some inclication

of howlargewecanexpectthevalue of A(a})tobe,weproposethatvaluesof ,4/(n) be

tabulated where we define A'(n)to be the least positive integer At > 4l such that f,t,(*)
is prime fot ø : 0, r,2, ... ) TL. Here the exceptional values of q - 2, J,5, r1, rT an{ 41

are excluded from consideration for values of .4'. We note that by our clefinition of A,(,n),

the value of ,4'(40) will coincide with that of A(40).

The selection of A'(0) = 43 is somewhat arbitrary, and we could just as easily have

defined A'(n) to be the least positive integer At not equal to 2, J, s, rl, 17 and 41, srrch

thatf¡,(r)isprimeforæ:0,7,2,...)n.ThiswouldresultinaninitialvalueofTfor
our sequence. However, such a change in our definition would be of little conse(tuence.

affecting only the first few values of the sequence A,(").

Sieve programs were generated to compute successive values of At(n). Observing the

resulting congruences, we note that the number ofacceptable residues decreases gradually

for each successive value of n. For the prime moduli less than twice the n value, the

resulting congruences are quadratic in character. As with the ,a(40) case, we were able to

partition our sieve problems across 30 sieve chips modulo 2310, however all of the resrilting

sieve problems were heavily filter-bound. To prevent generating enormous solution files,

a triple prime filter (tneu) was used.

Unfortunately, the difrculty in computing this sequence limits the amount of mr-

merical evidence which we can provide to make claims about the growth rate of A'(r),
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nevertheless, the resulting tabulation of A'(n) shown in Table 7.1 seems to indicate an

exponential growth rate. If this is true, we would expect A(40): A,(40) to be very, very

Iarge, and there is little chance of finding it using sieving techniques.

Computation of ,4'(13), the largest entry in our table, required in excess of 16 clays of

sieving using a single MSSU, an amount of computation nearly rivaling that of cletermin-

ing that A(40) > 1018. The average canvass rate in computing ,4'(13) was approximately

14.5 million per second. The values of á'(8) through At(72) were confi.rmed by software

using a segmented version of the sieve of Eratosthenes which we were able to program

to run at a sieving rate of approximately 2x 106 per second on a SPARCstation I0l5I
workstation.

In 1989, Young and Potler [YP89] programmerl a segmented sieve of Bratosthenes

on a Cray-2 supercomputer to search for large prime gaps, or long strings of consecutive

composite numbers. This extensive search tested all numbers tp to 7.2 x 1013 at a sieving

rate of approximately 8 million per second. This would indicate that a similar computer

search for A'(74) up to the range 7 x 1013 would require a significant expencliture of

computing power.
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n A'(")
0

1

2

3

4

5

6
,7
I

8

I
10
It1I

t2
13
1Aaa

L 277

21 557

844 427

844 427
180 078 317

1 761 702 947

I 776 320 587

27 649 987 598 537
70 000 000 000 000

43

59

101

101

347

1 277

Table 7.1: Tabulation of ,4'(n)
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7.2 The Erdös-Selfridge Function

For k 2 1, denote by 9(e) the least integer > å + 1 such that no prime p < k divicles

gf)). This function grows rapidly with increasing ,t, is non-monotonic, and is difficult to

compute for even modest values of k. The behavior of g(k) was first studied by Eckluncl,

Erdös and Selfridge [EES7a] who tabulated 9(å) for fr ( 40 as well as g(42), 9(46), anð.

S(52).These are all the values of g(k) < 2500000 when k < 100. The table was extenderl

to include all the values of g(k) for å ( 140 by Scheidler and Williams [SW92] using sieving

techniques. These computations were performed using the OASiS sieve. The largest of

these values, g(t39), is a 17 digit number. Sieving was continued for I4I <,4 ( 155 þut

the results were never published.

Erdös, Lacampagne and Selfridge [ELS93] showed that g(fr) > "t'llnk for some

absolute constant c ) 0, and based on previous numerical evidence, conjecturecl much

larger lower bounds, such as 9(k) > å3 for k > g5 and gf(k) > k5 for k > 100. They

defined the following

Definition 7.2.1 Thebinomialcoefficient(T) ¿" saódtoôegood if theleøstprimefactctr

"f $ is>k.

Definition 7.2.2 For 1 S i < k writel[ - & * i : a¿b; where b¿ contains those prime

factors ) k, and ai conto,ins those prime Jøctors 1k. Define the defrciency of a good

binornial coffici,ent as tlte number of i for which I¡¿: 1.

Thus the function g(k) can be expressed as the least integer ny' for which (f) is good. One

of the outstanding conjectures of Erdös, Lacampagne and Selfridge is that the deficiency

of (gf;)¡ is 0 for k > 46. Using the results of Scheidler and Williams, they were able to

verify this conjecture to k = 149.

To extend the computations of values of g(k) for k ( 200 the algorithm of Scheidler

and Williams was adapted for the MSSU sieve (see [LSW94]). Recomputation of previous
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values revealed an error in the value of g(t38) given in [SW92]. These new results are

consistent with the lower bounds conjectured in [BLS93] and possibly suggest an even

larger bound. Indeed, recently, Granville and Ramare [GR9a] proved that there exists an

absolute constant c ) 0 such that

sØ) > u"o (" (tog'17log los *)"') .\

7.2.L The Sieving Algorithm

The sieving method used for tabulating 9(É) was first described in detail by Scheidler ancl

Williams in [SW92]. The algorithm makes use of a result which is due to an observation

by Kummer in 1855 (see [GR94]) about the divisibility of binomial coefficients. This was

stated as Theorem 1 in [SW92] as

Theorem 7.2.I Let t t
,=Ðt¿pi, k=Ðorp'

be the base p representations of n and k, respectiuelg, where p is a prime. Then pl (i) ,f
and only íf b; >- a¿ (i = 0, 1,. . ., t).

This is the basis of determining a set of possible residues modulo p^ to be used for

our sieving problem. For a detailed explanation of the algorithm and how it was derived

see [SW92].

To compute the base p representation of an integer k, Scheidler and Williams use the

following:

If
rn

k:T.o¡pi, 01a;Sp-1 for i:0,1,...,m, a^#0
i=O

is the base p representation of ,t where vn = llogrk) > 1, then the coefficients øi can be

computed by a simple iteration putting
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si+1 = 
si-ai

p

ø;+t = s;a1 (mod p).

For each fixed positive integer ,t, the moduli of our sieving problem are the values ¡r-
where p is a prime, p 1 k, and p^ < k < p^*r ri.e. m= Llogp fr1. For each modurts 7t^,
the corresponding admissible residues are determined as follows:

Fori=0, 1,...rmrset

C;= {o;,a;*L,...,p-I}

and recursively define the sets

Bo: Co, B¿ = B;-t ¡C;pi: {ó+ "pi lt € B;_t,c € C¿} (i: I,2,...,rn- I).

Then B; : Co*Cg*Czpz *...¡C;ni for i:0,1,.. .,ffi- 1. The set of aclmissible

residues corresponding to modulus p* is B*-1. Bach solution ø of

ø (mod p*) e B^-t ( 7.1)

I I]U

is checked for the additional filter cond

lgl
Lp^ J

The least integer r satisfying (7.1) and

7.2.2 fmplementation

(mod p) ) a^.

(7.2) for all primes p < k is 9(k).

ition

(7.2)

To generate problem files for the MSSU, a problem generator program was written which

accepts a & value âs a parameter. An on-line filter named ERDO was written to test

each value ø which satisfies (7.1) for condition (7.2). Since the value of k is a parameter

of the filter routine, used to determine values f.or p^ and. a^, the problem files specify

the È-value using the PROBTEM PARAMETER feature in the parameters section of the

problem file.
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Often the problem generation algorithm will require the use of moduli which are prime

powers. For k values near 200, we can expect moduli of 27 = 128,34 - 81, 53 : L25,

72 : 49, LLz : 121 and 132 : 169 to be specified. Since many of these moduli are not

available in hardware, a congruence modulo p* may be reduced to a congruence moclulo

p' where n < n1,. The residues in B--1 are then mapped, ot folded, onto a possibly smaller

set of residues modulo p'. The congmences "lost" in the process of residue folding are

implemented in software using an off-line filter that screens out "false" solutions. This

does not slow down the sieving process, as the number of false solutions is sufficiently

small to avoid a bottleneck.

Partitioning the problem

Partitioning of the sieve problem on the MSSU is complicated by the fact that for mocluli

which are prime powers there can be two or more possible partitionings due to residue

folding. Note also that a partition congruence can be "optimized out" by the MSSU

system, and thus a partition congruence can be specified which is not supported by the

underlying hardware. For example, for g(179) we have the following eight residue classes

modulo 128

PARTITI0N( r28 : 51 ss 59 63 11s 119 t23 L27

This is equivalent to the four residue classes modulo 64

PARTITI0N( 0+ : 51 55 59 63 ; )

Although this 4-residue congruence has half the modulus value of the congruence

modulo 128, it is more likely that we will be able to combine this congruence with others

to achieve a higher overall rate. However, if other partitionings exist which would result

in a higher sieving rate, it may be preferable to partition the problem by folcling the

above residues onto the modulus 4, resulting in the following single-residue congtuence
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PARTITI0N(+: 3; )

Subject to ümitations of the system, namely that the combined modulus be < 232, a

single-residue congmence can always be combined with an existing set of partition con-

gruences.

Therefore, the partition congruences should be selected from the many different pos-

sibilities in such a way that M is maximal. Clearly, congruences with few admissible

residues (single-residue congmences in particular) and large moduli are most desirable.

The number of choices is further increaserl when partitioning is combined with the effects

of residue folding, since for partitioning purposes, a reduced modulus mj = pn neecl not

actually be supported by the underlying hardware. However, the total nrrmbet of con-

gruences is sufficiently small to make an exhaustive search for the optimal combination

of residue folding and congruence partitioning computationally feasible.

We conclude this section with a comment on the speed-up suggested in [SW92] in the

case where k * 1 is composite. In this case, each solution candidate n for g(k) satisfies

n= -I (mod frf 1), so one can sieve on (n+t)l(k{1) rather than z and speed up the

pïocess by a factor of k + 1. The MSSU algorithm achieves essentially the same speed-up

as follows. For each prime divisor p of kf 1, modulus p- is folded onto modulus ¡ro where

c is the largest exponent such that p" llk * 1. This results in a single residue congruence

n: -7 (mod p') (see the proof of Lemma 2 in [SW92]). Combining these congruences

for all primes dividing k+l yields asingle residue congruence n: -I: k (mod ka1).

7.2.3 Computational Results

We recomputed g(k) for all k < I40 and found an ertor in the table given in [SW92]

for ,t : 138. The correct value is S(k) = 601242167764223. We also computed 9(k) for

141 < k < 200. These values are given in Table 7.2. To show the enormous increase in

speed of MSSU versus OASiS, the device used for the computations in [SW92], we point

r62
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out that OASiS required 11 days 11 hours for computing 9(139), whereas MSSU achieved

this task in a mere 4 minutes (including time to load and verify the problem).

We verified that the deficiency of (ef;)¡ is 0 for 135 < k < 200 which is consistent

with the conjecture of Erdös, Lacampagne and Selfridge that the deflciency oi (ef;)) ls O

for k > 46.

Sieving rates varied greatly for various values of fr. The fastest sieving rate occurred

for fr = 199 with a hardware count rate of 7.5 x 1015 per second, requiring less than

20 hours to compute 9(199). One of the more difficult values of ,t to compute was 198

with a hardware sieving rate of 3.3 x 1013. This would have taken more than 50 days to

compute using only 32 sieve chips. However, we were able to re-partition the problem

into 5 subproblems requiring 24 sieve chips each and were able to verify a solution in

under 10 days. Due to the very low rate at which solution candidates were generated,

solution filtering had a negligible effect on the observed sieving rate. Surprisingly, even

with the introduction of false solutions by residue folding, and optimizing out many of

the sparse congruences using partitioning, sieving proceeded at essentially the maximum

theoretical hardware sieving rate. Using a 6-way partitioning, it took approximately 30

days to compute the largest value found, 9(200), which is a 23 digit number.

The table shows that there are frequently significant gaps in size between g(q- 1) and

g(g) where q is a prime. To highlight this property, prime values of k appearing in orrr

table are displayed in a bold font.

We now provide some evidence to explain this phenomenon. First, we state a Lemma

and Corollary which were first proved in [LSW9 ]. Denote by ro(k) the number of residues

specified for modulus p when computing g(k).

Lemma 7.2.2 (Lemma 3.7 in [LSW9/J) Let It = et, I a prime, t > 1. Then for any

prirne p 1k, the number of ødmissible residues Jor modulus p^, ffi: [og, k], satisfies

the following properties.
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1. If p- q, thenrr(le)=p*,rp(k- 1) = I if m)I, and'no pouer of p isi,ncludedi'n

the moduli for k - I if m: !.

2. Ifpf q,then 
/ t \ro(k):ro(k- t) (t ,_ù,

where kp : k - | (mod P), I 1 ko S P - L'

Corollary 7.2.3 (Corollary 3.8 in [LSW|{]) Letlc: q be a prime. Then the moduli, in

the congruences for both g(q) and g(q - 1) are exactly the powers 7P where p is a prime

less than q and vn - llogolc). Furthermore, for each such prime p,

,p(q)=rp(q-lh-=+) ,'\ p-apl'

where gp = Ç - L (mod ¡,), 1 S ap < p - 7.

Corollary 7.2.3 implies that

,p(q) < rr(q - t, (t - ;)
for each modulus p^ , p ( q. Denote by Po(k) the probability that a solution candidate

c satisfies (7.1). Then under the reasonable assumption that each admissible residue is

equally likely we get

Pp(k) = T'+,/ ,pna

so the probabil-ity that ø satisfies (7.1) for all moduli p- is

P(k): II ro(r).
p1k

It follows that

p(q) s P(q - t) II (1 - :)
pSq-l r

By Mertens's theorem

tlrr_ I,_#,pSk
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hence the two probabiìitier P(S - 1) and P(q) will tend to differ by at least a factor which

isproportionaltologg. Thus,weexpectthegapsbetween Sk-I) andg(q) toincrease

significantly for large primes g.

7.3 Pseudocubes

Pseudocubes are defined to be those integers of the form 9,tt 1 which are cubic residues of

all primes less than or equal to some prime p, but are not perfect cubes. This problem was

fi.rst examined by Cobham [Cob68] who used a conventional computer search to procltrce

an unpublìshed table of pseudocube values up to P = 139' Stephens [Ste89] used the

OASiS sieve to extend this search to p - 313.

Although pseudocubes appear to have far less applicability than the pseudosqll¿I'es'

their computation is instructive as they are an example of a sieving problem of cubic

character. More to the point, because features of the OASiS sieve make it particularly

weII suited for computing pseudocubes, it is a good problem for comparing the relative

performance of the OASiS and MSSU sieves. Also, the pseudocubes problem gives us the

opportunity to test the perfect cube filter routines of Section 8.2.

In an attempt to extend the list of known pseudocubes we expended 258 hours of

sieving time on one MSSU to search the interval from 0 to 1017. One new pseudocube

value (not including repeats) was discovered to extend the table to p = 349. The complete

list of known pseudocube values is given in Table 7.3. Adhering to the format usecl

by Stephens (see Table 7-9 [Ste89, pp. 117]), we have omitted from our table listing

pseudocube values 1üo for primes p = 2 (mod 3) because they are all repeats with the

exceptions of N2 and lfs which are first occllrrences.

Stephens noted that the relative scarcity of cubes as opposecl to scluares resulted in far

Iess filtering for the pseudocubes problem versus the pseudosquares problem. Stephens

also noted that since every number except 0 is a cubic residue modulo pif p:2 (mod 3),
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Table 7.2: Tabulation of the Erdös-Selfridge Function

166

k s(k)
170
771

172
L73
t74
175
176

177

178

L79

5942841 5007516671
28496594 9074228671
11223206 5794463997

138175311 6390427373
11057733 6695616174

194409219 4361247743
22625530 3912072703
19246523 8561441207

684480 9280136434
90787419 7930300859

200 | 520 8783889271 0191382732

k s(k)
t40
t4l
t42
I43
t44
145
146
r47
148

L49

908985 4222866845
6333152 3816662671
1990465 6320115423
1542289 5461804543

139719 3586455769

339515 6674599871
17509 5016485374
7253t t73r192223

1180 8400809148
542394 5342959799

150 | 47313 8520098551

1_51 l 3258989 92t7872863
r52 | 15549796 7465547419
153 | 53518499 5256751839
154 | 17864690 7528990874
r55 | 41297984000013467
156 I 2527233 4970944959
157 | 104130829 7102375167
158 | 47025660758882783
159 | 6485551 8266246559

180 I 43976301 6255983614
181 I 283361501701232528573
182 I 2898883863 4918997183
183 | 53516247056143575999
184 | 2662687844882772L469
185 | 3713603655 0263266493
186 | | 42741579946200597438
i87 | 220884991 2824359867
188 | 127198106 5611178943
189 | 295629805 3153332989

160 | L664745 6280932287
161 | 342159 0108339941

162 | 202t29337635322
163 | 5188127 2225707439
164 | t4664726 1829992439

165 | 9865227 4401898671

166 | 3475847868933047
t67 | 277308556 4165092343
168 | 486692232365306798
169 | 72698097 9380669099

190 | 455652232192890367
LeL l 939688321 4719852991
r92 | 106365072 4436901873
1e3 I 4 35251419728230720249
r94 | 126387435883753706219
195 I 263259t2r6 1870817495
196 | 78151666 4215365373
't97 | 42796097712 6350089949
198 | 1 35339364603654686198
199 | 403168868867096129999
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it was benefrcial to use the variable-size ring feature of OASiS to omit these moduli and

instead load the hardware rings for moduü p where p = I (mod 3), excluding roughly

two-thirds of their residues. Using this technique OASiS was able to load 28 of these

"desirable" sparse moduli, while MSSU is only able to load 14 such moduli in its fixed-

size rings. Nevertheless, over the interval from 0 to 101s, OASiS required 700 hours of

sieving time, whereas MSSU required less than 3 hours. OASiS was however much closer'

to achieving its maximum hardware sieving rate of 4.25x 108 per second versus an actual

rate of 3.97 x 108 over this range. This compared to the MSSU maximum hardware rate

of 3.145 x 1011 per second versus an observed rate of g.25 x 1010.

We attribute the very good showing of the MSSU on the pseudocubes problem to the

efficiency with which it performs filtering. The fast virtual ring fllter gives MSSU the

capabilìty to overcome much of the hardware limitations of the underlying SSU clevices.

The MSSU perfect cube filter utilizes the fastest algorithm currently known for determin-

ing whether a given 128-bit binary number is a perfect cube. The PCUB filter is clescribed

in Section 8.2. In comparison, the OASiS algorithm was implemented using a custom

multi-precise math package which performed a version of Newton's methocl followed by

a cube operation, requiring two multiplies and a comparison. It should be notecl that

the OASiS rate could possibly have been significantly increased by re-partitioning the

pseudocubes problems into sub-problems as is done on the MSSU and employing a more

efficient perfect cube filter. However, it is our belief that it would not be long before the

solution rate would overwhelm the very inefficient filter capability of the OASiS system.

By experimentation, it was discovered that the sieving rate of the pseudocubes prob-

lem on the MSSU was very sensitive to the ordering of the virtual and perfect-cube filters.

If the perfect-cube filter was chosen as the prefilter and the virtual filter as the postfrlter

then the sieving rate was one fourth of that of the alternate ordering. This illustrates

the importance of the user being aware of the relative costs of the filter routines when

specifying multiple filters. We expect that for the majority of problems where a virtual

ring will be used, it should be specified as the prefilter.



k Pk L- Source

+1
4

6

8

11

T2

74

18

19

2T

22

23

25

27

29

31

34

2

7

13

19

31

37

43

61

67
73

79

83

97

103

109

t27
139

17

7l
181

2 393
3 457

5 669

74 339

74 339

t66 249
2 275 18r
7 235 857

t7 298 927

I 72I 539
8 72r 539

91 246 I2r
gl 246 721

98 018 803

Cobham (1968)
computer search

36

37

38

42

44

46

47

48

50

53

58

59

61

63

65

151

r57
163

181

193

199

ztr
223
229
241
271

277

283

307

313

1 612 383 137

1 612 383 137

7 991 083 927
7 991 083 927
7 991 083 927

20 365 764 rr9
2 515 598 768 777

6 440 555 721 601
29 135 874 901 141

29 135 874 901 14r
29 135 874 g0I 74r

406 540 676 672 677

406 540 676 672 677
406 540 676 672 677

406 540 676 672 677

Stephens (1989)
OASiS

67

68

70

73

331

337

349

367

75 0I7 625 272 879 38i
75 077 625 272 879 381

75 0L7 625 272 879 381

> 100 000 000 000 000 000

MSSU
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Table 7.3: Pseudocubes

* primes are : I (mod 3)

t value first appeared in [Ste89]
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7.4 Fseudopowers

A problem proposed by Bach et al. [BLSW95] is that of computing pseudopowers. For

example, a pseudopower of the base 2 is a positive integer which is not a power of 2

but looks like a power of 2 modulo all primes less than some bound. The pseuclopower

problem is very much the analogue of the pseudosquares problem (see Section 6.1), with

powers of 2, instead of squares.

Deûnition 7.4.1 We defi,ne a,n integer n to be øn, ø-pseudopower of the base b if 'n is

not a power of b (hencen> I), but looles li,ke a power of b modulo all primes 1Í, i.e. if

forallprirnesp<rthereeristsanintegererponenteo)0suchthatn:¿)ep(modp).
We denote the least such r-pseudopower as P6(r).

For simplicity, we restrict our definition of pseudopowers to bases where å is prime.

If n is theleast ø-pseudopowertobase åand c 2 åthen n:t (mod ó). Clearly if n is

divisible by ó then z cannot be the least z-pseudopower since nf b is also a pseuclopower.

Denote bV (b)o the multiplicative group generated by ö modulo p. Thus for base 2,

the least z-pseudopower must satisfy the following set of congruences for primes p1 :
2, pzr. .., pk where p* 1 r

i69

n:

n:

n=

1 (mod 2)

I,2 (mod 3)

I,2,3,4 (mod 5)

I,2,4 (mod 7)n: (7.3)

n € (2)ro (mod p¿)
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It is not necessary to specify any additional filter conditions in addition to the set of

congruences (7.3) since the congruence n : | (mod 2) ensures that no actual power of 2

is generated as a solution. Of course, the solution candidate 1 is treated as a special case

and must be discarded.

7.4.t A Heuristic Estimate for Pr(")

In [BLSW95] Bach et al. considered a probabilistic model for estimating the value of
Pz(*). This is similar to the heuristic analysis performed in Section 6.1.2 for the pseu-

dosquares. The fraction of integers n satisfying the system of congruences (2.3) for 7.t { rt

is

1 _ l/r\ |;.[,"f
If we make the somewhat simplistic assumption that solutions to (7.3) are eclui-distributed

throughout the region 0 to 2.3 .5. ..p¿ then we woulcl expect that

Pr(r) x Pl(r),

where

Pt@):',.T=, ffi=(,.*, h)(,#*ffi) e4)

By Mertens's theorem (see Theorem 6.5), the first factor is asymptotic to e'vlogir, where

7 is Euler's constant. The second product can be expressed as

,Il,:ã:*n (.=ì,'-fr#)
Let c\k) denote the average value of fog lË# over the ocid primes p { pr.Assuming that
the value of c\k) for odd primes p* { r has a limit c2 à,s r ---.¡. oor we can approximate

Ðs<r<,tos 1Ëi"l by c2(tr(r) - r).
In [BLSW95], arguments are presented to show that the average value of log ffi ao"t

in fact converge to a limit value of cz : 0.g2TJ46 (correct to six figures). This suggests
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that

pz(r): ea log(¿) (et"t,l-rl¡c2{o(1) . (7.5)

In fact, Bach et al. conjecture that

Pr(') - exP 

=
rog Ø

Table 7.4lists the pseudopowers to base 2 computed using the MSSU sieve. Only the

"record-setting" values of ,t are listed, that is, those k for which pz(pn) I p2(p¡"_). To

give some numerical evidence in support of the heuristic estimate for P2(r), we have also

tabulated the integer part of P!, the value of 
"!À) 

rnd the value of the ratio

p(É) _ 7 * loglog( pt) + cf)& - Ð'u2-@

We see that the utlo" 
"[Ë) 

appears to converge slowly to the asymptotic value of

cz :0.927346. Nevertheless, as we would expect, it appears that À!À) -- 1.

As it turns out, (7.5) is not a very good predictor for the value of P2(r). This is rlue

not only to the slow convergence of the average value of log ]äif for odd primes p 1 n to

c2, but also the slow convergence of nå over the primes p1r to ealogu. Within the

range of this table, pl@) is a much more accurate predictor of the value of Pz(").

7.4.2 Pseudopowers of Other Bases

In Tables 7.5,7.6,and7.7 we present our computations of the pseuclopowers for bases J,

Ð. ano l.

Recall that P6(p¡') is the ieast number greater than 1 satisfying n e (lt)o, (morl ¡r¿) for

i 1 k, pi + b, and n : 1 (mod ¿') (if ¿, S p*).

Using the same heuristic argument as before, we would expecr

p6(n) x ó lJ #, (7.6)
21p<,pfþ t\"tPl
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Table 7.4: Pseudopowers to base 2

772

k PX Pz(pn) LP|(pn)l
lklcà' Ry)

1 2 3 2 0.000000 0.192
2 3 ,5 3 0.000000 0.477
3 o 7 3 0.000000 0.541
4 7 11 8 0.231049 0.807
5 i1 23 I 0.173287 0.684
7 17 43 22 0.231049 0.799
I 23 727 48 0.259930 0.784

11 31 1087 314 0.387120 0.8i3
T4 43 2209 2032 0.435612 0.982
15 47 2837 4152 0.454008 r.042
20 7r 7603 9014 0.371013 1.016
27 73 1 15669 731 15 0.456435 0.957
24 89 1062839 L212924 0.5t7447 1.007
25 97 4007837 245t119 0.524768 0.966
30 113 38863631 61670169 0.543879 1.024
31 L27 10L665279 1118873083 0.622095 1.129
33 r37 234556697 227L540r84 0.604875 I.T17
36 151 1848054121 23188164852 0.618817 1.118
48 223 3131990286049 7128868199136 0.581310 1.028
50 229 41398091214971 21575451536777 0.580003 0.979
51 233 33544475L885977 173347593381698 0.609992 0.980
52 239 663176716985449 348151889228789 0.611623 0.981
53 24L i060000992 48477r1 3496025221005765 0.644141 0.970
54 257 28L85732773917153 1 7550046609448938 0.662354 0.987
,f .f 257 3063 13044048233909 281897623664273568 0.701433 0.998
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and,

p6(r) = (ô - l)e"los(ø¡ (e("('l-r))co+o(t¡ (T.T)

where c6 is the asymptotic average value of t"g 1ffi. To compare the data with heuristic

predictions, we also tabulated 
"[È), lttr" average value of log lö* or". the primes diferent

from ä and ( p¿) and the ratio

R[n) =7 + los(ó - 1) {_loslos(pÈ) + cÍÈ)(k - 1)

log På(,t)

for å = 3,5,7.

7.4.3 The c6 Values

Bach et aI. [BISW95] have presented arguments to show that the limit

-url =f )- l"Al,;1 (z.B)c-joo ?r(r) - r o.?,uru--' l(b)ol

has a value c, where

c = 0.89846489937400140618.

The observed averages for log ffi t"t odd primes p 1 106, p # b,for the bases 2, B, 5, and

7 arc 0.923, 0.896, 0.895, and 0.893, respectively. In fact, due to the quadratic character

of 2, the resulting constant for b = 2 is given by

cz : 0.927 3460318973324607 .

Bach et al. conjecture that the limit of the average value of (7.8) is c2 for l¡ : 2, and c

for all other bases, b : 3,5,7,...
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Table 7.5: Pseudopowers to base 3

774

k Pk Ps@r)
"!u)

RY)

1 2 5 0.000000 0.562
2 3 7 0.000000 0.701
4 7 13 0.000000 0.755
b 11 31 0.773287 0.826
6 13 r57 0.415888 0.849
I 23 841 0.346574 0.770

10 29 859 0.308065 0.778
L2 37 1543 0.315067 0.820
13 47 6241 0.422937 0.876
18 61 36481 0.485484 1.041

19 67 170041 0.519547 1.001
20 77 24r08r 0.528684 1.030
27 73 1515361 0.591837 1.023
27 103 16226731 0.550833 r.032
28 r07 32913169 0.556104 1.030
29 109 52078027 0.585753 1.082
36 151 872200213 0.519796 L.024
4I 179 1327I904I9 0.506807 1.104
42 181 8479278889 0.528258 1.075
44 193 89400402001 0.577596 1.101

58 271 384810485528569 0.559402 1.039

63 307 23468 1638849040 1 0.572087 1.087
65 313 150 139363999760521 0.597531 i.043
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Table 7.6: Pseudopowers to base 5
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lç PT Ps(p*) lrclcÈ' A[*)
1 2 3 0.000000 1.454
2 3 .7

I 0.000000 1.057
3 Ð 11 0.000000 1.017
Ð 11 31 0.173287 1.028
8 19 311 0.354987 0.963

10 29 961 0.353117 0.925
11 31 3931 0.548064 1.048
T7 59 32767 0.429i83 0.985
19 67 9672r 0.481038 1.050
20 7L 2048077 0.594618 r.0L2
22 79 396294r 0.570995 1.016

24 89 t594206r 0.551480 0.974
34 139 1049824801 0.543683 r.035
42 181 537343041691 0.592626 1.033
43 191 679112654844r 0.633339 1.023
53 247 2876459157 1409101 0.641573 0.977
54 257 88428973201069961 0.672913 1.008
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Table 7.7: Pseudopowers to base 7
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k P* Pz(pn) "f) Rf)
I 2 3 0.000000 1.823
2 3 13 0.346574 1.095
+ I 43 0.L73287 0.945
I 19 463 0.354987 0.967

10 29 4453 0.430133 0.887
t2 37 6889 0.540968 1.087
I4 43 10837 0.607427 1.248
T7 59 433777 0.623500 1.059
2T 73 1639597 0.553730 1.041
23 83 2026627 0.534898 1.076
27 103 2767r29 0.479265 1.103
28 r07 45401119 0.461515 0.929
30 113 540936733 0.549194 0.987
33 t37 250210377L 0.541029 0.983
34 139 7329561037 0.545639 0.967
42 181 r47395795779 0.565830 1.058
43 191 2125965901 123 0.622464 1.063
44 193 9i729981475959 0.656347 1.003
46 199 258884537383081 0.657982 1.014
54 25t 50 16296353 7 17 489 0.63i706 1.039
57 269 24275674347323869 0.597865 0.996
60 281 1546083343852656253 0.635691 0.993
61 283 1761176025342168541 0.636649 1.007
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7 "5 Two-Dimensional Sieving Froblems

In Section 5.2.3 we described the multi-variable sieving capability of the MSSU. In the

following, we describe how this capability was used to tackle a problem which has long

been the domain of some of the world's fastest digital computers.

7.5.L Sums of Three Cubes

It is of some interest to determine those integers d which can be representerl as the sum

of three integer cubes

,"+y"rz3=d,. (7.e)

Very ìittle is known about the solutions of (7.9), except for a small number of ¿l values.

Since any integer cube is : *1, 0 (mod g), it is well known that d * +4 (moct g).

Howevet, this is the only local solvability condition which has been deducecl for tl. Of

course, fot d = 0, it has long been known that there are no solutions, other than the

trivial solutions where rgz :0.

This is a longstanding problem which has been the subject of many computer searches.

In 1955, at the suggestion of L.J. Mordell, whose primary interest was the case d = 3,

Milier and Woollett [MW55] used the EDSAC computer to search for solutions of (Z.g)

for 0 < ldl < 100 and mar(lrl,lyl,l"l) < 3200. The result was a table of all solutions

over this range. Solutions wereidentified as primitiueil r,y and z possessed no common

factors (i.e. (ø, A,z):1), and deriuedil (x,E,r)> L.

Later, in 1964, S. Chowla's interest, again in the case d : B, prompted Garcliner,

Lazarus and Stein [GtS64] to employ an IBM STRBTCH computer to extencl the search

forsolutionsfor0 < ldl < 1000,for0 ( z 1y 1216 - 65586,0< z-r 1216. Like

the earlier search of Miller and Woollett, Gardiner et al. used a logical search approach

whereby solutions are found with increasing r, y and z, with no apparent ordering with
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respect to d. Thus for effort not much greater than that of searching for solutions to

d = 3, the entire range 0 < ldl < 1000 was covered.

More recently, Scarowsky and Boyarsky [5884] have investigated the case d = 3 along

the planes r * A * z - 3*, m € Z for lnzl < 50000 flnding no new solutions. Heath-Brown,

Lioen and te Riele [HBLtR93] used a Cyber 205 vector supercomputer to investigate the

cases d :2, 3r 30, 39 and,42, finding a new solution for d,= Bg. Koyama [Koy91] usecl

a cray vector supercomputer to search for ldl < 1000 to the range max(læl,lal,lrl) < 2r,

finding numerous solutions, including the frrst known example for d:75.

It is well known (see [MW55]) that there are an infinite number of solutions for d : 1

and d : 2. For d = 1 an infinitude of solutions are given by the parametric equation

x:9t4, y=-gf +3t, z=-gts+I.

Indeed, Lehmer [Leh56] exhibited an infinite sequence of explicit parametric solntions for

d = '1,. For d : 2, an infinitude of solutions are given by

¿=613*1, y=-6f +1, z=-6t2.

For d = 3, little is known, other than the existence of the two solutions (1,1, 1) ancl

(4,4,-5). It is not known whether the number of solutions for d:3 is just 2, a finite

number greater than2, or an infinite number.

Miller and Woollett [MW55] commented at some length on how the relative difficulty

of computing solutions to various values of d : 9n * rc may be dependent on the value

of rc. Since all cubes are of the form gÀ or gÀ * 1, there arc 27 combinations of (cv, B,7)
for any solution ø = 3Àr lo.,u - 3Àz ! B,and z=3Às*7. Tabulating thenumber of

combinations for each of the possible forms of d modulo 9 results in the followins table.

Form I No. of Combinations

9n
9nLI
9nt2
9nXJ
9nL4

,7
I

t2
6

2

0

178
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From this tabie we would expect d-values of the form grl* 1 to have relatively abundant

solutions, and solutions for d-values of the form gn t 3 to be relatively scarce. This could

explain why the majority of values of d for which no solutions are known (most notablv.

30, 33 and,42) are of the form gn*3.

At the present time, there are 5 values of ldl < 100 for which no solutions are known.

These are

30, 33, 42, 52,74.

From a list provided by Guy in [Guy94, p. 151] combined with more recent res¡lts,

we have the following d values for 100 < d < 1000 for which no solutions are known at

present

1 14, 156, 165, 195, 290, 319, 366, 390, 420, 444, 452, 462,50 1, 530,

534,564,579, 5gg, 606, 609, 619,627 ,633,732,735,759,767 ,7g6,

7 89, 7 95,930, 934, g6 1, gg4, 903, 906, gl2, g2l,g33, g4g, 964, 969, 975.

Bremnerts Idea

Bremner [Bre9a] observed that for many of the known solutions of the three cubes problem

the sum a * z - r¿ tends to be quite small. He suggested making use of this observation

by searching along the planes uI z - m (m€2, m I 0). putting this into (7.g) results

in the following elliptic curve

179

3rnY2 :4X3 - 1rn3 - +a)

Y=2A-mrX=-r.
(7.10)

Bremner used two filters to restrict the values of rn which are tested. To ensure

an integer solution, it is necessary that (7.10) be solvable locally for all primes (p-aclic

integer solvability). This restricts the number of possible rn-values somewhat; however,
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to reduce this list further, Bremner decided to consider only those values of m for which

the Mordell-Weil rank of (7.10) is odd.

Using a DEC 5000 workstation, Bremner used this search technique to search for

solutions to the remaining values of ldl < 1000 for which no solutions were known for

lxl < 107 and l*l < 20,000. His search uncovered a primitive solution for d = 75, with

a corresponding derived solution for d :600, and another primitive solution for d = 768.

Implementation for MSSU

Bremner's search is 2-dimensional, in that searching proceeds in both the r ancl zr¿ di-

rections. To perform this search on the MSSU we made use of its multi-variable search

capabilìty as clescribed in Section 5.2.3. 32 m-values were tested in parallel for each sieve,

with sieving along the ¿ direction proceeding at a rate of 1.92 x 108 per seconcl. Each sieve

job was limited to 3 minutes of sieving time, bounding æ by l"l < 3.456 x 1010. Taking

into account the overhead of filtering, which is very slight for this particular problem, we

can confidently assert that all u values were searched in the range 0 < l"l ( 3 x 10i0.

Due to the large number of congruences which need to be specified, problem files

were approximately 300 kilobytes in size. Up to 2 minutes were required by the host

computer system to parse a problem file and download the problem onto the sieve. In

total, approximateiy 384 different values of m can be tested per hour specifying these

problem parameters.

Since odd Mordell-Weil rank is not a necessary condition for a solution, to ensure that

no solutions were missed over a particular range, we chose to restrict zn solely by local

solvability conditions. A large number of nz values can be eliminated by making use of a

simple property of our elliptic curve. From (7.10) we have

180

JmY2=4x3-(*"-4d)
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we see that if plm, then 4r3 + 4d: 0 (mod p) and

181

4(*"+d)=0(modp)

13 : -d (mod p)

Thus if there is no æ such that 13 = -d (mod p) then pl m.

We can further restrict our ?rr values by examining admissible residues of rr¿ moclulo

the prime powers 23 :8 and 32:9. For example, to compute the acceptable m valles

ford=Swehave

*" +a" + z3 = B (mod g)

,3 = Y" : 23 :1 (mocl 9)

r=y:z:lr4rT(mod9)

Therefore

m=A*z=2,5,8(modg).

combining these two techniques, a large number of inadmissible values of m can þe re-

jected.

From our elliptic curve equation (7.10) it is fairly straightforward to program a routine

to generate admissible residues of X modulo primes p.To ensure that the corresponding

value for Y2 w1ll be positive, we assume that m and. X are of the same sign. Thus if
a solution is generated for rn ( 0 we assume that X represents a negative value. This

Ieaves a small region which is not covered by our search for small X. This ,,missing',

region consists of three separate parts. The first region consists of those values for which

rn = U * z :0. In this case, we are looking for solutions to

13:d.

We tested that no solutions of this type existed for all d-values of interest within the

bounds of our search. The second "missing" region occurs when r¿ ) 0 and X < 0. Here,
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our elliptic curve equation (7.10) becomes

slmlYz +4lxl3 *lml3 =4¿,

and a simple program suffices to test all possible combinations of rn, X and Y. The final

case we must consider is when m 10 and X ) 0. This, however, results in an impossible

situation since from (7.10) we have

-\lmlYz = 4lXl3 + l-lt + 4ldl,

and it is not possible for the left hand side of this equation to ever equal the right hand

side.

There are two possible types of false solutions. Since our sieve only specifres a finite

number of moduli, we can expect some solutions will pass the congruences specifled by

our sieve problem, and yet not be valid with respect to some unspecified moduli. Another

type of false solution is what is called a half-integer solution. This occurs when the value

g: T( +m) has a non-integer part of |. Thesu solutions can be valuable in that they

canbeusedtoderiveanewsolutionfor23dbymultiplyingthevalues of r,y,andzby2.
In the search range which we examined, the only half-integer solution of interest woulcl be

for d = 114 which could be used to derive a flrst known solution for d = 8.114 : 912. An

off-line solution filter was written to identify solutions as being either integer solutions,

half-integer solutions, or false solutions.

Computational Results

MSSU was employed to search for solutions to d:3, and the 5 cases of d less than 100

for which no solutions are known, namely d : 30, 33, 42, b2, 74, over the range

lml < 100,000

lrl <3x1010
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Unfortunately, this failed to uncover any new solutions.

We continued our search for d =

110, 114, 156, . . .

discovering three new solutions.

Ford=II0,m--1619,
ø = 109938919,

y = 16540290030,

z : -1654029t649.

Ford= 435,,m-I2L7,

c : -981038126,

y : 509795655496,

z: -509795654285.

For d - 478,2n:58111,

æ = -4388907.

a = 22050441,

z = -21992330.

This eliminated 110, 435, and 478 from the list of values of ldl < 1000 for which no

solutions were known. We note that the unusually small zn-value of the solutions for

d = 110 and d : 435 would indicate that Bremner's observation that rn tends to be

small holds even when r) A) and z are comparatively large. The large ø-values of these

two solutions put them well outside the range of previous searches. For the solution for

d'= 478, the r¿-value of 58111 puts it outside the range of Bremner's search.

i83
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Since many mathematicians and powerful computers have failed to uncover solutions

for the 5 remaining values of d < 100, there is a certain amount of "glory" attachecl to

these values. Thus, we made a further attempt to find these solutions by broadening our

search to include all values of m 1400000. This was performed for d, :3J and d, : 42,

however no solutions were found.

To give some idea of the sieving times involved, for the case d = 30 which encompasses

L7594 admissible values of m for l*l S 100000, approximately 50 hours of sieving was

required using one MSSU.

Due to the massive amount of disk space required by the problem files for each valle

of d, the DETETE feature of the host software was used during sieving. This feat¿re

deletes a problem file if sieving completes without finding any solutions or encountering

any error conditions. This allows the sieve operator to enqueue several hunclre{ sieve

jobs, and when sieving completes, only problem files which require the attention of the

operator remain' This frees up what can be several hundred megabytes of clisk space (as

occurred tor d = 3) and also eliminates the organization nightmare posed by maintaining

several hundred problem files.

7.6 Sums of Four Cubes and 'Waringts Froblem

The following investigation of representing integers as the sum of integer cubes was per-

formed without the aid of an electronic sieve device, nevertheless we inclucle it here as it
relates to the work in the previous section. Determining those integers which can be ex-

pressed as the sum of 3 positive or negative integer cubes is closely associatecl to the Easier

Waring's Problem for cubes. If it were possible to express every integ er tfu t' -! a (mod g)

as a sum of 3 cubes then clearly every integer could be expressed as a sum of 4 crrbes (the

fourth cube being either 0 or 1). However, as we showe<l in the previous section, this is

far from being proved or disproved.
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Waring's Problem is to find the least value of S(k) 2 such that every positive integer

can be expressed as the sum of at most g(k) kth powers of positive integers (see [EI171]).

For cubes it is a longstanding result that no more than I cubes are required to represent

every integer [Dic28], and thus g(3) = 9. The so-called Easier Waring's Problem is that of

determining the least value of u(,t), such that every integer (positive or negative) can be

expressed as the sum of o(k) positive or negative ,kth powers. In 1894, Oltramare [Wri34]

proved that 4 < ,(3) ( 5. In an attempt to find numerical evidence that u(3) = b, we

searched for integers which are difficult to represent as the sum of 4 positive or negative

integer cubes (4 crrbes for brevity). Instead, we found some nllrnerical evidence to support

that t'(3) - 4 by determining that all integers z, where l"l <2 x 108, can be representecl

as the sum of 4 cubes.

Positive and Negative Cubes

A computer search was undertaken to determine those integers d which are difficult to

represent as the sum of 4 cubes. In our algorithm, we first determined ali d3 - 13 +u3 + z3

for 0 < d3 ( 106 and mar(lrl,lAl,lrl) < 1300 and stored these values of d3, r, y, anrJ, z in

an array. We then determined all values of d,a, for 0 < ldql < 106, which can be formed

by taking an element from the set d3 and adding or subtracting integer cubes u.,3, where

0 ( ur < 100. This program took approximately 20 minutes of CPU time on a DEC

Alpha AXP3300IX workstation. The result of this process was that the only integer da

between 0 and 106 which could not be represented in this manner was the value 82562.

In an attempt to find further examples of integers difficult to represent as the sum of

4 cubes, we extended the search for 0 1tl3,rla < 4x 106 and mar(lrl,lyl,lrl) < 1500

and 0 1 w { 150, and this time found two representations for d,a : 82562 3 expressecl

as the tuples (*, y, z,w): (-1498, 7490,377,41) and (350, -331, -169, -130). This

search uncovered no other values of da in tlLe range 0 < ldal < 4 x 106 which could

2This g(È) is not to be confused with the 9(È) of the Erdös-Selfridge problem of Section ?.2.
3Later, I more unique representations for d¿ :82562 were foun<Ì.
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not be lepresented as the sum of 4 cubes. As a finai test, we lan oul algorithm for

0 < ds,d,a 1L07 anð.mar(lrl,lyl,lrl) < 1600 and 0 1w 1215, and againfound no

values of da in this range which could not be represented as a sum of 4 cubes. To ensure

that no errors occurred during our computations, the complete list of representations for

d¿:- *.4 (mod 9), stored as tuples (x,y,z¡o), were output to a file and double-checked

on an Alpha workstation using 64-bit signed integer arithmetic. Only those values of

d¿: !4 (mod g) need be verified since it is known that all integers f f 4 (mocl 9) can

be represented as a sum of 4 cubes [Guy94, PV92]'

To further extend this search, another program was written which utilized two sepa-

rate bit arrays to determine those values which can be represented as the sum of 4 cubes.

Initially, both arrays were initializeci to 0. In the first array, numbers from 0 to 2 x 108

which could be represented as the sum of 3 cubes were iclentified by a l-bit in the array'

These values were determined by running a triple nested loop for mar(lrl,lyl,l"l) < 1600'

The second array was used to store those values which could be represented using 4 cuìres

by adding or subtracting values of u3 for 0 < l.l < 280. Again, the result of this experi-

ment was that no number d4 was found which could not be represente<l as the srrm of 4

cubes (positive or negative) in the range 0 I ld¿l < 2 x 108'

We were also able to determine that in the range 01 d+ ( 2 x 108, mar(lrl,lyl,l"l) <

1489 and 0 < lrl < Zb}, the only number which could not be represented was 135598172.

In some sense! this number represents the integer most clifficult to represent using our

algorithm over this range. As a matter of interest we determined that 135598172 can be

represented in at least two ways, namely (-I204,-L027,1439,-250) and (1061,1031,-1288,-

262).

These compltations were implementecl using tlouble-precision floating point with ap-

proximately 52 binary bits of precision. Our program took approúmateiy 15 hours of

CpU time on a SPARCstation 10/51 workstation and recluired 50 megabytes of main

memory. The majority of computation time was spent in indexing the elements of the

186
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bit array. These results were partially confirmed using 64-bit integer math on an Alpha
AXP3300LX workstation over the interval 0 I dq, ( 108, the maximum possible ¿¡e to
the memory constraints on the particular Alpha workstation at our disposal.

Because there is heuristic evidence to suggest that it is easier to represent larger

integers as the sum of 4 cubes, some of which we shall present in the following section,

the lack of dificult values of dain the range 0 < ld¿l < 2 x 108 suggests that either these

difficult values are very rare, or all integers can in fact be represented as a sum of 4 cqbes.

After conducting this investigation, we became aware of some earlier work in this area

from a reference in [Rib88b, p. 240,4341. In 1980, F. Romani [Rom82] determinerl that
all numbers da in the range 0 < ld¿l < 105 can be represented as the sum of 4 positive or

negative cubes' These computations led him to conjecture that four positive or negative

cubes suffice to represent any integer.

Positive Cubes

Although as many as g positive cubes are required to represent every integer, and hence

s(3) = 9, Dickson [Dic39] proved that only 23 and 239 require g cubes ancl all other

integers can be represented as the sum of 8 positive cubes. From such work was identiflecl

the quantity G(k), a more fundamental number than g(fr), defined to be the the least

positive integer such that all sufficiently large integers can be represented as a sum of at

most G(k) ,tth powers of positive integers. In other words, G(fu) kth powers slffice to
represent all integers greater than some bound ö. For the case k,:3, the þest known

result is 4 ( G(n) s 7 [Rib88b, p. 2a0]. clearly, G(k) > 4 since numbers of the form

f4 (mod 9) require at least 4 cubes in their representations. In 1g42, Linnik (see [Wat51])
proved that every sufficiently large integer can be expressed as the sum of seven positive

integral cubes, implying G(K) < T.

A.E. Western [Wes26] made extensive computations with regarcls to numbers ïepre-

sentable as the sum of four or five positive cubes and made the following preclictions:
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1. the number of numbers not representable as the sum of five cubes is finite. ancl the
greatest of them is less than 2 x 106.

2. G(3) : 4, and the greatest number not representable as the sum of 4 cubes lies

between 1012 and 101a.

Western based these predictions on extensive computations of whether numbe¡s con-

gruent to 4 (mod 9) up to 810,000 can be represented as a sum of 5 cubes. Using West-

ern's terminology, we refer to an integer which cannot be represented using fi.ve cubes as

a non-five-cube. His computations showed that the ratio, denoted by y, of the number of
non-five-cube numbers congruent to 4 (mod 9) which lie between r - d, and æ * d to the

total number in the range, which is 2dlg, suggest the empirical formula

loglogy-r = a! Blogx.

Using the method of least squares, Western determined values for a and p which he then

used to make his predictions.

In 1981, Bohman and Fröberg [BF8t] conducted a numerical investigation of Waring's
problem for cubes using a Univac 1100/80 computer. Their progïam, written in Fortran
and assembly code, found all numbers representable as the sum of not more than 4 cubes

in selected ranges up to 4 x 1011. Their basic algorithm selected all possible pairs of c¿bes

(including zero) such that their sum was in the desired range, and then combined these

pairs to find all numbers representable as the sum of not more than 4 cubes. Bohman

and Fröberg [BF8t] conjectured that

AII numbers N > M where M =- l01s can be erpressed. as surns of not more

than I positiue cubes. This is equiualent to G(J) = 4.

They also expressed the desire that these computations be extended in the flture, stating:

Our impression is thøt ø sample of 10-100 million numbers close to L0L2 or
possibly 2 x I0r2 would l¡e desiraltle.

188
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Using a very simple C-language program, we were able to examine the representations

of all positive integers up to 343 million. This required two bit-arrays of size J43 million,
occupying the better part of 90 megabytes of main memory. A count of the number

of integers whose representations require zn cubes was maintained, denotert by nm) as

well as the value of the largest such integer requiring m cubes, denote<l by b*. The

results obtained from this seatch, listed in Table 7.8, are iclentical to those of Bohman

and Fröberg. Although this by no means constitutes a proof for any integers beyoncl 343

million, many of the values determined by this search most likely represent the truth for
all integers.

We note that the value of be = 7290740 agrees very closely with the precliction, made

by Western in 1926, that the last non-fi.ve-cube occurs before 2 x 106. We also point o¡t
that the likelihood of the true value of ó6 being greater than 3.48 x 108 is very small

indeed. Thus, it is extremely likely that ö6 = I2g0T40 is the last example of an integer

requiring 6 positive cubes.

m nrn b^

I
8

7

6

5

2

15

t2I
3922

>19189420

239

4ð+

8042
1290740

>342999886

Table 7.8: Numbers d requiring rn cubes for 0 ( d < J.43 x 10s

To extend the numerical investigation of Bohman and Fröberg, we examined various

intervals of width 108 starting at 1010. Our previous algorithm which utiüze<l a triple
loop, followed by the "sprinkling" of a small fourth cube was not suitable because far

too few numbers of magnitude 1012 were representable in this fashion. This posed a

problem, since four nested loops on r, a, z and u would require a tremendo¿s amorrnt of

computation. To reduce the amount of computation required, we made use of the simple
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fact that by enforcing the ordering ø à y ) z ) tl ) 0, we can bound the values of r, y,

z and, u. We now define a lower limit (inclusive) of our search interval denoted /, ancl an

upper limit (non-inclusive) of our search interval denoted z. The region which we shall

examine will be of size 108. We see that we can bound the value of c by noting that

llda=ø3*Y3+23*w3{u

from which we can bound x from below bv

l113+ø3+'.3+rs

And from above by

x3<u

r!ffi.
In this manner we restrict the range of our æ loop to

"lT
V¡tt<{u'

Similarly for y, z, and u we can make use of the fact that if / ) 13 then
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And, if I ) 13 + a3 + z3 then

else

01luu 12.

Another optimization made was to test at all times that the current partial slm
("t + y3 + z3 + tu3) is less than the value of z. If the value of z is exceederl the loon is
exited immediately without performing any additional computation.

Combining these techniques, we examined the various regions listeci in Table 7.g. As

an indication of the amount of computation required, the region of size 108 starting at

I : 2x1012 consumed 1711 minutes of CPU time on a DEC Alpha AXPB3OOLX computer.

As predicted by Western, and Bohman and Fröberg, the non-4-cubes appear to drsappear

at around 1013. The largest non-4-cube we encountered in our search was 160006 I4JI716.
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/ (lower limit) count

1 x 10ru

2 x 10lo

3 x 1010

4 x 1010

5 x 1010

6 x 10lo
7 x 1010

8 x 1010

9 x 1010

1 x 1011

2 x 1011

3 x 10rl
4 x 1011

5 x 1011

6 x 101i

7 x 1011

8 x 1011

9 x 1011

1 x 1012

1.1 x 1012

1.2 x 7012

1.3 x 1012

1.4 x 1012

1.5 x 1012

1.6 x 1012

1.7 x 7012

1.8 x 1012

1.9 x 1012

2.0 x 1012

201048

8272L
46052
29747

19763

I4314
10530

8375

6528

5182

1020

302
156

61

41

25

T4

5

7

5

1

3

2

1

2

0

0

0

0

Table 7.9: Non-4-cubes in selected ranges of size 108



Chapten I

Concnusíom

This chapter discusses the lessons learned from the <lesign ancl development of the MSSU

system, possible enhancements to MSSU, and a brief discussion of what possible sieve

designs may in the future succeed MSSU. We also discuss some possible applications for

MSSU and future sieves.

8.1- A, Summary

In this thesis we have discussed the design and development of the hardware ancl software

components of a very high speed electronic sieve device, named MSSU. This sieve has

proven to be a valuable tool in the investigation of various significant problems in number

theory. In the introductory chapter we stated that much of the early development of

sieves was motivated by the problem of factoring, but that recent computer algorithms

have made factoring by sieve obsolete. In Chapters 6 and 7 we attempted to present a

large variety of modern-day problems and applications for which sieves are icleally suitecl.

Many of these problems are intractable on present-day general purpose computers.

The MSSU is the first sieve to employ parallel computation on a large scale. The soft-

ware system is the first to feature methods for parallelizing a single sieve problem acr.oss
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multiple sieve units. The design of the hardware and software enable many problems to

achieve nearly full utilization of the underlying 32 parallel sieve units. The overall speecl

of the MSSU is at least an order of magnitude greater than any other sieve known to

exist - several orders of magnitude faster than the OASiS sieve.

The use of a dedicated control processor for on-board filtering has resulted in sig-

nificant performance advantages over previous sieves which used non-dedicated hosts for

filtering. Reliability of the hardware and software has resulted in over three years of

trouble-free operation, with many thousands of solutions generated by MSSU being ver-

ified by other sieves and various computer programs.

8.2 Improving the MSSU

As with any device designed for computation, there is inevitably a desire for greater

speed. A number of sieving applìcations were identified, which, when executed on the

MSSU, were filter-bound and resulted in relatively low canvass rates. One such problem

was the search for At(I4) (see Section 7.1.1), in which the need to perform frerluent pseu-

doprime tests on possible prime twins or prime triples slowed down sieving considerably.

The performance of the MSSU control processor is such that approximately 12 (strong)

pseudoprime tests can be performed per second on random 128-bit integers. Clearly,

filter-bound problems would benefit from a significant boost in the performance of the

control processor. Although faster versions of the Motorola MC68332/68331 micropro-

cessors are now available, with enhanced clock rates of 25MHz versus 16.78MH2, a mor.e

signiflcant speed increase is desired.

In the near future, two new products from Motorola may be suitable for upgrading

the MSSU control processor. The first is a line of more powerful processors based on the

CPU32 family of embedded controllers. A number of enhanced products are currently

available, including the MC68349 "Dragon I" microprocessor which features a CPU030

core, with full 32-bit external data paths and a l-Kbyte instruction cache. As of yet,
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no member of the CPU030 family has been announced featuring the QSPI hi-speecl syn-

chronous serial interface, found so essential in the development of the MSSU. Newer

products based on a higher performance, instruction compatible CPU core, similar to the

68040, are planned. A second possibility is a microprocessor from the newer powerpc

family of MPC500 embedded control processors. According to Motorola literature, the

MPC500 offers up to ten times the performance of CPU32 processors. Although this
product is very promising, until more powerful PowerPC-based controllers are available

and the PowerPC product line has had time to evolve, it would be premature to re-write
and port SSUMon for the PowerPC architecture.

In retrospect, the decision to implement the control processor software in assembler

was made out of the necessity to "wring out" the last drop of performance from the

CPU32. To this end, SSUMon was very successful. Nevertheless, if the performance

of the control processor were to be significantly increased, the conversion of SSUMon

to a high-level programming language like C should be marle. It is our opinion that
the performance benefi.ts of coding in hand-optimized assembler are outweighed by the

disadvantages of non-portability and difficulty of software maintenance. In a¿clition,

should a RISC architecture (such as the PowerPC) be used, the difficulty in writing ancl

optimizing assembler code would be reason enough to encourage a programmer to employ

a high-level language compiler.

Another possible design improvement in control processor performance could be achievecl

by using multiple control processors. One possibility would be to provi{e one control pro-

cessor for each of the two array boards (16 SSU devices) assigned the task of processing

solutions, and to employ a third to oversee operation of these two ancl also handle commll-

nication with the host system. Unfortunately, such a scheme woulcl be very complicatecl

to design and implement, not to mention very difrc'lt to clebug.

A number of possible software enhancements would be desirable to improve the flexi-
bility and user-friendüness of the MSSU system. One feature which may be useful some-
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time in the future is a solution counting mode. It is possible that some future application

may require that the number of solutions in a speciflc range be computed without actually

outputting each solution. This capability has been provided in the SSUMon control soft-

ware, but no such capability has been programmed in the Unix host software. Another

desirable software feature would be automatic assignment of partition congruences when

partitioning a single variable sieve problem. Such a feature could assign the optimal set of
partition congruences to ensure the highest canvass rates. Currently, these congruences

must be assigned manually.

8.3 A Successor to the MSSU

In Chapter 1 we defrned the term "hardware sieving late" as a measure of sieve perfor-

mance. As we saw, the hardware sieving rate is a function of the clock rate (or shift rate)

multiplied by the number of solution taps. Other factors, such as the time to transfer

a trial counter value to an external device, can have an impact on overall system per.-

formance' The MSSU design proved to be very successful in reducing the amolnt of

overhead in transferring the solution values from the trial counter to the filter mechanisrn

by physically locating a dedicated control processor very near the sieve devices an¿ using

high speed serial communication links. Future sieves may consirler even higher spee<l

Iinks, or perhaps parallel transfer of solution counter values, while opting to retain a

lower speed serial link for non-time-critical operations, such as reading ancl writing ring

contents.

8.3.1 More Hardware Rings

Another very important factor in the overall performance of a sieve device is the hardware

support of moduli recluired by the problem. A large number of hardware supporte{ moclulj

is extremely desirable. It was found that the rather limited number of rings on the MSSU
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often resulted in sieve problems becoming flIter-bound, as the process of filtering numerous

solution candidates resulted in a bottleneck. As we saw for the pseudocubes problem in

Section 7.3, the fast virtual ring capability of MSSU was quite successful in alleviating this

problem. Nevertheless, for these types of problems it is important to eliminate as many

solution candidates as possible by specifying hardware congruences, thereby shifting the

load of rejecting solution candidates from the comparatively slow control processor to the

very fast sieve devices.

For example, consider the problem of computing At(1a) described in Section 2.1. Of

all of the sieve problems discussed in Chapters 6 and 7, this was the most <lense, having

a very low canvass rate of approximately 14.5 million per second. If an aclclitional 20

hardware rings corresponding to the primes 127 through 229 were available, then the

number of solution candidates recluiring processing by the control processor woulcl be

reduced to approximately 16% of the rate observed on MSSU. since

50

TT Pt - rð :0.15g28.
,l=*r-0,

This would reduce the number of interrupts handled by the control pïocessor) ancl the

number of solutions which need to be passed to the virtual ring filter. If an updaterl virtual

ring filter was provided for the next 16 primes (233 through 317), we woulcl expect to

reduce the number of solution candidates by an additional 60Y0, as

66

il ++0.40451.
1=51 I!1

Assuming the sieve was still filter-bound after these changes, we woulcl expect that re-

ducing the amount of solution candidates by this amount would result in approximately

a 250% increase in the canvass rate.

It was our experience with MSSU that often single-residue optimization was per.

formed on hardware supported moduli, resulting in higher solution rates, ancl increasing

the processing load on the control processor. For example, consicler the pseuclosquares
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problem. Here, single residue optimization is performed on the congruences

Lp:L(mod8)

Lo: | (mod 3),

resulting in the first and second rings of the SSU device(s) being loaded with all arlmissible

residues' Effectively, the SSU is now acting like a sieve with 28 rings, further reducing

the ability of the sieve hardware to eliminate unwanted solution candidates. In fact

the problem is exacerbated when a 180-chip partitioning is used and the mocluli 8, J,

5r 7,1I and 13 are "optimized-out", reducing the useful complement of rings to 24.

Variable-size rings and reconfi.gurable sieve architectures offer the promise of eliminating

this inefficiency by implementing only those rings which are required by the problem at

hand. Thus, theoretically, on-chip resources, such as flip-flops or RAM, used to implement

rings which are to be optimizecl-out could be better utilized in implementing a different

ring whose modulus would otherwise not be available.

8.3.2 GreaterParallelism

As we saw in Chapters 6 and 7, extremely high canvass rates were achieved on a number

of problems by partitioning single-variable sieve problems to execute on parallel sieve

devices. As well, the parallel architecture of MSSU was used to implement a multi-variable

sieving capability useful for solving some very difficult diophantine problems. This ability

to exploit parallelism is the major advantage of the MSSU over all other existing sieve

systems. Clearly, employing parallelism on a greater scale, perhaps employing several

hundred sieve chips, is a challenge for future sieve designers. The diffculty of such a design

would be in providing a sufficiently powerful control processor (or multiple processors)

and a suitable switching network to handle the increased data bandwidth necessary to

accommodate a large number of sieve devices.
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8.3.3 Newer VLSI Technologies

The SSU VLSI sieve devices were designed using gate array technoiogy which is fast

becoming obsolete. The SSU sieve chips were implemented. with a 2pm CMOS clouble-

metal process on a 1 cm2 die. Patterson [Patgl, pp. 150-158] utilized gZ66 out of a
possible 10013 available gates, with the majority of that circuitry occupied by 16Zb D-type

flip-flops used to implement the shift-register rings. Shift-register rings corresponcling to

the next 16 primes would have required an additional 2684 flip-flops.

Modern (1995) gate array devices offer much higher densities and speed. Using con-

servative estimates, VLSI sieve devices similar to the SSU could be manufacturecl lsing
0'8¡.rm CMOS gate arrays with clock rates of approximately 50MHz (versus 24MHz for

SSU), with 16 solution taps (versus 8 on the SSU), and hardware rings corresponding to

the first 40 to 50 primes. Such a device would have 4 times the hardware sievinq rate of

the SSU devices and offer increased flexibility with the adcled hardware rings.

Custom gate arrays such as the SSU are extremely expensive to fabricate, costing tens

of thousands of dollars in fixed costs in addition to per unit procluction costs. In large

quantities, these one-time fees can be amortized, resulting in a relatively low lnit-cost.
Due to the relatively low number of sieve clevices required to implement a new electronic

number sieve, a more economical solution would be the use of one-time programmable

devices. Field Programmable Gate Arrays (FPGAs) offer the aclvantage of being user-

programmable, at somewhat higher per unit costs than custom gate arrays. Gate clensities

of FPGAs, although significantly lower than custom devices, have increase{ to the point

where design of a single-chip sieve device is now feasible. And whereas custom gate arrays

are fabricated in batches, requiring a commitment to purchase some minimum r¡rantity

of parts, FPGAs can be programmed in any quantity, as needecl.

Some Field Programmable Gate Arrays, most notably Xilinx parts, are available which

offer re-programmability. These devices are used in the SPLASH systolic processor ¿secl

by Bronson and Buell [8893] to implement their sieve. In the near future, the rlensities
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of re-programmable FPGAs will make it feasible to implement a sieve on a single chip.

Theoretically, a number of different hardware configurations could be supported utilizing

this re-programmability feature. For example, one mode could feature n solution taps

with 2r hardware rings for maximum speed on sparse sieves, while another mode coulcl

offer 2n solution taps with only r rings, useful for denser, filter-bound sieves. Another

possibility would be to offer a mode where all the hardware supported modrrli are 7l2, for

primes p. This would be a useful confi.guration for computing values of the Erclös-Selfridge

function.

. Conceivably, a single-chip version of the OASiS sieve corrld be built which would

ofer the variable-size ring feature regardless of whether or not it is implementecl in re-

programmable logic. Some programmable devices are being manufactured with large

on-board memories, however, a design along the lines of OASiS would ideally reqtrire

many smaller blocks of memory in order to implement 16 or so variable-size rings. A

hybrid design employing a single FPGA containing the bulk of the sieve functions with

external RAM devices may also be feasible. The major limitations of this approach

are the requirement for a large number of external input/output pins on the FPGA for

interfacing to multiple RAM devices with wide data paths, and the increasecl size of the

resulting sieve.

At present the FPGA-based sieves of Bronson and Buell have suffered from a lack of

hardware rings, recluiring that an attached workstation process a large number of solution

interrupts and perform virtual ring emulation. This is not computationally burdensome

unless a filter condition is specifled, as in the pseudosquares problem. Howevet, the major

limitation with sieves of this type is that they implement a single sieve unit. Unless many

such sieves are operated in parallel, it is unlikely that any single sieve unit will achieve

the canvass rates necessary to surpass the performance of the MSSU.
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8.4 New Applications

The success of the MSSU in computing several new solutions to the sums of three cubes

problem (see Section 7.5.1) demonstrates the power of multi-variable sieving. Applica-

tions of this type are ideally suited to the parallel architecture of the MSSU. As wel1,

these types of problems parallelize across multiple sieve units, allowing two MSSU sieves

to be deployed on a single problem. It is our belief that this method holds great promise

for solving a number of very difficult diophantine problems.

In addition to extending the search for sums of three cubes for both rn > 100000 ancl

z ) 3 x 1010, it is possible that further analysis, perhaps for specific values of tI, may

lead to a focused search along a plane other than rn = y + z. Another variation of this

problem which has received some attention (see [Guy94, p. 151],ILRB69]) is determining

which integers d can be expressecl as

d,=13+y3+223.

Another possible application of multi-variable sieving is a problem suggested by

Melvyn J. Knight and analyzed by Bremner, Guy and Nowakowski [BGN93].
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Sunama.r3r of SS{.JVlom Comamands

-117 f aula - cnecl{
Format: CX* lCX<#>
Parameters: chip f
Outputs: DF I DP

Description: Checks whether the current contents of the rings and counters of
the specified chips are consistent with the initial ring contents. If * is specified, all
enabled chips will be tested. A DF signifies that the counter and ring values indicate
a hardware error has occutted, or the sieve chip(s) were loaded incorrectly. A Dp
signifies that the consistency check was successful.

Error Messages:
E-CHECKPOINT DID NOT VERIFY
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

E-NO CHIPS CURRENTLY ENABLED
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Clt - count
Format: Ctt* | Cll< f >
Parameters: chip f
Outputs: D< 32h >

Description: This command returns the 128-bit trial counter value C0UNT. This is
calculated using the C0UNTM value and the value of the optimize registers.

Error Messages:
E.INVALID PARAMETERS

E.NO CHIPS CURRENTLY ENABLED

CR - counter read
Format: CR< # >
Parameters: chip f
Outputs: D< 32h >

Description: Outputs the counter value COUNTM for the specified chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALÏD PARAMETERS

E-NO CHIPS CURRENTLY ENABLED

CW - counter write
Format: CH*a32¡, > | Ch¡< # >< 32h >
Parameters: chip f , 128-bit COUNTM value
Outputs: none

Description: Write the 128-bit counter value (coUttTM) for the specified chip(s).

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

E-NO CHIPS CURRENTLY ENABLED
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DU - variable dump
Format: DU< # >
Parameters: chip S
Outputs: a variable dump of sieve information

Description: Performs a variable dump having the following format:

CHIP: O

H/W CNTR =000000000000 00
CNTR0VF =0000000000000000
COUNT =00000000000000000000000000000000
C0UNTM =00000000000000000000000000000000
OPTMUL =00000001 OPTADD =00O00000
SOLCNT =00000000 SOLLMT =00000000

0UTMODE =þ PBPARM =00000000
PREFNM =PSQR POSTFNM =PSVR

ENABVEC =0000 PIPED =00000000
IRQLSTO =00000000 IRQLSTl =00000000
CHIPSEQ =00000000

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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El\{ - enable sieve chips
Format: EN< 8/z >
Parameters: 32-bit enable vector
Outputs: none

Description: Enables/disables chips from entering solution mode. The 32-bit en-
able vector contains a binary "1" for each enabled chip, and a "0" for each disablerì
chip. The least significant bit corresponds to chip f0.
Error Messages:

E-INVALID PARAMETERS

EX - exit
Format: EX

Parameters: none
Outputs: none

Description: Causes sieve monitor to exit and returns execution to CPU32BUG.

Error Messages:
none

FI - filter specify
Format: FI< name >< nz,rne >
Parameters: name of pre-filter, post-filter
Outputs: none

Description: Specifies the filters to be used for filtering solutions.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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GO-go
Format: G0

Parameters: none
Outputs: none

Description: All enabled chips enter solution mode and solutions are displayed as

they are encountered.

Error Messages:
none

I{Al! halt
Format: HA | !

Parameters: none

Outputs: none

Description: Causes sieve to exit solution

Error Messages:
none

206

mode and await further commands.

f,O - Ioad
Format: L0
Parameters: none

Outputs: none

Description: Loads the hardware rings and counters of all enabled chips using the
RINGDAT and COUNTM variables.

Error Messages:
E-NO CHIPS CURRENTLY ENABLED
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OM - output mode
Format: ol,tcHlDlS>
Parameters: output mode type
Outputs: none

Description: Specifies the output mode which will be used for the output of solrr-
tions. Must be one of the following:

D - decimal
H - hexadecimal
S - solution counting mode, no output

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

OR - read optimize registers
Format: 0R< 2å >
Parameters: chip f
Outputs: D< 8à >< 8å > (multiply, add)

Description: Reads the single-residue optimization values for the specified chip.
The multiply value is output first, followed by the add value.

Error Messages:
E.ÏNVALID PARAMETERS
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OW - write optimize registers
Format: 0W*q 3¿ >< 8å > I OW< # >< gå >< Bå >
Parameters: chip f , multiply value, add value
Outputs: none

Description: Writes the given multiply and add values to the specified chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

PP - problem parameter
Format: PP< 8å >
Parameters: 32-bit signed integer parameter value
Outputs: none

Description: This command allows 32-bits of problem specific data to be specifiecl.

Eruor Messages:
none

RD - ring dump
Format: RD< # >
Parameters: chip ff
Outputs: D< 420h >

Description: This commanrl outputs the contents of the 167b-bit RING buffer of
the specified chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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RE - reset
Format: RE

Parameters: none
Outputs: none

Description: This command performs a hardware reset of all sieve chips. AII state
variables are reset to their defaults.

Error Messages:
none

RR. - ring read
Format: RR< 2å >
Parameters: chip f
Outputs: D< 420h >

Description: This command outputs the contents of the 1675-bit RINGDAT buffer
of the specifiecl chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALTD PARAMETERS

RW - ring write
Format: RH*a 429¡t > | nw< # >< 420h >
Parameters: chip f , 1675 bits of ring data
Outputs: none

Description: This command sets the contents of the 1675-bit RINGDAT bufer to
the given value for the specified chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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SR - read solution registers
Format: SR< # >
Parameters: chip S
Outputs: D< 8/¿ >< 8å > (SOICNT,SOIIMT)

Description: This command reads the solution count (S0LCNT) and solution lirnit
(SOffut) values for the specifred chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

ST - return chip status
Forrnat: ST

Parameters: none
Outputs: D< 8/z > (ENABVBC)

Description: Displays the 32-bit enable vector value.

Error Messages:
none

SW - write solution registers
Format: SF{*< 3¿ >< 8å > | SW< # >< 8å >< 8/¿ >
Parameters: chip f ,32-bit SOLCNT, 32-bit SOLLMT
Outputs: none

Description: This command sets the contents of the optimize registers for the
specified chip.

Emor Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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Ut - unload
Format: UL

Parameters: none
Outputs: none

Description: This command unloads the contents of the hardware rings and coun-
ters of aII enabled chips and updates the values of the RING and COUNTM variables.

Error Messages:
none

VR - virtual ring read
Format: VR< # >
Pararneters: chip f
Outputs: D< 882h >

Description: This command outputs the contents of the 3524-bit virtual ring data
of the specifred chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS

VW - ring write
Format: Vl{*a 362¿ > I Vw< # >< 882h >
Parameters: chip S, 3524 bits of ring data
Outputs: none

Description: This command sets the contents of the 3524-bit virtual ring data to
the given value for the specifled chip.

Error Messages:
E-INVALID PARAMETERS
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SST.JVlon FåXter Algorithrms

B.L The Ferfect Square Filter - PSQR

The integer square-root ofan integer X is the largest positive integer r such that rz 1 X.

More precisely:

Deûnition 8.1.1- We define fåe square-root of a positiue integer ualue X to be tltat

integer ualue r such that

01r2<X<(r+L)2.

Most software math packages utiüze a version of Newton's method to evaluate square

roots. This technique finds the zero of a functio" /(") by starting with an initial approx-

imation and refining that approximation using an iterative process. The iteration rrsed

to find an approximation r;11 of the zero of f (r;) is

ri+7=rr-ffi
where Í'(*¿) is the derivative of /(æ¿). For computing the square root of A,the resulting

iteration is

lo: A,
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ri+r : *, - r,"rl;o 
= f,{r, * *¡

where ,4 is the radicand, and the ri are successive approximations to r,ã. Newton's

method is said to have "quadratic convergence", meaning that the number of digits of

precision doubles with each iteration [Con65], however this is an asymptotic property and

dependent on the initial approximation used.

Although, Newton's method is generally considered to be the fastest square root algo-

rithm asymptotically, it has several disadvantages. First, running time of the algorithm

is dependent on the input and the accuracy of the initial approximation. Second, some

stopping condition must be tested after each iteration to determine whether the iteration

has converged to a solution. Most importantly, however, Newton's methocl rec¡uires a

relatively expensive divide operation per iteration.

Since division is more complex than multiplication, addition or subtraction, it will

run more slowly [PH90, p. A-26]. Even on the most modern of RISC processors, such as

the 64-bit MIPS R10000 processor, the relative costs of an integer add operation velsus a

multiply operation are 1:5, while the relative cost of an integer multiply operation veïsus

a divide are 5:35 [MIP94]. The relative costs of these operations is much higher for so-

called "multi-precise" operations in which operands or return values are in excess of the

hardware supported word-lengths. For example, for the 128-bit integers required by the

SSUMON perfect square filter, the cost of a 128-bit by 64-bit divide operation using a bit-

at-a-time shift and subtract algorithm is of the same order as performing an entire 128-bit

square root operation by more direct means. Other variants of the iterative methocl can be

used to replace the division operation by three multiplication operations, incurring costs

roughly on the order of a single division operation [PH90, p. A-26]. Others eliminate

multiply or divides altogether at the expense of their corresponding rate of convergence.

Algorithrn B.L 32-bit square root algoritlnn wilh multiplies
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FUNCTION .Sqrú(X) R,ETURNS Y ;

INPUTX:integer;
OUTPUTY: integer;

ør : integer ;

92 : integer ;

m+-0'
g2 - 0x8000 ; { hexadecimal constant}

DO

IF ((rr + c2) * (xr t q2) < c) THEN

rr+xrlq2;

q2 * lsr(q2) ;

WHILE (q2 * 0) ;

RETURN (rr) ;

End of Algorithm

The perfect square filter of SSUMon PSQR uses a square root algorithm publishecl by

Peter [Pet90] 
1. It closely resembles the "classical" method of root extraction known in an-

cient times [Smi73, pp.144-148]. One binary bit of the solution is generated per iteration

using only basic operations: assignment, comparison and branch, addition, subtraction,

and logical (single binary bit) right shifts. We shall denote a single logical right shift of a

variable ø using the symbol Isr(r). The pseudocode for a 32-bit version of the algorithm

is presented in Algorithm 8.1. Making use of the fact that (ø + b)2 : (o" + 2olt + b2),

Peter was able to produce an optimized version of this algorithm shown in Algorithm 8.2.

It is shown here without proof, however, in the next section we will develop and prove a

very similar algorithm for the fast computation of cube-roots.

rWe would like to thank Volker Grupe [GruS ] for bringing this algorithm to our attention.



Algorithm 8.2 S?-bit square root algorithm without multiplies

FUNCTION ,9qrú(X) RETURNS Y ;

INPUTX:inüeger;
OUTPUTY:integer;

rr : integer ;

q2 : integer ;

tmp : integer ;

ær<-Q1
q2 - 0x40000000 ; { hexadecimal constant}

DO

tmP * xr f q2 ;

Ir (tmp < X) THEN

X - X -tmp;
nr *- lsr(xr) ;

rr<-xr¡q2;

ELSE
ør * lsr(ær) ;

q2 +- lsr(lsr(qZ)) ;

WHILE (q2 # 0) ;

RETURN (rr) ;
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End of Algorithm

The obvious manner in which this algorithm can be used to implement a perfect square

filter is to first compute the integer square root, square that value, and then compare it

to the original value. If the values are identical, then the number is a perfect square. As

it turns out, it is not necessary to perform the additional computation of squaring since

the value of the local variable r holds the value of X - 12 arrd it suffices to test if r : 0

to identify whether or not X is a perfect square.
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8.2 The Ferfect Cube Filten - PCUB

216

Similar to the square-root algorithm above, an integer cube-root algorithm exists which

computes one bit of the solution per iteration, and consists of only simple operations.

The cube-root algorithm is somewhat more complicated than the one used to determine

square-roots.

Before we can proceed any further, we must define precisely what we mean by the

cube-root function:

Definition 8.2.1 We define fåe integer cube-root r of a posit'iae integer uo,lue X to

be that ualue of r such that

o(13<X<(r*1)3.

To introduce and explain the derivation of the algorithm, we shall describe two ver-

sions of the cube-root algorithm. The first contains a number of multiplication operations

but is very simple to prove correct. We shall then perform a sequence of program transfor-

mations to derive an equivalent algorithm using only the simple operations of assignment,

comparison and branch, addition, subtraction and logical right shifts. We shall denote

the logical shift right function by /sr(r).

8.2.L Description of the Initial Algorithm

Algorithm 8.3 is a pseudocode implementation of the cube-root algorithm. It computes

one bit of the solution per iteration. The variable p1 acts as a scan-biú, representing the

position of the solution bit currently being tested. The IF statement determines whether

the current bit position represented by the scan-bit should be 4 "0" or 4 "1". The variable

r holds the partial integer root. When the algorithm completes, the variable r will contain

the soiution, namely, the integer cube-root of X.
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So that we can discuss the values of a given variable u at various times throughout

the execution of this algorithm, we define the variable i which serves no purpose other

than to identify the current iteration of the algorithm. So that we can unicluely identify

the value of any variable at any given iteration of the algorithm, we shall use the symbol

,(i) to denote the value of variable u at iteration i. To avoid ambiguity, we enforce

a "single-assignment rule" whereby a variable can be assigned a value only once per

iteration. The value of a variable is undefined until an assignment operation has taken

place for that iteration. If we require two operations to be performed on a variable

during an iteration, we can either combine these operations in one assignment statement

or introduce a temporary variable. For example, consider the following code segment:

s*x!l;
c - lsr(r) ;

This can be re-written as:

i+ijl;
ø(i) * tsr(r(i-l) a 1) ;

Or:

i + ill;
aç)*r(;-t)11;
aU) * lsr(y(t) -¡ 1¡ '

Note, however, that this convention of labeling variables

not change the semantics of the algorithm, but merely allows

a variable in a precise manner.

by iteration number does

us to refer to the value of



A.lgorithm 8.3 cube root for arbitrarg-sàze inlegers with rnulriply operations

FUNCTION cörú(X) R.ETUR,NS arbitraryinteger ;

INPUT X : arbitraryjnteger ;

i : timestamp ;

r : arbitraryjnteger ;

p1 : arbitraryjnteger ;

temp : arbitraryjnteger ;

c : arbitrary-integer ;

ie0;
r(o)-o;
p\o) * 2(r;ts(x)/tD ; { highest possible result bit }
ø(o)-X;

DO

ternpG) - (r(r) +pÍt)) * (r(i) apÍt)) * (r(;) ao{c)¡.
i+-ijl;
lF (tempG-l) < 0(d-1)) THEN

r(i) e ¡(;-t) -r_ p\r-r) ; { output l_bii }

ELSE

r(t) e r(i-r) . { output O_bit }

ENDIF
r(d) *- Á;-r) .

p\t) *- lsr(p!t-t)¡ .

wHILE (p\') + o) ;

R,ETURN (r(;)¡ '

End of Algorithm
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The cube-root algorithm does not enforce a limit on the word-size of the input X.
Since we want to prove that this algorithm will work for arbitrary-size integers, we shall

merely identify all variables as being of type "arbitraryìnteger". For now, we shall assume

that the function bits(Y) simply returns an integer value å such that Y < 2hrt. This
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loughly corresponds to the number of bits required to represent the value X. To ensure

that the algorithm tests all possible bit-positions of the solution we initialize the scan-bit

variable b 2(lbits(x)/sì). ¡Js¡s, the algorithm will work correctly if our initial value for

the scan-bit variable is too large. However, we want the value of bils(X) to be as low as

possible to avoid unnecessary work in our algorithm. When the algorithm is programmecl

for fixed-length values of X we shall replace the value o12([bits(x)/sl). 6t a constant which

is a function of the word-size.

Theorem B.L Algorithrn 8.3 correctly computes the integer cube root of X.

Proof: We shall prove that the algorithm is correct using induction on the number of

binary bits of the solution which are output correctly.

For our initial case, we shall prove that Algorithm B.3 outputs the first binary digit

correctly for any integer X. When the algorithm performs the first iteration, we have the

following two cases:

(A.) temp(o¡ < X, thus r(1) *- 
"(o) 

* pr(o) (. ,,1" bit is output).

(8.) ternp(o¡ ¡ X, thus r(1) *- "(o) (. 
,,0" bit is output).

Consider case (4.). By contradiction, assume that a O-bit is output ancl therefore

"(1) 
*- t(0). Thot the algorithm will generate a solution, r, whose binary string is of the

form 0g, where 3r is any arbitrary string of 0's and 1's. Since tern'p(o) ( X, we know that

(pr(o))t ( X. However, 13 < (pr(o))t ( X, and thus r cannot be a valid solution because

it violates the condition that 0 ( 13 < X < (r * 1)3 in Definition (8.2.1) ancl thus our

original assumption must be wrong.

Consider case (8.). By contradiction, assume that a l-bit is output and therefore

r(1) * 
"(o) 

+ pr(o). Since tempío) = 1r(o) +pr(o))t we must have (r(1)¡3 = (temp@))3 s

X and (r(t);s > X. However this violates the condition that 13 cannot exceecl X in
Definition (8.2.1) and thus our original assumption must be wrong.

279
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We now assume that the algorithm correctly generate the first rn digits of the solution

given by the binary string, z, for arry arbitrary value of input X. We now prove that the

algorithm will generate the correct zn f 1'th digit.

Recall that ternp(^) : 1r(-) *pr(-)¡3. Again, we have two cases:

(A.) temp(*-r) S X, thus ,(*) *- ,(m-r) * pr(^-r¡ (u,,1,, bit is output).

(8.) temp(Ìn-t) > X, thus r(^) *- r(m-t) (r "0" bit is output).

Consider case (4.). Since temp(--r) < X we know that (r(-);3 - (r@-t) * ¡rr(--r)¡s a

X. By contradiction, assume that a O-bit is output and the remaining bits of the solu-

tion, r, form a string of the form 0y, where g is any arbitrary string of 0's and 1's. This

generates a solution of the form z\y. Since, (r(-)¡s ( X we know that for some integer,

g, of the form 210"'0, consisting of the prefix z1 followed liy a string of binary 0's,

that r3 < q3 < X. This again violates the condition that 0 ( 13 < X < (r * 1)3 of

Definition (8.2.1), and thus our original assumption must be wrong.

We now consider case (8.). By contradiction, assume that a 1-bit is output ancl r(-) -
,(m-r) ¡pr(*-t) . Since temp(--r) - (r(*-r) ¡ pr(n,-r)¡3 ) X, we must have çr@)¡3 > X.

However this violates the condition that r3 cannot exceed X in Definition (8.2.1) ancl,

once more, our original assumption must be wrong. û

8.2.2 A. Sequence of Transformations

We now perform a seqllence of transformations

lent algorithm using only the simple operations

addition, subtraction and logical right shifts.

We start by evaluating (r * pr)3,

on Algorithm 8.3 to derive an e<¡riva-

of assignment, comparison ancl branch,

(,+pù3:.1' + {-*W+{þ.
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We shall attempt to eliminate the multiplication operations required in computing the

above four terms, in the order shown, beginning with the first term, 13.

Define

tm,p(i-t) = B(r(i-l))2 pL(i-r\ * Br(¡rr(;-r)¡2 I lpr(;-t);3.

If the THEN portion of the IF statement is executed,

(r(;)¡s : (r(;-t)¡s * tmp?-r),

otherwise, if the ELSE portion of the statement is executed

(r(t);s: (r(t-1))3.

Since

1r(o)¡3 : 6,

we have i<j
1r(j)¡s : Ð tmp?),

i, THEN taken

where we sum over the iterations i for which the THEN portion of our IF statement is

executed. Thus, we see that by decrementing r by the value of tmp each time the THEN

statement is executed that we eliminate the need to recompute the value of 1r(;)¡3. Our

updated pseudocode becomes the following:

tmp\) *- 3(r(i)¡2p,(i) a 3¡(i)(pr(i))z + (pr(t))t ;

i+i*l;
IE (tmp?-r) < u(;-1)) THEN

*(i) * ¿(t-1) _ tmpQ-t) .

r(d) 1- r(t-1) + pr(;-i) '

ENDIF
pt3) * tsr(pr(;-t)¡ .

WHILE 1ot{;) l0) ;

RETUR,N (r(;l¡ .

22r
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Second, we see that we can eliminate the computation of p13 by deflning a variable

pB whose initial value is 23(lbits(x)/31), the cube of the initial value of p1, and. which is

shifted right three times every iteration instead of once like p1. We can also use p3 as

the test condition for terminating the loop because p3 and p1 will both equal zero at the

same iteration.

tmçí;) - 31r(;)¡2or(;) 1 3¡(;)1pr(;)¡2 -¡- pr(;) ;

i<-i*r;
IF (trnp(t-t) < c(i-l)) THEN

rG) + r(t-1) - tmpG-r) .

r(t) *- .(i-t) 1pl(i-1) .

ENDIF
pt?) * lsr(pr(;-t)¡ .

ps?) * lsr(tsr(lsr(pr(t-t)))) ;

\MHTLE çr"G) lQ;
RETURN (r(i)¡ .

Third, we shall attempt to eliminate the multiplications in the term 3r(p1)2. First,

define a variable ú' which is the sum of the p3 values in the inner loop. The initial value

of f is ¿'(o) - 0.
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tmp1) *- f (r(d)¡zpfi) 1 3¡(;)(pr( i)¡2 ¡ ,"(;)
i+-i*I;
IE (tmp?-r) < "(i-t)¡ THEN

a(i) e c(i-r) - tmpî-r) .

{(i) * ¿'(;-t) aps(t;-1) .

r(i) e r(i-1) + pr(d-t) ;

ENDIF
pl;) *- tsr(pr(i-t)¡ '

pz?) * tsr(tsr(lsr(pr(t-t)))) ;

WHILE 1or(;) l0);
RETUR,N (r(;)¡ .

If we denote the value of the highest order binary bit of r by the symbol r(0), and the

Èth most significant bit by r(/c), and similarly define symbols for the value of variable ú/,

we have at iteration i.

r : r(o)r(1) rp¡. . .pt1) 
,

and

t' = tlqoot'(L¡ooúlr¡oo "'ps?).

Immediately, we note that 11;¡ = t'(ù fo, all values of i, thus

ú' = r(o)0011r¡00112¡00 '..ps$).

Furthermore, by performing two logic right shifts every iteration, we can "squeeze-otrt)'

these additional pairs of zeroes. Thus we define a variable ú such that

t : rp¡rg¡rp¡' ' 'pz?) ,

or equivalently that

t : rt)ço'tyz '

Note that at the completion of our algorithm that

223

ru) = t(ù,
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and thus we can use the value of ú as the function return value.

Rewriting our algorithm to reflect this change, we now define a variable f which is the

sum of the p3 values and subjected to two logical right shifts per iteration. To adhere to

our "single-assignment rule", we split these two operations into two assignment operations

by introducing a temporary variable s. Remember, we must assign the value of s in the

ELSE portion of our IF statement to avoid its value being undefined.

We also note that at any iteration i, the variable ¿(t) : 
"(;)1Or(;)¡'. 

Sir,." we require

three times this quantity, we make use of the fact that

s=4t,

and that

s(,) - ¿(t) = gr(ùçOr(;)¡2 .

This results in the following changes:

DO
tmp?) - s1r(r)¡zo!t) + s(i) -¿(;) ¡ p"(;)

i*i-lI,
IE (tmp(-t) < ø(;-1)) THEN

,(i) *- r('i-l) - tmp?-t) .

s(t) - ¿(;-t) -r- pzG-,) ;

rU) *- 
"(;-t) 

-r- pr(;-r) ;

ELSE

s(i) - ¿(;-t) '

ENDIF
¿(;) - lsr(tsr(s(t))¡ .

pt?) * lsr(pr(t-t)¡ .

pr(;) * tsr(lsr(lsr(pr(t-t)))) ;

\MHILE 10"$) I Q;
RETURN (t(;l¡ '

224

Finally, we shall eliminate the computation of 3rpt2 , thus eliminating all multiplica-
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tions from our algorithm. We see that if the THEN statement is executecl that

(r(;)¡z : (r(t-1))2 * 2r?-t)or(;-r) + lor7-t)¡2 .

This yields a recurïence relation for (r(;);2. Since, r(0) - 0 we have have,

s(t) 1p.(i).

At the end of every iteration we perform a single logical right shift of the contents of z

to account for the shift factor of
1

Since we are trying to eliminate the term Sþ@¡2 OØ , we define a temporary variable

a :2u, and thus eliminate multiplication by three, making use of the fact that 3z = 't)+u.

This is shown in the following:

^ 1<J

1r(j)¡2= t (zrØortù+(pr{;);2¡.
i. THEN taken

Thus,
^ i<j

O(ù)zpLQ) : Ð (zr\or{;)r,(j) I lor(;))'orØ).
i, THEN taken

If. i < j, we have

pt(j)=#,
and 

^ i<j
eØ)2pJÐ = Ë #^ (zrØor{;)2+(e,{;)¡3).

t, THEN taken -

This is equivalent to

;<i 1

t -(i\t2 * (i\ \- l- /"1;¡ -',- r;t\\r"') Pt-' - l- ;Gq \"" -r Pt''' ).
t, THEN taken -

We define a variable z which will equal the value of þØ¡2rr(¿) at iteration ¿. The

initial value of u(o) - 0. Each iteration, z is incrementecl by the value of
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tmp1) * ¿(i) * o(i) a 
"(i) - ¿(;) * p3(;) .

iei*L;
IF (trnp(d-t) < 0(d-1)) THEN

¿(i) - ø(i-1) - tmp(-t) .

s(d) = ¿(;-t) a pr(d-1) ;

r(i) *- ,"(r-t) a prî-t) i

u(i) *- ,r(;-t) 4 ¿(;-t) a 1(;-t) 1p3(;-t) .

ELSE

s(i) ê ¿(;-t) '

u(r) e u(r-l) .

ENDIF
¿(d) - lsr(/sr(s(i)¡¡ .

u(t) * tsr(o(;); .

pr(i) *- tsr(pr(;-t)¡ .

pa(i) * tsr(tsr(tsr(pe(i-t)))) ;

\MHILE 1o"G) l0);
R,ETURN (¿(d)) .

At this point we no longer need the variables p1 and r, so we eliminate them from our

algorithm. We also notice that we can make a simple optimization by noticing that

s(i) = ú(i-1) +p.(;-r),

thus,

uu) _ u(i-l) + ¿(r-1) + ¿(r-1) + Æ(i-r) _ uu-L) + ¿(r-1) * s(;).

Permitting us to eliminate one acldition operation from our algorithm.
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tmp() *- ,(d) + o(i) + 
"(;) - ¿(;) * p3(;)

i+-i+I;
tE (tmp(-t) < r(i-r)) THEN

ø(d) ,- ¿(d-1) - tm,pî-t) .

s(i) - ¿(;-t) apr(t-t) ;

u(i) (_ ,r(;-t) a ¿(;-t) .t_ s(;) .

ELSE

s(i) * ¿(;-t) '

u(d) ê uG-[) .

ENDIF
ú(t) - /sr(lsr(s(i)¡¡ .

u(i) - lsr(o(i)¡ .

pz?) * lsr(lsr(lsr(p3(t-t)))) ;

WHILE 1r"Q) l0);
RETURN (t{;)¡ .

At this point we shall abandon our single assignment rule and implement our algorithm

in pseudocode suitable for programming in any programming language. The only other

modifications which we shall make to orrr algorithm is eliminating the temporary variables

s and z and the timestamp i. This will involve rearranging some of our instructions, an<l

will require multiple assignments to the variable tmp per iteration. We now present the

final version of our algorithm:



Algorithm 8.4 cube root for arbilrarg-size integers without mulliplg operations

FUNCTION còrú(X) RETURNS arbitraryjnteger
INPUT X : arbitraryjnteger ;

pB : arbitraryjnteger ;

ú : arbitraryjnteger ;

úrnp : arbitrary-integer ;

o : arbitraryjnteger ;

ø : arbitraryìnteger ;

p!o) _ 23lt;ts(x)/sD ; { cube of pr }
Í{-0;
tmp+-Q;
u *0;
n<-X;

DO

tmp+t+a;
ú - lsr(lsr(f)) ;

u +- lsr(u) ;

tmp+tmpla-t*p3;
IE (tmp < ø) THEN

r1-æ-tmp;
a +- a *t ;

t+ttps;
a+u+t;

ENDIF
¡r3 * lsr(lsr(lsr(p))) ;

WHILE (p" t 0);
R,ETURN (t) ;
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End of Algorithm

As in the case for perfect squares, it is possible to identify a perfect cube value by

merely examining the value r. The value of the local variable r holds the value of X - r3

and it suffi.ces to test if x :0 to identify whether or not X is a perfect cube.
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8.3 The Frobable-Frime Filter - PBPM

SSUMon provides a probable-prime filter based on the Strong Pseudoprime Test of Pomer-

ance, Selfridge and Wagstaff [PSW80]. The filter will reject most composite numbers and

accept all prime numbers. However, a fairly scarce class of composite values, known as

strong pseudoprimes are accepted as well; hence, the filter is a probable-prime test ancl

not a true primal-ity test. The actual algorithm used is that described by Bressoud in

[Bre89, pp. 75-78]. The algorithm utilizes fast modular exponentiation. The base 2 was

chosen because it resulted in a slight performance improvement over that of other bases,

due to multiplication by 2 being equivalent to a single left shift. Pomerance, Selfriclge

and Wagstatr [PSW80] computed all of the strong pseudoprimes to l¡ase 2, clenote<l by

spsp(2),less than or equal to 2.5 x 1010, and counted only 4842. Therefore, we can expect

very few false-primes to pass the PBPM filter. These false-primes can be detected using

an off-line primality test or factoring algorithm implemented in a math package such as

Maple.

A number of different filters are available for specifying certain configurations of

primes. These include: twin-primes X and X +2 (Th¡PM), triple-primes X, X*2 ancl

X+0 (TRPM), and quad-primes X, X 12, X+6 and X+e (QDptf). For specifying solutions

which are twice a prime value, the filter PBP2 is provided.

229
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